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Abstract
Methods for shaping of sophisticated, transient, ultra wideband (UWB) wave
forms and pulses are presented. The methods include novel circuits based on step
recovery diodes (SRDs) and quasi-transversal filter concepts but the majority of the
work focuses on UWB pulse shaping using completely passive nonuniform trans
mission lines (NUTLs). It is shown, for the first time, that NUTLs can be used
to generate highly sophisticated arbitrary UWB pulse shapes, including modified
Hermite polynomial (MHP) and approximate spheroidal wave function (APSWF)
pulses which are not known to have been previously generated in practice, and a
generalized methodology, verified by experiments, for design of NUTLs for UWB
pulse shaping is presented. Also, a verified methodology for compensating for wide
band loss and dispersion in NUTLs is demonstrated, believed to be the first time
this has been achieved.
An extensive literature review demonstrates the need for more sophisticated
UWB pulse shapes than can be generated using currently available approaches.
The review examines these current approaches and, in particular, presents the state
of the art in NUTL design and synthesis and in methods for compensating for NUTL
non-idealities. It establishes that while NUTLs have the potential to be used for
UWB pulse shaping, this has not been previously reported and that no satisfactory
method for compensation for loss and dispersion in NUTLs exists.
Novel active circuits for UWB pulse shaping using SRD and quasi-transversal
filter concepts are presented but these are shown to be limited in both the range and
complexity of UWB pulses that can be generated. To overcome this, the develop
ment and verification are described of a novel methodology, assuming loss-free and
dispersion-free lines, for synthesis of NUTLs capable of generating arbitrary UWB
pulse shapes, including MHP and APSWF pulses which have previously only been
described in theory. This methodology is then further extended to the first known
verified methodology for compensation for the loss and dispersion that exist in prac
tical NUTL. The scope of this last methodology has far greater applications than
UWB as it is very general in its nature and its methodologies and techniques can be
applied to the characterisation of non-uniform, one dimensional propagation inverse
problems in known media e.g. transmission lines with known frequency-dependent
propagation parameters and can also find use in, say, geology and acoustics.
Ill
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The research in this thesis into ultra wideband (UWB) shaping was motivated by
the idea of using UWB pulse based radios as a communication backbone for sensor
network applications. Essentially, sensor networks are self organising (often called
ad hoc networks), low data rate networks whose main purpose is the perception of
the parameters of a surrounding environment. In order to realise this sensing task,
a typically large number of sensor nodes that communicate with each other in an
ad-hoc manner is deployed within a certain area. The large number of nodes makes
it infeasible to replace or replenish energy sources powering the nodes, therefore
extremely energy-efficient design is favoured. This makes UWB pulse-based radio a
promising candidate that can fulfil the above mentioned requirements offering ad
ditional benefits that would greatly enhance functionality of such a network. Some
of the potential benefits are: higher security of transmission, enhanced immunity to
multipath signal propagation, the inherently-precise positioning capability of UWB
pulse signals, potentially simpler transceiver construction that does not employ con
tinuous wave generators, mixers etc.
Although, the benefits of UWB systems are undisputed, system and circuit level
challenges for an efficient deployment of the real systems are extensive and they are
still subject of scientific and engineering investigations. The work presented in this
thesis is primarily concerned with a impulse UWB radio and radar — type of the
radio that uses short (below nanosecond) electrical pulses with large instantaneous
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bandwidth of several gigahertz. Therefore, a pulse shaping in those systems is espe
cially important and decides about a performance of the whole system. Those, es
sentially transient, signals/pulses are challenging to generate and process even with
a current state-of-the-art electronics. Pulses’ short duration and high bandwidth
means that a variety of scientific and engineering areas need to meet to successfully
deal with UWB impulse radio (IR) systems. A digital signalling community accus
tomed to think about signals in time domain, only recently appreciated problems
associated with high frequency signal propagation and electromagnetism. On the
other hand, those familiar with high frequency design, only relatively recently star
ted to appreciate transient, in place of a more traditional phasors — steady state,
nature of signals.

1.1

Objectives of Work

The aim of this work is investigation and development of methods suitable for
a shaping of short electrical, temporally complicated waveforms such as those en
countered in UWB IR systems. The investigated methods are:
• pulse shaping with step recovery diode (SRD) networks,
• an analog transversal filter,
• nonuniform transmission line (NUTL) filters.
The objectives are the methodologies that:
• are based on sound scientific principles,
• can cope with UWB transient signals,
• are low cost,
• do not use exotic materials nor manufacturing processes,
• are easy to implement in a laboratory practice,
• not constrained to any type of software nor measurement equipment.
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In course of this research, it became clear that NUTL filters hold the greatest
potential. Therefore, the main objective is to provide a framework that:
• allows design of the pulse shapers with lossy, dispersive transmission lines,
• is not constrained to any particular type of a transmission line,
• can be applied in the whole UWB frequency range and beyond,
• is easy to implement by a practising engineer.
To achieve the above:
• the standard ideal layer peeling methods need to be advanced to allow for
inclusion of non-ideal propagation within transmission lines,
• a broadband, causal modelling strategy that properly represents loss and dis
persion present in transmission lines need to be developed.

1.2

Context of Work

The context of this work lies in a recently increased interest in UWB IR radio
and radar systems. Those systems are thought as the paradigm shifting approach
to the radio technology; often overperforming more traditional narrowband systems.
They often rely on short transient signals that span bandwidth of several GHz. As it
will be shown in the literature review section of this thesis, the performance of those
systems heavily depends on the shape of used pulses. However, currently employed
pulse shaping techniques do not meet required level of sophistication expected from
the pulses or are too coKiplex, expensive to be used in power restricted, low cost
applications such as sensor networks or portable equipment. Additionally, with
the advances in integrated circuit (IC) design and ever increasing signalling speed
of interfaces coupled with stronger interest in time domain applications there is
everyday need for cheap, flexible solutions capable of delivering sophisticated pulses
with the speed far beyond those currently offered by commercial analog to digital
converters.
Therefore there is need for the pulse shaping devices and methods that satisfy:
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• low cost of implementation with a basic set of components and techniques,
• flexibility of the solutions that could generate tunable pulse shapes or the
devices that could be easily re-manufactured with a different pulse shape,
• low drained power operation,
• small size and portability.
These, in turn, create and engineering challenges:
• need to develop new models and approaches since often, traditional, well es
tablished radio frequency (RF) design methodologies and concepts break when
applied to the design of a transient pulse shapers with ultra widebands,
• need for the development of completely novel circuits, not used in narrowband
systems.
Therefore, the work presented in this thesis aims to propose novel circuit solu
tions capable of satisfying the above needs by proposing a variety of novel circuit
solutions along with their design methodologies. Every proposed design builds on
the experiences gathered from its predecessors. The proposed solutions use different
approaches to pulse shaping ranging from switching devices (based on step recovery
diode), linear active pulse shaping (the transversal filter) to completely passive, fully
linear solution of nonuniform transmission lines. Every proposed methodology and
solutions advanced the state of the art in its respective area.

1.3

Progress with Respect to State of the Art

Currently used pulse shaping methods and devices usually offer only simple pulse
shapes that are not adequate to modern needs. Additionally they suffer from the
lack of a pulse shape tunability further limiting its usefulness. Moreover, a lot of
the pulse shaping approaches requires complex, bulky arrangements that are not
suitable for many applications. The work presented in this thesis alleviates the
above mentioned drawbacks offering novel pulse generation and shaping methods
that are capable of creating tunable or sophisticated waveforms.
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The main focus of author’s research was utilisation of NUTL for a UWB pulse
shaping. The nonuniform transmission lines were identified as a highly suitable for
the task since they overcome most of the above mentioned drawbacks. Although,
NUTL were proposed in the past for the pulse shaping applications, this is the
first time when their applicability is being considered for the UWB pulse shaping
w^here spectrum of the pulses is reaching several GHz. Furthermore, the pulses
investigated have sophisticated spectral and temporal shapes e.g. the first hardware
implementation of the theoretically proposed modified Hermite polynomials (MHPs)
and pulse trains of thereof. Furthermore it is the first time when loss and dispersion
present in every real transmission line is being taken into account in the design
process for the NUTL structures.
The method proposed in this thesis is based on a layer peeling algorithm —
type of an inverse scattering algorithm that is capable of calculating the impedance
profile of the line from its time domain response. However, the traditional layer
peeling algorithms assume that the line is lossless and dispersionless that is clearly
not the case. The only layer peeling method considering non-ideal propagation
method in the context of the microwave filter synthesis is the method proposed
by Huang in [1]. Unfortunately Huang do not properly address the problem of
the modelling of line’s loss and dispersion in the broad range of frequencies. The
Huang’s method requires calculation of the inverse of a transfer function of the line.
In general the transmission line is not an invertible system and as such cannot be
directly inverted. This work proposes enhancements over Huang’s approach and the
basic layer peeling approach in that it properly models the loss and dispersion in
the UWB frequency range allowing it to be inverted. The approach taken has not
only sound physical backgrounds but is also multidisciplinary drawing on techniques
used in signal processing and system identification.
Although NUTLs offer a very convenient platform for the waveform generation,
they cannot change their response by tuning the line’s parameters. The tunability is
a highly desirable feature in many UWB systems, however the most of the currently
proposed pulse generator/shapers are not capable of delivering this feature. The
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current tunable solutions are based on the topography of the distributed amplifier.
They benefit from the parasitics of a field effects transistor that loads an artificial
transmission line and as such are better suited to the chip scale integration where
parasitics can be tightly controlled. The IC devices are strongly limited in a power
that can be output from them, therefore are not suitable for the applications that
work in a higher power regime. The invention presented in this document overcomes
the above drawbacks by proposing a modified topology for the tunable pulse shaper
that uses off-the-shelf components. The new pulse shaper is based on a principle of
quasi-transversal filtering. This flexible approach is capable of generating tunable
pulse shapes suitable for the communication in a UWB system. The power of the
generated pulses is mainly limited by the power handling capability of the active
components acting as the filter’s tap weights.
So far, only the aspect of the pulse shaping has been considered, neglecting
the process of a pulse generation. This issue was address by another invention
presented in this work — a truly balanced SRD pulse generator. Majority of UWB
pulse generators offer a single ended output that needs to be converted to a balanced
output by the means of a balanced to unbalanced converters (baluns). The baluns
occupy vital space, distort the pulse shape and are hard to design over very broad
bandwidth reaching several GHz. The novel step recovery diode pulse generator
presented in this work offers compact, unique solution that allows creations of a
balanced pulses from a single, low voltage power source. The generator do not use
any baluns therefore alleviates problems associated with them; offering well balanced
pulses that can be directly fed to an input of balanced systems.
All the work mentioned above was inspired by research on wireless sensor net
works conducted in Cork Institute of Technology. One of the main points of the
research carried out at that time was a development of wireless sensor network ra
dio nodes. The investigations resulted in several inventions such as above mentioned
the balanced SRD pulse generator. At the receiver side of the UWB radio link the
novel pulse detector was proposed. The new pulse detector provides a direct con
version from a microwave to a digital signal, avoiding a baseband amplification used
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in the tunnel diode detectors and/or the envelope detectors [2-4]. Additionally, the
new detector can operate with a greater pulse repetition frequency (PRF) reaching
20 MHz than the superregenerative receivers in [5,6] capable of handling only PRF
in the region of 100 kHz. The pulse detector allowed detection of pulses disregard
ing of their shape — feature very desirable in the multipath environment that can
strongly affect the pulse shape and this way detection probability.

1.4

Thesis Preview

The work presented in this thesis follows the progress of the author’s understand
ing of the topic of the ultra wideband (UWB) pulse shaping and his quest for the
most optimal, low-power consuming, method for reshaping of UWB pulses. This
quest was organised into the following chapters:
Chapter 2 Literature Review presents an overview of the current literature
and technical solutions in the field of fast, transient pulses with a particular emphasis
on UWB pulse shaping in radio and radar applications. The chapter contrasts the
advantages of sophisticated pulse shaping for UWB radio and radar systems with
current state of the art of the pulse shaping methods. The presented methods can
be largely divided into four groups: digital filtering, photonic, nonlinear electronic,
and linear electronic. This juxtaposition proves the need for novel, energy efficient
pulse shaping methods and prepares the background for the author’s investigations
into the shaping of ultra-short, temporally sophisticated pulses. The particular
role is given to the subset of the linear electronic pulse shaping methods — the
methods based on the nonuniform transmission line (NUTL); the advancement of
those methods constitutes the core of this thesis.
Chapter 3 Active Approaches to Pulse Shaping presents author’s original
work into UWB pulse shaping that overcomes some of the drawbacks of the state
of the art pulse shaping methods as reviewed in Chapter 2. This chapter can also
be regarded as a roadmap documenting author’s understanding and research into
UWB pulse generation and shaping. This research was carried out in the context of a
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broader research conducted at the time in the Centre for Adaptive Wireless Systems
in Cork Institute of Technology that focused on a development of a UWB transceiver
using off-the-shelf discrete components. The presented there work resulted in the
development of an UWB radio link. The results of that work were published in
the Proceedings of 15th International Travelling Summer School on Microwaves
and Lightwaves [7]. The author’s contribution to the link was the development
of three key system’s components: a step recovery diode (SRD) balanced pulse
generator with a passive pulse shaping network, a low power consumption pulse
detector and an adaptive pulse shaper; the novelty of presented there solutions was
acknowledged by publications in the Proceedings of the IEEE Radio and Wireless
Conference [8], and of the IEEE International Conference on Ultra-Wideband [9],
and in IEEE Mierowave and Wireless Components Letters [10]. The outcome of
this work identified the need for a pulse shaping method with a better capabilities
and set the stage for the investigations that results are presented in the follow on
chapters.
Chapter 4 Pulse Shaping Using Lossless and Dispersionless Nonuniform Transmission Lines introduces a nonuniform transmission line (NUTL)
as an UWB pulse shaper. Although, the NUTLs were proposed for a pulse shap
ing; it is the first time when they are applied to the UWB pulse shaping. The
past designs exploiting the NUTL were largely limited to the frequency range up
to 2 GHz. For the first time ever, the lossless layer peeling method is applied to
the synthesis of NUTLs capable of generating UWB pulses; next, the theoretical
structures are experimentally verified. It is shown for the first time that modified
Hermite polynomial (MHP) pulses with a bandwidth of over 10 GHz can be gener
ated; until this work the MHP pulses were only subject to theoretical investigations.
It is further shown that NUTLs can be used for the generation of temporally long,
sophisticated waveforms consisting of modulated pulse trains that can potentially be
used in multiple access systems. The original work presented in this chapter was for
the first time published in IEEE Mierowave and Wireless Components Letters [11].
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The work presented there also identifies the need for the inclusion of the transmis
sion line’s frequency dependent loss and dispersion in the layer peeling algorithm to
combat adverse effects of the line’s nonideal behaviour.
Chapter 5 Pulse Shaping Using Dispersive and Lossy NUTLs builds
on the methodology and knowledge gathered in Chapter 4 in application of the
layer peeling algorithm to the design of UWB NUTL pulse shapers. The main focus
of this chapter is an introduction of the new method proposed by the author to
combat adverse propagation effects present in the NUTL. An impact of the non
ideal propagation effects i.e. a frequency dependent loss and a modal dispersion in a
microstrip lines on a pulse shaping is discussed. It is shown that a currently employed
design procedures neglecting the propagation effects present in the real, physical
structures lead to a poor correlation between a design template and experimental
results. This is the first such broad treatise of the influence of distortions to the
pulse shaping capability of the NUTL.
The author uses a multidisciplinary approach to the modelling of commensurate
sections that create NUTLs. The new approach takes advantage of well established
modelling techniques in a digital signal processing. The line section’s frequency
domain transfer function is modelled as a Z-domain rational polynomial. The unique
modelling process takes special care of invertibility of the transfer function - the step
previously not addressed by any published NUTL design method. It is shown that
inverting directly the line’s transfer function results in the unstable, non-causal
solution. To avoid this a decomposition of the transfer function into an all-pass
and a minimum phase parts is proposed. The novel modelling process proposed
here extends applicability of the layer peeling method to the design of broadband,
lossy, and dispersive UWB NUTLs. Following theoretical derivations, the chapter
concludes with the measurement and modelling of the samples of microstrip lines
constructed on a selection of substrates proving its usefulness. The work presented in
this chapter establishes design procedures that allow creation of pulse shaping filters
for use in variety of applications. The focus is on the most difficult case among planar
lines — the microstrip line; however, the modelling method is generally applicable
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to any kind of real transmission line. The outcome of this work was accepted for
publication to IEEE Transaction on Microwave Theory and Techniques [12].
Chapter 6 Conclusion provides a summary, the concluding discussions, and
outlines a possible future work.

10

Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1

Introduction

Since the dawn of human radio emissions the problem of pulse shaping was
recognised. The very first radio emitters used simple spark gap transmitters that
did not allow control over the spectral content of the transmitted signals. However
it was quickly realised that the problem of interference needed to be addressed. The
earliest methods for control of the spectral content of transmission included tuned
resonant circuits that created harmonic rich damped sine waves when excited with an
impulse. These were rather crude devices that finally gave way to the heterodyning
principle introduced in the early 1920’s and replacement of broadband signals with
narrowband counterparts. However, with the dawn of digital communication, the
need for the pulse shaping for the purpose of data modulation became apparent
leading, to the development of digital modulation techniques.
Although the first wave of ultra wideband (UWB) technology in early 1920’s lost
the battle for the wireless transmissions, mainly due to lack of advanced circuitry,
a second wave started to emerge in the 1960’s when the benefits of UWB signals
became apparent in radar technology. The pioneering works of Ross [13,14] revived
interest in UWB pulse systems. Those pioneering investigations were primarily
concerned with radar technology. A properly shaped radar pulse can drastically
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improve the whole radar system performance — a fact long time ago widely recog
nised. Since then, the gradual development of UWB systems has led to a much
wider interest in the technology resulting, in February 2002, in the legislation for
UWB radio emissions by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in United
States and, afterwards, worldwide by local regulatory bodies. This move sparked a
large amount of research and commercial development ranging from radar to sensor
network communications.
The work in this thesis focuses on pulse shaping as applied to UWB radio and
radar systems. However, it is not limited to them and the methodologies presented
are general and can be applied to another applications where the need for sophist
icated pulse shaping of very broadband pulses exists. The purpose of this chapter
is to present the currently used methods for shaping of fast, transient pulses. This
work is primarily concerned with analog methods; however, a short overview of
digital methods is also given. In general, these methods can be divided into four
groups: digital filtering, photonic, nonlinear electronic, and linear electronic. In the
follov/ing sections, the basic principles, advantages, challenges and the current state
of the art in pulse shaping methods will be presented. Particular attention is given
to the subset of linear electronic pulse shaping methods — methods based on the
nonuniform transmission line since the advancement of those methods constitutes
the core of this thesis.

2.2
2.2.1

Ultra Wideband Pulse Shaping
Advantages

As already outlined in Section 2.1, pulse shaping plays a crucial role in a variety
of applications. This section will present some of the driving factors behind the
employment of pulse shaping in UWB radar and communication systems. UWB
impulse radio (IR) employs short electrical pulses instead of carrier sinewaves to
convey the information and because of that, it is often called ’’carrier free radio”.
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This gives a clue that the pulse shaping plays a vital role in such systems. The pulse
shape directly influences the following properties of UWB systems:
• immunity to multipath propagation fading effects,
• maximum achievable data rates,
• users per channel capacity,
• reuse of crowded radio spectrum,
• localisation accuracy,
• target detection and characterisation in radar systems, including ground pen
etrating radar.
The immunity to moultipath propagation of UWB IR systems comes from the
fine time resolution of transmitted signals; therefore it is a direct function of the
shape and duration of the transmitted pulses. The ability to distinguish overlapping
pulses depends on the pulses’ duration and shape e.g. orthogonality of the interfering
pulses. Figure 2.1 presents the influence of the pulse length on the spatial resolution
of the UWB radar; the same principle applies to the ability of the communication
system to distinguish between the signals arriving from particular propagation paths.

Achievable data rates with UWB systems can be very high and systems capable
of delivering 1 Gbps over short distances have been reported. Although the max
imum data rates are affected by various factors, it has been proven that the type
of modulation used and the shape of the pulses used are the main factors that can
significantly reduce multi-user interference [16]. An increase in data rates can be
achieved by introduction of a multi-symbol modulation alphabet through the notion
of orthogonal pulses [17].
Reuse of radio spectrum is a major concern at the moment as the number of
radio services in operation is ever increasing. One of the solutions is to overlay
current narrowband services with UWB signals. In theory, they should not interfere
with each other since the energy in the UWB signals is thinly spread over a great
13
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Figure 2.1: Effect of pulse length duration T on target signature w{t'). The
echoes can be associated with the multipath propagation in case of
a communication system. The returning echoes start to overlap for
pulse T=40 ns and become indistinguishable for T=200 ns [15].

bandwidth so it is seen as noise by the narrowband receivers, whereas the narrowband interferer will only corrupt a minute portion of the UWB spectrum. However,
UWB is still highly experimental and regulatory bodies severely restrict transmis
sion masks. To add to the complication, the masks differ between the parts of the
world — see Fig. 2.2(a). To efficiently use available bandwidth and mitigate the
potential interference to narrowband systems, sophisticated pulse shapes need to be
used as those in Fig. 2.2(b); these are often designed through nonlinear optimisation
algorithms [18].
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Figure 2.2: Worldwide UWB emission masks (a) [19] and the pulse shape (b)
satisfying the FCC mask requirements [16].

Accuracy of localisation of the target or transmitting node is influenced by the
environment configuration but also by pulse shape. Since the majority of localisa
tion systems are based on the correlation principle, the pulse should have a well
defined, narrow autocorrelation peak; example functions and their autocorrelations
15
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are presented in Fig 2.3. Reported systems have achieved millimeter level accur
acy [20].
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Figure 2.3: Effect of pulse shape on the localisation ability of the correlation sys
tem. Chirped waveform (c) shows very well defined autocorrelation
peak superior to the waveform in (a) and (b) [21].

Target detection in UWB radar systems is strongly correlated to the shape of the
pulse, its duration and the overall energy of the pulse and its spectral and temporal
distribution.

The radar pulse shape must balance two simultaneously exclusive

requirements: range resolution and detection distance. Short temporal pulses offer
great resolution but achieve shorter range since it is difficult to achieve the same
energy as longer pulses. Unfortunately, longer pulses lack the fidelity of their short
counterparts. One of the solutions is to employ pulses that are a hybrid between
those two classes — the typical example of such are chirped pulses.
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2.2.2

Challenges

Pulse shaping not only brings advantages but also creates significant challenges.
Those can be associated with the following features of UWB and, in general, with
systems requiring fast transient pulses:
• broad bandwidth with often complicated temporal and spectral contents,
• lack of proper design methods, that take into account the nonideal, transient
behaviour of components,
• lack of cost effective solutions,
• difficulty with creation of powerful, short impulses as required in medium and
long range radars.
The broad bandwidth of UWB pulses requires the design methods to take into account
the nonideal characteristics of components over several octaves or decades. Another,
often not properly understood, fact is that the models in the frequency domain might
not be suited for simulation and design of the transient systems since the frequency
domain models assume that the device has already reached steady state, whereas
pulsed systems work predominantly in the transient, a temporary state, where many
of the models’ simplifications do not hold. Behaviour of antennais is one such example
where classical predictions do not hold very well for UWB antennas design [21,22].
Many narrowband filter design methods are mainly concerned with the mag
nitude of a transfer function leaving phase response as a secondary requirement for
the filter. However, in order to create a filter that can shape the pulse, both the
magnitude and the phase characteristics have to be carefully crafted and included
in the design process.
The cost is another bottleneck for the proliferation of the pulsed systems. The
majority of current solutions are rather bulky and require complex setups or are very
limited in capabilities. The most straightforward solution would be signal generation
by the means of a digital to analog conversion; however, the immense bandwidth
required (e.g. for UWB systems with a bandwidth in excess of 7 GHz would need a
17
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practical sampling rate of around 30 GHz or more) is far beyond the capabilities of
commercially available CMOS-based ICs.
Although the circuitry for the creation of relatively low power pulses suitable for
personal communication have been quite extensively investigated, the problem of
generation and shaping of powerful pulses such as those used in radar applications,
where the peak power reach the tens to thousands of watts range, is a matter of
ongoing research. Amplification might be the solution but again the most methods
and models used in the design of radio frequency (RF) power amplifiers are crafted
towards narrowband or non-transient applications [23].

2.3

Digital Methods of Pulse Shaping

Digital filtering is a highly flexible method that has found use in a variety of
signal processing problems. Digital Altering methods are extensively used in RF
communication and radar applications. Therefore, it is not surprising that their
use for the broadband pulse shaping and particularly UWB pulses has been in
vestigated [24]. Unfortunately, its flexibility and relative ease of theoretical design
is overshadowed by the extreme bandwidth required by many of the fast, pulsed
signals. Invoking again the FCC UWB approved bandwidth (see Fig. 2.2(a)) that
ranges from 3.1-10.6 GHz, this would require very high sampling rates on the order
of tens of Gsps. Additionally, the digit ally-Altered signal needs to be converted to
an analog signal with the aid of analog to digital converters with a sufficient bit res
olution and noise characteristic. The current state of the art, commercial converters
are capable of delivering only a few Gsps. Furthermore, price, power consumption,
and waste heat constraints make digital Altering a theoretically viable but rather fu
turistic vision for transient, subnanosecond pulse shaping. Despite these drawbacks,
there is no doubt that invention of new IC processes and materials will open this
area to digital techniques in the coming decades. The digital filter design method
serves as a convenient design tool for pulse shapes that can be implemented with
other, often analog, methods.
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In summary the pulse shaping methods try to find a digital filter’s coefficients
whose characteristics match some predefined criteria e.g. a frequency or impulse re
sponse. Traditionally, these methods include design by: impulse invariance, bilinear
transformation, windowing, and optimum approximations (e.g. the Parks-McClellan
algorithm) [25]. Unfortunately, the majority of the classical methods are primarily
concerned with the magnitude of the filter’s frequency response while the phase is
just assumed to be linear or of some other archetypal type often inherited from an
analog filter. If a phase sensitive design method is required, the choice is rather
limited to optimisation based methods. Again, the classical impulse response design
methods include the Fade approximation and the least squares in a variety of ap
proaches [26]. Various alternative methods have been proposed ranging from the
linear programming search to genetic algorithms; the literature is extremely extens
ive on the subject and not directly relevant to the work in this thesis.
In case of UWB systems, one commonly-used criterion is the maximisation of
the spectral efficiency of the required mask. The spectral efficiency can be defined
in the terms of a normalised effective signal power (NESP), which is the ratio of the
power transmitted in the designated passband. Bp, of the spectral mask, S(f), over
the total power that is permissible under the given mask, Sp{f). The NESP can be
defined as [18]:
'ijj =

A s,{f)df
Sif)df

(2.1)

This convenient definition is next used to optimise the filter’s coefficients with one
of the optimisation methods as described above [16,27,28].
Digital filtering methods present an interesting and very flexible platform for
fast, transient pulses with complex shapes. Unfortunately, due to current hardware
limitations, they can only be treated as an emerging solution. Although they cannot
be directly implemented in the real systems, the methods themselves can serve as
the design algorithms for other pulse shaping implementations such as the photonic
and quasi-transversal filters described in the subsequent sections.
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2.4
2.4.1

Photonic Methods of Pulse Shaping
Introduction

The shaping of short transient pulses in the subnanosecond range requires an
immense bandwidth of the electronic circuits; this is often beyond the state of the
art electronic devices i.e. lack of sufficiently fast digital to analog converters. The
problem of sufficient bandwidth can be eased by performing pulse generation and
shaping with photonic solutions. The bandwidth of several GHz wide is insignificant
when compared with the frequency of light e.g. commonly used 1550 nm infrared
light operates at the centre frequency of around 193 THz. Generally those methods
can be classified into three categories [29]:
• phase-modulation to intensity-modulation (PM-IM) conversion,
• photonic microwave delay line filters,
• optical spectral shaping and dispersion-induced frequency to time mapping.

2.4.2

PM-IM Conversion

The PM-IM conversion uses a two step process to achieve waveform shaping.
The first step modulates the phase of a light generated by a laser. Next, the phasemodulated light is passed through a phase sensitive device that maps the phase of
the light into an intensity that is detected with a photodetector and converted to
an electrical signal to be fed to electrical circuits. Two dominant methods have
been proposed to map phase to intensity. The first method [30] uses a dispersive
device such as a long piece of single mode fibre that induces chromatic dispersion in
the propagating light. The second one uses an optical frequency discriminator [31].
The operation of both methods can be understood by analysing Fig. 2.4. The
phase-modulated signals have two sidebands out of phase; therefore, when the phase
modulated light is directly applied to a photodetector, only a DC component will
be detected as the two sidebands will cancel each other out completely. However, if
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the phase relationship between the two first-order sidebands is disturbed from outof-phase to anything up to full in-phase, the output signal will change its intensity
according to its sidebands phase relationship. The main difference between the
dispersive device method and the optical frequency discriminator method is that, the
first relies on a dispersive device while the second uses an optical filter to map a phase
to an intensity at a photodetector. The main disadvantage of using the dispersive
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Figure 2.4: The spectra of (a) single-frequency sinusoidal modulating signal and
(b) phase-modulated optical signal [29].

fibre is that the length of the fibre needs to be tightly controlled (otherwise a pulse
shape distortion would occur) and the currently presented systems (e.g. Fig. 2.5(a))
achieve the required level of the dispersion with a 25 km long fibre, resulting in a
bulky, expensive system [29]. This method was used to reshape a Gaussian-like pulse
with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of about 63 ps into a Gaussian doublet
with a FWHM of about 40 ps. The temporal shapes of the input and output pulse
are shown in Fig. 2.6(a), (b). Figure 2.6(c) presents the spectrum of the Gaussian
doublet with central frequency of about 7 GHz, and the lower and higher frequencies
at -10 dB points are 3.2 and 10.8 GHz, respectively. The generated doublet has a
fractional bandwidth of 109%.
The method based on the optical frequency discriminator is a much more com
pact solution — see Fig. 2.5(b). The method is more flexible as it allows for some
21
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Figure 2.5: Block diagrams of practical UVVB generation systems based on the
PM-IM conversion: (a) using a single mode fibre as a dispersive
device, (b) electro-optical implementation using fibre Bragg grating
as an optical frequency discriminator, (c) all-optical implementation
of the optical frequency discriminator (LD: laser diode, PD: photode
tector, PC: polarization controller, FBG: fibre Bragg grating, FSPL:
femtosecond pulse laser, DSF: dispersion shifted fibre, TBF: tunable
bandpass filter, EDFA: erbium-doped fibre amplifier) [29].
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Figure 2.6: Waveforms as used in the PM-IM dispersive system (see Fig. 2.5(a)):
(a) input Gaussian pulse, (b) a generated Gaussian doublet and (c)
its spectrum [29].

tuning of the generated pulse shape. Depending on that where the optical carrier is
placed in the relation to the filter’s characteristic (those points are marked A,B,C,D
in Fig. 2.5(b)), a Gaussian monocycle and a doublet of two different polarities were
generated. Again, the pulses were reshaped from the Gaussian-like pulse with a
FWHM of about 63 ps. The actual measured pulse shapes are presented in Fig. 2.6.
The Gaussian monocycle has a centre frequency of 3.45 GHz and fractional band
width of 230%. The doublet’s centre frequency is located at 7.14 GHz and fractional
bandwidth is 123%. In fact, the systems presented in Fig. 2.5 are hybrid and require
generation of an electric pulse that, through the optical phase modulator, modulates
the phase of a laser light. Therefore, they are not fully optical and still require an
23
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Figure 2.7: Waveforms generated in the PM-IM system for the carrier frequency
at points marked A.B.C.D in Fig. 2.5(b), (a) the Gaussian monocycle,
(b) the Gaussian doublet, (c), and (d) the inverted waveforms [29].

electrical pulse generator. An alternative all-optical method was proposed in [32]
and is presented in Fig. 2.5(c). As can be seen from Fig 2.5, the complexity of
the systems is high and they consist of highly sophisticated, expensive compon
ents; its integration into a small portable device would be very difficult. Most likely,
advances in photonic integrated circuits will ease some of the system bulkiness prob
lems. An example of such an experimental system was presented by Lu [33], where
the dispersive device was created with an on-chip ring resonator, replacing lengthy
fibre.
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2.4.3

Photonic Microwave Delay Line Filter

The photonic microwave delay line filter method, in its essence, is a reincarnation
of the transversal filter. The author of the current thesis used the transversal filter
concept in an all-electrical pulse shaper published in IEEE Microwave and Wireless
Components Letters [9] that is fully described in Section 3.3. The photonic mi
crowave delay line filter passes an intensity modulated incoherent light through the
optical delay line that feeds the taps with the required weights. Next, the signals
coming from the taps are combined to create an output waveform. Although the
concept is simple, its application is less straightforward since it requires negative
weights that are complex to generate in photonic systems. In [34] authors generated
the negative weights with the use of a cross-gain modulator (see Fig. 2.8(c)) and
in [35] a polarisation modulator was used (see Fig. 2.8(d)).
The photonic microwave delay line method, as reported in [29,34], generated
a Gaussian monocycle (see waveform in Fig. 2.8(b)) with a two-tap filter and a
Gaussian doublet with a three-tap filter. The FWHM of the monocycle was 48 ps
and the centre frequency about 5 GHz with a -10 dB bandwidth of 9.4 GHz, that
gives a fractional bandwidth of about 188%.

For the price of increased system

complexity other pulse shapes could be generated.
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Figure 2.8: The UWB pulse shaping with the optical delay line filter: (a) the gen
eral concept of a Gaussian monocycle shaping with a two tap filter,
(c) the generated monocycle with the system presented in (c), (c)
a practical implementation of the delay line filter with a cross-gain
modulator, and (d) with a polarisation modulator (LD: laser diode,
PD: photodetector, PC: polarization controller, IM: intensity mod
ulator, SOA: semiconductor optical amplifier, VOA: variable optical
attenuator, ISO: isolator, AMP: amplifier, FBG: fibre Bragg grating,
FSPL: femtosecond pulse laser, DSF: dispersion shifted fibre, TBF:
tunable bandpass filter, EDFA: erbium-doped fibre amplifier) [29].
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2.4.4

Optical Spectral Shaping and Dispersion Induced Fre
quency to Time Mapping

The photonic pulse shaping methods presented so far are limited in their cap
ability of arbitrary pulse shaping or required an extensive reconfiguration of the
system when the pulse shape had to be changed. Another, more flexible method
is optical spectral shaping and dispersion-induced frequency to time mapping. The
spectral shaping is achieved through the spectral manipulation of a light source
i.e. mode-locked fibre laser. The light’s spectral components are first mapped into
the space with the fibre Bragg grating and a lens, next they are modulated with
a spatial light modulator such as a liquid crystal modulator and a Fourier lens —
see Fig. 2.9(a) [36,37]. The real time Fourier-transformer can be implemented in
photonic systems with a dispersive device such as linearly chirped fibre Bragg grat
ings [38,39] or a dispersive fibre. The spatial light modulation technique was presen
ted to generate a variety of different waveforms. Lin in [37] generated a 2.5 GHz RF
burst about 3 ns in duration, step frequency-modulated signal of 1.25/2.5/5 GHz,
a pulse train of phase-modulated Gaussian monocycles each of 200 ps duration,
and a Gaussian doublet — see Fig. 2.10(a). In [36] Chou presented a 12.1 GHz
RF burst 530 ps long, amplitude and phase modulated 12.1 GHz sine wave — see
Fig. 2.10(b). In [42] the authors equalised the dispersive response of a UWB link.
One disadvantage of the spatial light modulation as presented in Fig. 2.9(b) is that
the modulation is performed with bulky and expensive free space optics and cannot
be easily integrated. Therefore, alternative, more compact systems were proposed
that use all-fibre optics such as that in Fig. 2.9(c). They rely on the suppression
of some frequencies through filtering and again using a dispersive device to create a
temporal waveform. The method was presented to be capable of generating a Gaus
sian monocycle and a doublet 185 ps and 300 ps in duration respectively [41] —
see Fig. 2.10(c). An all-fibre Gaussian monocycle generating system, employing two
wavelengths controlled by the Mach-Zender modulator, was also presented in [43].
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realisation with the liquid crystal a spatial light modulator and free
space optics [40], (c) an all-fibre implementation based on spectral
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in(duced frequency to time mapping method: (a) as presented by
Lin et. al. [37], (b) presented by Chou [36], (c) presented by Wang
in the all-fibre system [41].
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2.4.5

Conclusion

Photonic methods present a powerful solution to the problem of UWB pulse
shaping; hovv^ever, they suffer from bulkiness and high cost. Most of them require
several kilometres of dispersive fibre; therefore, they cannot be readily employed
in embedded systems. However, a progress in photonic integrated circuits might
change that in future. Furthermore, photonic systems often have to be interfaced
with electronic systems; therefore, light needs to be converted into a current by
a photodetector. Currently, commercial state of the art photodiodes reach around
80 GHz bandwidth, effectively limiting the performance of a photonic system. Addi
tionally, many of the presented solutions are not entirely photonic but rather hybrid
as they use e.g. electronic pulse generators. Therefore, it would be more advantage
ous to generate fast electronic pulses meant to be used in radio systems entirely in
an electronic fashion.

2.5

Nonlinear Electronic Methods of Pulse Shap
ing

2.5.1

Introduction

The methods presented so far were rather of an experimental nature and the
further development of digital electronics and integrated photonic circuits needs to
be made to realise their full potential. This section presents nonlinear electronic
methods, where the pulse shaping action is m.ainly contributed by the nonlinear
characteristics of electronic devices. Depending on the way in which the nonlinearity
is used, two general categories can be distinguished:
• switching methods, where the nonlinear, active device is used as a valve,
• methods that take advantage of the nonlinearity of various characteristics of
electronic devices (not necessarily active) e.g. varactor diodes or ferrite ma
terials.
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The main problem with these methods is that they often require non-standard elec
tronic devices (e.g. step recovery diodes or avalanche transistors) or materials (fer
rite) that are not compatible with popular integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing
processes.

2.5.2

Methods Based on Active Switching Devices

This section will review UWB pulse shaping approaches that use fast, transient
phenomena occurring in semiconductor devices. The generation of fast, transient,
pulsed signals is an extremely challenging task that often requires unorthodox tech
niques and devices specifically crafted for the purpose. This is especially true for
the high power pulses used in long range UWB radars, where peak power can reach
several MW. Among these special devices are drift step recovery diodes (peak cur
rent 3-4 kA), silicon [44] and GaAs avalanche shapers (50ps switching for 0.1 MW
of switched power), and drift step recovery transistors [45]. An excellent summary
of the physics and applications of these devices can be found in [46]. Fast, powerful
light-activated semiconductor switches were reported in [47,48] to generate pulses
with 32 ps rise time and 118 MW peak power. The current thesis is, however,
primarily concerned with the methods for generation of UWB signals as applicable
in low power devices and embedded systems.
Low power UWB pulse generation methods can be categorised according to the
active device used:
• step recovery diode (SRD),
• avalanche transistors,
• other transistor methods.
In the majority of circuits, the SRDs and avalanche transistors act as a switching
element that generate a fast rising or falling edge that feeds a pulse shaping network
of some form e.g. a nonuniform transmission line (NUTL). The author of this
thesis has developed a unique circuit that generates balanced pulses with a single,
self biasing SRD and a transmission line network [8]. A detailed description of the
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generator is presented in Section 3.2. Since the SRD circuit was a subject of the
author’s investigations, basic information and modelling techniques of the diode for
inclusion into simulations, are presented in Section 2.5.2.1. Authors in [49-55] used
an SRD as a step generating element that was next reshaped in a transmission lineshort stub network (for details of this technique see [14]) to generate a Gaussianlike pulse or a monocycle. In [56] two SRDs and a planar high-pass filter were
used to create a 100 ps FWHM and 1.1 V peak pulse. Sometimes hybrid circuits
combining avalanche transistor and SRD are constructed e.g. the authors in [57]
generated a negative impulse with 53.6 V peak value and 1.8 ns width. The above
mentioned circuits did not, however, allow for pulse shape to be changed. Some
limited freedom of pulse tunability was presented in [58-60] where a pulse or a
monocycle duration could be changed by modifying the pulse shaping networks
through switching positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) diodes.
On the other hand, only a handful of authors have used SRDs as the part of
a pulse shaping network. Cronson in [61] relied on the current-dependent delay
time required to extract minority carriers from SRD and used a transmission line
loaded with several SRDs to create RF bursts. The problem with this technique
is that it requires a number of SRDs that is equal to the number of pulses within
the burst being generated and, for the complicated waveforms required by some
UWB systems (see Fig. 2.2(b)), the diode quantity and a power consumption would
be prohibitive. A Hewlett-Packard application note [62] presents several circuits
that create short pulses, bipolar pulses and square wave converter circuits, among
others. Similarly, the authors of [53] generated a square wave burst and a train of
of pulses; the duration of the bursts was limited to a few nanoseconds. Johannessen
in [63] used networks consisting SRDs and nonlinear saturated inductors for pulse
compression in Doppler radar. The concept of a variable edge compression circuit
employing three SRDs was presented in [64]; the pulse rise time was controlled by
applying a sine wave signal with different amplitudes. The interesting concept of
pulse generation using step recovery process in bipolar transistors was presented
in [65]; the final pulse shaping was done with the help of a shorted stub and coupled
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line networks.
Similarly, the avalanche transistors were also explored for UWB pulse genera
tion. Due to the rather high voltages at which the avalanche effect occurs, these
methods are more suited to ground penetrating radar (GPR) and short range radar
applications. The amplitude of those powerful pulses was further enhanced by the
serial connection of several transistors [66] where the authors achieved an impulse
with 666 V peak value and FWHM of 3.4 ns. Use of a six-stage pulse generator
creating 3.4 kV 2.5 ns rise time pulses was presented in [67]. However, solutions
more suitable for lower power systems were also presented e.g. [68,69]. An interest
ing circuit using the Marx generator topology, achieving 23.3 V peak and 2.386 ns
pulse width, was shown in [70]. Liu and Hao presented a parallel connection of
transistors, achieving a pulse rise time of 817 ps, fall time of 1582 ps, and a voltage
of 22.9 Vpp [71]. The output of a typical avalanche transistor generator is a nonsymmetrical, exponentially decaying pulse which, similar to SRD generators, must
be further reshaped in a pulse shaping network [72].
All of the above presented methods are limited to simple pulse shapes that are not
capable of fulfilling complex frequency masks as required by the UWB standards (e.g.
Fig. 2.2(a)) with only a handful of methods allowing simple alterations to the pulse
duration. Furthermore, in the majority of the above-presented circuits, the SRD
operates as a step or pulse generator and the final pulse shape is achieved through
reshaping in passive networks; this further justifies the need for more sophisticated
passive pulse shaping methods such as NUTLs.
However, some researchers developed circuits that use specific characteristics of
the switching devices to shape pulses without need for any additional networks or
with a smart cooperation between the shaping network and the switching device.
This work classifies them as the other methods. To this group belongs circuits con
taining application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) digital or analog-digital solu
tions. A variety of IC technologies have been proposed as suitable for the design
of UWB pulse shapers. The authors of [73] used a heterojunction bipolar tran
sistor (HBT) IC to generate Caussian amplitude tunable pulses with 3.5-11 V peak
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value with a corresponding duration of 0.25-0.65 ns. Reshaping into the monocycle was performed in an LC highpass filter. The authors of [74] used a hybrid
analog-digital pHEMT logic system with a varactor generating pulse whose dura
tion could be tuned in the range 75-800 ps and with an amplitude of about 800 mV.
The output monocycle was again reshaped in a passive network consisting of a
shorted stub transmission line. The IC processes presented above would rather be
expensive and not compatible with the standard complementary metal-oxide semi
conductor (CMOS) process. Therefore, the methods basing on standard or RF
CMOS process were proposed. Work presented in [75] used a CMOS power ampli
fier with four control taps generating bipolar Gaussian monocycles; however, only
simulation results were presented showing a pulse of 1.8 Vpp.
Tunable Gaussian monocycle pulses 0.3-0.6 Vpp of 140-350 ps duration were
generated in [76]. The final reshaping of the Gaussian pulse into the monocycle was
performed in a simple LC highpass filter. More sophisticated waveforms, generated
in systems presented in [77-80], were the 5^^ and the 7^^ derivative of the Gaus
sian pulse, damped oscillations of 5 GHz sine wave, and an RF burst, respectively.
Tunability of UWB waveforms was the primary concern of the authors of [81]. The
distributed waveform generator uses ten interleaved pulse generators triggered from
a common delay line. Fach pulse generator has a pulse duration and delay tuning
capability and can be enabled/disabled allowing the creation of a variety of wave
forms that are superpositions of the individual generators’ pulses; the maximum
pulse duration was 1 ns with 100 mV amplitude. This concept was further explored
in [82] where a 64 tap version employing digital to analog converters for the precise
control of the pulse generators was presented; the maximum pulse width was 7 ns
with 70 mV amplitude.
A low cost solution using two-transistors and a overdamped RLC shaping net
work was used in [83] to generate a Gaussian monocycle of 120 mV to 280 mV and
duration from 780 ps to 600 ps. Similarly, the concept of a damped RLC resonant
circuit fed from a silicon-germanium (SiGe) current switch was used by Dederer
et. al. in [84,85] to create a waveform closely resembling the 5^^^’ derivative of the
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Gaussian pulse. The concept of a system allowing the shaping of a variety of pulses
was presented in [86], where an all-digital finite impulse response (FIR) filter fed a
low-Q smoothing RLC network.
2.5.2.1

Model of a Step Recovery Diode

A step recovery diode (SRD) is a semiconductor device that is often employed
in microwave circuits operating on the principle of harmonic frequency generation
e.g. high efficiency, high order frequency multipliers and comb generators [87]. The
second, less exploited application of the SRD is the generation of subnanosecond
pulses and waveforms - a comprehensive treatise on this topic is presented in [62].
The DC characteristics of the SRD are very similar to those of an ordinary P-N
junction; however, its dynamic behaviour is quite different. The SRD is in fact a
two junction device in which the third I layer, the so called intrinsic (high purity)
layer, is sandwiched between P and N semiconductor layers. The introduction of the
1 layer allows minority carriers injected to it from the P and N layers to have a long
recombination time compared to a standard P-N junction and, thus, accumulation
of charge occurs. When reverse bias voltage is applied to the diode terminals, the
accumulated charge is withdrawn from the diode creating reverse current flow until
all the minority carriers are pulled back to the P and N layers. When this occurs, the
I layer is completely depleted of free carriers and, therefore, the current stops flowing
very abruptly, creating a step-like waveform with a rise time in the subnanosecond
region.
The most widely used model for a SRD is the ’’Hamilton model” [87]. The oper
ation of the SRD can be understood by considering the diode as a charge-controlled
switch. When the diode is in a forward bias condition, charge is being stored in the
diode resulting in a low impedance state (switch closed). A reverse stored charge
results in a high impedance state (switch open). Such a diode can be modelled with
two linear circuits: in the forward-biased state a large diffusion capacitance Cf is
replaced by an ideal short circuit; a reverse-biased diode is equivalent to a small con
stant capacitor Cr (see Fig. 2.11). This highly simplified model gives only a crude
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approximation of the operation of the diode as the forward capacitance is modelled
as a short circuit that would correspond to an infinite minority carrier’s lifetime, that
is clearly not physical. Additionally, such a model presents very strong nonlinearity
(in fact discontinuity in charge) that cannot be handled efficiently by most modern
harmonic balance (HB) simulators based on Newton-Raphson-like methods [88].
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Figure 2.11: Classical Hamilton model of an SRD, where diode is represented
as two linear circuits: shortcircuit in forward direction and a small
capacitance for reverse bias.

Zhang and Raisanen proposed a model that alleviates the drawbacks of the
Hamilton model [88]. The new model is more consistent with the physics of the
diode and incorporates the forward capacitance — see Fig. 2.12(a). However, it
still assumes zero switching time between the forward and the reverse state (ideal, a
zero delay switch), resulting again in a charge derivative discontinuity between the
states. To further relieve this discontinuity, Zhang and Raisanen introduced a ramp
voltage in the voltage charge characteristic of the diode as proposed by Moll and
Hamilton [89]. The voltage drop across the diode, and the stored charge in the I
layer during the process when the voltage ramp is formed, is given by the following
equation:
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Figure 2.12: Zhang-Raisanen model retaining the forward capacitance Cf,(a)
circuit diagram including all parasitics, (b) piecewise function
of charge-voltage ramp corresponding to the switched capacitor
model.

where:
V

- average carrier velocity in the space charge limit range,

A

- working area of the diode,

D

- ambipolar diffusion constant,

W

- width of the field free intrinsic center region,

Ir

- reverse current,

Q

- total stored charge.

Assuming that the ramping begins at Qr - a fraction of the total stored charge Q,
and that Qr corresponds to a small field free width Wff in the I layer given by [88]:

IV;, =

\

J

(2.3)

by incorporating (2.3) into (2.2), the voltage drop across diode can be approximated
as below:
V=

Ir

(2.4)

Looking closely at (2.4), it can be seen that it is essentially a parabolic function
of V[Q) = \/Q) that can be determined by the two state capacitances Cf and
Cr- Figure 2.13 presents a continuous charge voltage of the new model. Straight
lines BC and AO correspond to the forward and the reverse capacitances, while BO
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Figure 2.13: Modified

Q{V) characteristic of a SRD with a parabolic transition.

section is a parabolic curve representing the transition between the two states. This
is equivalent to a piecewise continuous function:

Q(V) =

CrV

iiV <0

C{V + a)2 - 6

if 0 < V < «>

C/V + (3™p-C/$

ifV>0

(2.5)

where:
Qrmp
^
a, b

stored charge at the beginning of ramping,
the contact potential,
function parameters.

Parameters a and b that ensure function continuity, together with their first deriv
atives, can be determined from the following boundary conditions:
Q{V) = Qr^p A ^ = C/ if y = $
Q{V) = 0A^=C, ifV = 0
aV
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Applying the above to (2.5), (2.6) is obtained:
if V < 0

CrV
Qiv) = <

Cf-a

(y ^ Cr^ Y---- —El—ifO<V<<l>
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( . )

if y > 0
Such a model of the SRD can be easily implemented into a standard HB simulator
since all discontinuities (at least up to the first derivative) have been removed. The
author of this thesis used this model to successfully simulate a novel balanced step
recovery diode pulse generator in Ansoft Designer [90]; details are presented in
Section 3.2 and the results were published in [8].

2.5.3

Methods Exploiting Nonlinearity of Devices

The nonlinear methods presented above rely on fast switching devices such as
SRDs, avalanche transistors or custom-built digital logic. Another class of circuits
exploits the nonlinearity of electronics components’ characteristics. Those tech
niques can be generally divided into the circuits employing:
• ferromagnetic devices,
• ferroelectric devices,
• the characteristics of transistors and transistor pairs,
• nonlinear transmission lines.
The use of ferrite devices for creating sharp, fast rising pulses and edges was his
torically one of the first methods employed in the area of pulse compression and
shaping dating back to late 1940’s [91]. Ferromagnetic switches are often used in
LC ladders such as that presented in Fig. 2.14(a). The basic idea of operation of a
magnetic switch uses the nonlinear relation between the magnetic filed H applied
to a magnetic core and the resulting flux density B. The inductance of any winding
placed on the core depends on the current passing through the winding and is there
fore not constant. Driving the winding on the magnetic core with sufficient current
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such that the applied field H produces a fiux density B in the core in excess of the
core’s saturation fiux, the inductance of the winding collapses from a high value to
a very low value — leading to the creation of a current spike. As the potential on
Cl rises, a point is reached at which Li saturates leading to the rapid discharge
of Cl into C2 that again will discharge to the capacitor Cs through L2 which has
lower inductance than Li resulting in a nonuniform, nonlinear transmission line.
The process continues to the final n — th stage where it discharges into the load. A
variation of this technique employs saturable transformers [92].
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Figure 2.14: A LC ladder with ferromagnetic inductors acting as a current de
pendent switch: (a) line’s schematic, (b) a sharpening effect of the
input signal — presented for two stages [93].

These techniques are mainly employed in high power, nanosecond range applic
ations [94-97]. This is due to their rather bulky construction prohibiting migration
into lower power systems. However, advances in IC and thin film technologies might
prove it applicable to lower power applications in the coming years [98].
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Figure 2.15: An example of a ferrite loaded coaxial line [93].

Somewhat similar in structure are solutions using ferroelectric components —
nonlinear dielectrics — the dielectrics whose permittivity changes according to the
applied electric field. These dielectrics are used in nonlinear capacitors [99] or as
the dielectric in transmission lines [100], resulting in the development of nonlinear
transmission lines (NTLs). It is also possible to build NTLs with linear capacit
ors and nonlinear inductors; then, however, in contrary to the pulse compressor
described above, each section contains inductors of the same value. Ferrite-loaded
lines (see Fig. 2.15), where the ferromagnetic material is used as the insulator in the
transmission line, were also presented to generate shock waves. NTLs will be more
closely examined in Section 2.5.3.1.
The next group of circuits exploits the nonlinear behaviour of transistor pairs.
The most commonly used is the well-known hyperbolic tangent characteristic of a
differential pair of transistors [101]. The pair’s characteristic relation is commonly
used in sine-to-triangle wave converters [102]. Gerrits and Farserotu used a set
of four bipolar transistor differential pairs to generate the second derivative of a
Gaussian pulse; the pulse’s peak-peak amplitude was about 40 mV with a dura
tion dependent on the rise time of the input signal (the presented results show two
pulses 1.5 and 1 ns long) [103]. Mazer et. al. [104] used a similar arrangement, but
with pHEMT transistors, to generate a Gaussian monocycle 300 ps long and with
a variable polarity; however, real measurements show quite a substantial departure
from the Gaussian monocycle. This technique, although very attractive for IG in
tegration, has its drawbacks; in order to create more sophisticated shape pulses,
an additional differential pairs needs to be added and tuned as the total shape is
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the result of interaction between all pairs. The voltage characteristic of a CMOS in
verter can also be approximated by the hyperbolic tangent relation. In [105] Hidayat
et. al. used this technique to implement a Gaussian pulse generator in a 0.18 //m
CMOS process. The resultant pulse was next differentiated in a simple high-pass
RC network; the output amplitude was 750 mVpp and duration of about 225 ps.
Recently, a similar circuit in 90 nm CMOS was shown in [106] to generate Gaussian
monocycle pulses of 380 ps duration and 660 mVpp amplitude. Hafdallah et. al.
used a GaAs MESFET in a strongly-nonlinear regime to compress Gaussian-like
pulses by a factor of 2.6 down to about 30 ps with 2.5 V amplitude.
2.5.3.1

Nonlinear Transmission Lines

Although nonlinear transmission lines (NTLs) are essentially nonlinear electronic
circuits, their flexibility and some unique features put them in a special place, hence
they will be described here in more detail. As already mentioned in Section 2.5.3,
NTLs arc often met in high power applications, requiring fast rising pulses and, as
such, are often used in connection with other pulse shaping methods, mainly passive
pulse shaping networks. This section will focus mainly on generation of fast, low
power pulses as those applicable to low power UWB systems, only briefly outlining
high power applications.
The general principle of operation is exactly the same for low and high power
applications, the main difference comes from the practical application and com
ponents used. High power applications tend to use ferrite or ferroelectric loaded
lines and nonlinear discrete capacitors, whereas low power solutions focus on solid
state devices such as Schottky diodes and similar. However, medium voltage 1 kV,
moderate-rise time pulses were demonstrated in a system using PIN diodes. An ex
cellent review of NTLs for high power microwave applications can be found in [107].
The operation of a NTL (see Fig. 2.16) relies on the amplitude dependence of
the phase velocity of signals propagating on the line. The detailed analysis of the
line behaviour is quite complex and can be found e.g. in [108] and [109]. Here, only
a brief outline of the lines’ features and operation will be presented. The signal
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propagation on the line can be characterised by three parameters: nonlinearity,
dispersion, and loss. The nonlinearity, an amplitude dependent velocity, is provided
by loading the line with a nonlinear insulator such as a ferroelectric ceramic [100] or
a ferromagnetic material [110] leading to a fully distributed NTL. Another approach
is to create an artificial line — LC ladder, where nonlinear components are used [99].
The degree to which those parameters are present in the line decides the properties
of the line and its pulse shaping characteristics. When the dispersion in the line is
weak in relation to its nonlinearity and can be treated as only a perturbation to the
propagation, the line supports propagation of shock waves. As the voltage of the edge
becomes more negative over time, the phase velocity will increase (Fig. 2.16(b), (c)
present the case of a Schottky diode-loaded line where an increase in reverse voltage
applied to the diodes’ increases its capacitance), gradually slowing down the front
of the edge leading to the creation of shock waves. This mode of the operation is
used to sharpen the edges of input signals to a picosecond time region.
When the dispersion in the line is strong, a NTL will support the propagation of
solitons. Solitons are solitary waves that propagate in a medium where an interplay
between the nonlinearity and the dispersion is carefully balanced, leading to a wave
that can travel over long distances without the loss of shape [111]. This mode of
operation is used for pulse narrowing and is sketched in Fig. 2.16(d). Furthermore,
the existence of the solitons is not a function of the input waveform, thus any
arbitrary input will eventually turn into a soliton, assuming that the NTL is long
enough and the input waveform has sufficient energy [112].
Another classification of NTLs comes from their modes of operation; depending
on the relationship between the input signal harmonic components and the NTL’s
Bragg frequency. Three modes of operation can be distinguished here [108]:
• shocks when the line operates well below its Bragg frequency — weakly dis
persive lines,
• distributed harmonic conversion (DHG) the ratio between Bragg fre
quency and the signal is kept fixed — used as well as high-rate impulse com
pressors.
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Figure 2.16: A nonlinear transmission line: (a) a generic structure using non
linear capacitors, (b) a Schottky diode loaded line suitable for the
integration into an integrated ciruit, (c) a shock formation in a
weakly dispersive line, the wavefront is becoming more steep as the
signal propagates along the line, (d) a soliton formation after 30
diodes in a NTL [108].
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• impulse compressors when the line operates just below its Bragg frequency
— case of strong dispersion.
For pulse shaping, the shock and the impulse compressor modes are the most
relevant. Rodwell presented IC GaAs NTLs operating in shock wave mode that
compressed the falling edge by 47 ps. The output signal amplitude was 5.5 Vpp with
1.9 ps 10-90% fall time [109]. Case used them as impulse compressors to compress
the 62.5 ps pulse down to a 5.5 ps soliton [108]. The authors of [113] created
pulses at the output of a GaAs NTL with an amplitude of 3 V and a pulsewidth
of 6 ps when excited by a sinewave at 10 GHz with 23 dBm power. Afshari and
Hajimiri designed NTLs in a 0.18 /rm silicon BiCMOS process [112]. The nonlinear
elements loading the line were MOS varactors that, in contrary to commonly used
reverse-polarised Schottky junctions, allowed simultaneous sharpening of both rising
and falling edges. Their NTLs, operated in shock wave mode, sharpened an input
waveform with 55 ps rising and falling edges down to 11 and 25 ps, respectively. The
impulse compressing line (the soliton line) narrowed 50 ps wide input pulses down to
pulses 22 ps wide with an amplitude of 0.8 V. It seems that the fastest ever achieved
fall time was 880 fs with 3.5 V amplitude with a GaAs shockline cryogenically cooled
to 77 K [114]. An intriguing concept for a left-handed (metamaterial) NTL for pulse
reshaping in UWB applications was presented in [115]. Depending on the location of
the input signal spectrum in relation to the Bragg frequency, different pulse shapes
were achieved.
In principle, the NTLs needs to be driven from a high frequency source or with
a relatively fast pulse, so they can be treated as a shaping network. However,
Ponton et. al. in [116] presented a design methodology integrating the function
of the high frequency source and the impulse compressor. The negative resistance
of the oscillator was realised with a high frequency transistor loaded with an LG
network and the NTL. The presented simulation results show a 1.2 GHz pulsed
oscillator generating 43.85 ps FWHM Gaussian like pulses (solitons) with about 3 V
amplitude.
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2.5.4

Fourier Based Synthesis Method

This section presents a UWB waveform generation concept based on the Fourier
synthesis method. Although the synthesis method relies on linear superpositions
of harmonic oscillations, the author of this thesis qualifies the method as nonlinear
since a practical implementation would require a range of nonlinear electronics such
as oscillators, switches etc. The idea, originally proposed in 1990’s in [117,118],
tries to solve the problem of high power complex waveform generation in UWB
radar systems.
Since the technology for generation and manipulation of harmonic signals is well
established, it seems natural to try to use it for the creation of more complicated
waveforms. The general diagram of the system is presented in Fig. 2.17. The sep
arate oscillators produce harmonic components of Fourier series expansion that are
next modified in the phase and gain control module and finally the components are
summed. The general Fourier series requires an infinite number of components that
is obviously unpractical, therefore a truncated Fourier expansion needs to be used.
Additionally, an antenna cannot transmit the direct current component. Keeping
in mind these constraints the series can be approximated as:
N
x(t) ^ E^^-^[anCos{nuJot) + bnSin(nuJot)] = E^^-^CnCos{nuJo
- 0„),

(2.7)

where;
Uo

the fundamental angular frequency related with pulse repetition
interval T as

Cn

ljq

= 27r/T

the Fourier coefficients defined as

^

The Fourier synthesis method was used to generate a periodic train of baseband
rectangular pulses and Barker coded pulses [117-119].
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Figure 2.17: Fourier UWB transmitter block diagram [119].

2.5.5

Conclusion

The range of the nonlinear electronic methods presented above includes fast
switching devices such as step recovery diodes, avalanche transistors and digital
logic — often application-specific integrated circuits where the nonlinear elements
acts as step or pulse generators that require further pulse shaping to realise complex
waveforms. Nonlinear transmission lines are very potent sources of extremely fast
(the picosecond range) electrical waveforms, they can turn any waveform into a
soliton whose amplitude is only line parameter dependent. The main drawbacks of
NTLs are that they require complex, expensive IC manufacturing processes and their
pulse shaping capability with only a few exceptions is limited. Therefore, to satisfy
the requirements of UWB systems, most of the above methods require additional
pulse shaping networks. The auxiliary pulse shaping circuits are often arrangements
of RLC components, transistors or logic networks. The current state of the art of
pulse shaping with nonlinear methods is rather limited with only a few exceptions
to simple waveforms with fast rising/falling edges, ringing waveforms, and the n-th
derivatives of the Gaussian pulses. The only method directly capable of generating
sophisticated waveforms is the Fourier expansion method. However, its hardware
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implementation complexity is very challenging. Furthermore, the method allows
only generation of periodic waveforms. Another issue arises from the power supply
requirements of some of the above solutions; high voltages or high currents are often
not available or undesirable due to safety or electromagnetic concerns in lower power
systems. Therefore, the need for other pulse shaping methods still exists.

2.6

Linear Electronic Methods of Pulse Shaping

2.6.1

Introduction

The methods presented in the above sections used some form of nonlinearity in
a system e.g. digital logic, fast switches, devices with nonlinear characteristics etc.
This section introduces linear pulse shaping networks which can be roughly divided
into two main groups:
• passive pulse shaping networks,
• active, linear networks, where the nonlinearity does not play any important
role in the pulse shaping process and can even be harmful.
Passive pulse shaping networks use linear, passive networks such as linear filters —
distributed and lumped — and arrangements of transmission line networks. This
group is historically the first type of pulse shaping method and dates back to pion
eering works in radio waves, where spark gap-generated pulses were passed through
a resonant RLC circuit. The nonuniform transmission lines (NUTLs), that are the
main focus of this thesis, also belong to this class.

2.6.2

Linear Passive Pulse Shaping Networks

The simplest form of pulse shaping passive network is an RLC circuit. Depend
ing on the damping conditions of the circuit, a limited set of waveforms, ranging
from the oscillatory behaviour of an underdamped response to overdamped pulse-like
waveforms can be generated. The most complex RLC networks are RLC ladders as
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presented in Fig. 2.18. Although, theoretically, it is possible to generate almost any
kind of the response with such networks, the complexity of the synthesis methods
limits them to rather simple cases of trapezoidal waveforms, rounded square waves
etc. The original work on synthesis is ascribed to Guillemin [120] and an excellent
review of those methods can be found in [93]. Those methods of pulse shaping did
not find wide application in UWB pulse shaping with only a few exceptions such as
the already-mentioned RLC damped circuits [83] and simple RLC filters approxim
ating a derivative such as those already described Section 2.5. This can be ascribed
to the extremely wide bandwidth required and difficulty with lumped components
at multi-GHz frequencies. The shortcomings of the RLC networks can be overcome
with transmission line pulse-forming networks. Transmission lines are inherently

Figure 2.18: A generic example of a RLC ladder [93].

broadband structures and, therefore, ideally suited to pulse shaping of fast, tran
sient pulses. An additional advantage of transmission line pulse forming networks
is their power handling capability, often not achievable by any other means. The
basic principle of pulse shaping in transmission line relies on charging the line from
a DC source and, next, suddenly connecting a load to the line — see Fig. 2.19(a).
Assuming that the load is matched to the line, the resulting waveform will take
the shape of a square pulse with a duration corresponding to the line’s parameters
— propagation velocity and length. More complex responses can be obtained with
Darlington circuits whose basic configuration is presented in Fig. 2.19(b). These
circuits can be employed to create pulses of more complex shape with the output
potential exceeding that of the DC source. An excellent review of those methods
can be found in [93]. However, these circuits have not found much use in low power
UWB systems.
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Figure 2.19: Distributed pulse shaping networks: (a) a simple charged pulse
shaping line, (b) a schematic outlook to a Darlington pulse shaping
line configuration [93].

The circuit that is widely used in UWB pulse shaping applications is based on
a shorted stub [14]. The author of this thesis also used this circuit to create a novel
balanced SRD generator that is described in detail in Section 3.2. The concept of
the distributed pulse shaping network [14,93] relies on the division of a propagated
wave over the transmission line between shorted stub T3, with an impedance half
that of the main line, and the main line Tl, T2 and use of the occurring reflections
to shape the output pulse. The operation can be better understood by a closer
examination of Fig. 2.20. The shorted stub T3 with impedance Zo/2 is connected
half-way along the main line (Tl and T2). Assuming that a step generator matched
to the main line (Tl) launches a step waveform, with amplitude of 2V, hence a step
of amplitude V is observed at point A. After a time ti the step reaches point B in
the circuit where the reflection coefficient is given by:
p _

(‘^o||‘^o/2) —

Zq

_ Zo/3 —

{Zq\\Zq/2) -\- Zq

Z^jz

Zq

_

^

(2.8)
-|- Zo

Therefore, a step of amplitude (l-hr)F or K/2 is propagated into the shorted
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Figure 2.20: Evolution of propagating waves in the stub pulse forming network.

stub towards point C and into the main line towards point D. A -V/2 step is also
reflected back to the generator. Since the load and generator are matched to the
impedance of the first line, the steps arriving at points A and D are completely
absorbed without further reflections. Next, the step arriving at C is reflected with a
reflection coefficient of -1 (short circuited stub), effectively inverting the input step
to a value of — V/2 that propagates back towards point B. This step is not reflected
back since the shorted line is matched (impedance Zo/2) into the two halves of the
main line that are in parallel now in relation to the stub. Thus — V/2 step propagates
towards the input of the line at point A and the load at point D. When this step
reaches point D it adds to the existing potential V/2. Hence a rectangular pulse is
generated on the load with duration 2^2 and amplitude V/2 after a delay of ti. The
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generated pulse has a duration equal to twice that needed for propagation over the
shorted stub and occurs at the output after the time needed for propagation over
T1 and T2 (T4, T5).
Ross reused the above concept and invented a pulse shaping transmission line
network that allows generation of a repetitive waveform that resembles a burst of
an RF carrier [14]. The landmark paper of Ross [13] also investigates, as one of the
first, responses of several TEM-mode passive networks in the time domain — rat-race
couplers, hybrid couplers, 3dB branch line couplers under varying loading conditions.
The deficiency of the practical single stub network are a slightly nonsymmetrical
response — difference in falling and rising edges of the pulse. This is the result of
nonsymmetrical nature of the T-junction of the line. The method of overcoming
this drawback was presented in [121], where a 4-port symmetrical network was
presented to generate pulses resembling a Gaussian doublet.

An autoregressive

modelling of a filter’s transfer function in the Z-domain to fit prescribed frequency
masks and optimisation procedures were used in [122]. The filters were implemented
in microstrip with sections of varying impedance lines and open or shorted stubs.
The presented filters examples realised simple low-pass and bandpass responses. A
similar concept was used in [123] to create first and second order differentiators.
UWB filter design is a quite extensively researched area, but the majority of
the solutions presented in the literature are mainly concerned with the design of
bandpass filters that fulfill some prescribed mask, not a pulse shape. Furthermore,
those design methodologies are not flexible and are rather limited to simple frequency
masks; their main objectives are small footprint and selectivity of the designed filters.
Examples of that class of UWB filters can be found in [124-133].
An interesting group of solutions is based on surface acoustic wave (SAW)
devices. Those, essentially transversal type, filters have been in use in radar ap
plications over several decades for the generation of chirp (frequency swept) wave
forms [134,135] and as intermediate frequency (IF) matched filters in radiocom
munication systems [136]. Brocato et. al. [137] presented the concept of a zero-IF
UWB communication link, where the SAW correlators were employed to reshape
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an RF burst into a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulated waveform. In the
receiver, the same correlator was use as a direct RF-to-baseband converter. Trans
mitters and receivers were built operating at 915 MHz, 2.43 GHz, and 5.6 GHz using
the correlators with 1.25%, 3.3%, 12.5%, 25%, and 50% fractional bandwidths. How
ever, the devices with 50% fractional bandwidth proved to be too lossy for practical
purposes. The authors of [138] and [139] used a similar concept to generate pulse
position modulation (PPM) and BPSK codes consisting of modulated replicas of
Gaussian pulses. A review of SAW technology applicable to UWB systems can be
found in [140]. The biggest advantage of the SAW filters is their small size due to
the slow propagation of a surface wave; however, they are generally very lossy with
insertion losses reaching 20-25 dB [137,138] so limiting their operation to the lower
band of UWB masks — up to 4-5.6 GHz. Furthermore, they cannot handle very
powerful pulses and, therefore, are more suited to low power applications. SAW
technology is not compatible with standard IC manufacturing processes, therefore
such shapers will always need to be implemented as off-chip components. Methods
prone to integration have also been developed and they can be generally termed
active linear networks.

2.6.3

Active Linear Pulse Shaping Networks

The methods employing active linear networks use active devices in a linear re
gime of an operation. The majority of these techniques apply the transversal filter
pulse shaping principle. The author of this thesis also investigated this structure
and developed the novel design presented in Section 3.3 and published in IEEE
Microwave and Wireless Components Letters [10]. The next section outlines the
concept of the transverse filtering as applicable to fast pulse shaping and equalisa
tion.
2.6.3.1

Transversal Filter Concept

The transversal filter is a key element used in a digital signal processing (DSP)
and the archetype of a FIR filter. A generalised structure is shown in Fig. 2.21. The
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t2

Figure 2.21: The transversal filter suitable for a low frequency applications.

filter consists of a common delay line with overall delay

where N is the num

ber of delay line sections and tj is the delay per section. The delay line taps supply
the input signal to the gain blocks with variable weights Gi, G2, Gk, ..., Gn+i; the
signal is further summed to form a final output with the impulse response of:
N+l

/

k-1

\

i=0

(2.9)
fc=]

The corresponding frequency transfer function is given by:
N+l

/

k-1

//(w) = y] Gk exp I -ju

\

ti ) •

(2.10)

i=0

k=l

Direct implementation of the structure presented in Fig. 2.21 in a high frequency
filter is difficult. Therefore, alternative structures, more suited for a direct imple
mentation, were proposed in [141-143]. Figure 2.22 presents such two alternatives;
generally termed as a travelling wave or a distributed amplifier/filter. In the first case
(Fig. 2.22(a)) the input and output signals travel in opposite directions, whereas the
second one (Fig. 2.22(b)) is a co-directional structure. The redesigned transversal
filter retains all of its functionality with the only difference being that the delays ti in
(2.9) between taps now become U — tgkPtdk and ti = tgk — tdk for the anti-directional
(Fig. 2.22(a)) and co-directional (Fig. 2.22(b)) structure, respectively [141].
The distributed amplifier (or the travelling wave amplifier) is a widely used
wideband structure that has found applications in fast, transient signal amplification
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^d1
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.22: The alternative implementations of the transversal filter suitable
for the distributed amplifier implementation — a travelling wave
filter/amplifier; (a) an anti-directional and (b) a co-directional ar
chitecture [141],
DRAIN LINE

Figure 2.23: An example of a MESFET based distributed amplifier; transistors
parasitics along with the drain and source lines, create artificial
lines [142],

and pulse shaping. The basic structure of a practical amplifier, Fig. 2.23, relies on
the creation of an artificial transmission line consisting of the sections of a planar
transmission line loaded with transistor parasitics; the transistors also act as the
gain blocks. As the response of the amplifier (2.9), (2.10) depends on the gains Gn
and delays

four different configurations are possible:
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1. equal L and unequal Gn,
2. equal U and equal Gn',
3. unequal U and equal Gn',
4. unequal U and unequal GnAlthough such an approach seems to be space efficient, straightforward and of
fers broadband frequency operation up to 0.7 of the cut-off frequency of the active
devices used, it is more suitable for monolithic integrated circuits where parasitic
components are minimised and can be embedded into the construction of artificial
delay lines. Distributed amplifiers also have lower power handling capabilities due
to unequal power distribution at transistors. The unequal power distribution re
quires the transistors to have different power handling capability along the line or
all of them need to share the properties of the most powerful element, at the price
of increased cost. Furthermore, distributed amplifiers are mainly designed for small
signal operation where the transistors’ transconductance can be easily controlled in a
linear fashion [143] and [142]. Due to the structure’s inherent broadband bandwidth,
the amplifier is often employed in optical applications as a link equaliser.
Moreira [144] used a circuit arranged according to the configuration 1 as an
optical preamplifier in 10 Gb/s link. The values of the tap delays and gains were
calculated from a target time-domain response by uniform sampling of the raised
cosine spectrum in the frequency range 0-15 GHz. Borjak [141] investigated the
configuration 3 for the same purpose. These two solutions, however, lacked tunability so the filters’ response had to be predetermined at the design stage. Wu et. al.
addressed that problem by replacing the MESFET transistors with a Gilbert cell
to equalise the intersymbol interference of 10 Gb/s link caused by an intermodal
dispersion in multimodal fiber [145]. The distributed amplifier was directly used for
UWB pulse shaping. Zhu and Wu used a seven-tap filter to reshape signals within
the 0-15 GHz band with a main focus of narrowband interference suppression within
the FCC UWB mask. The shaper was implemented with a 0.18 /im SiGe BiCMOS
technology. In [146], the idea of a binary weighted cell was presented to improve
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the range of tunability of the amplifier. The presented examples of the shaped
waveforms included a Gaussian monocycle and a doublet; both 1 ns in duration.
The main drawback of these solutions is that the pulse shaping must be per
formed at a low power level and next, if required, the output signal must be brought
to a higher level with a power amplifier. Unfortunately, design of UWB power amp
lifiers is a challenging task. The author of this thesis invented a novel structure
based on the transversal filtering principle that addresses some of the drawbacks
of the standard implementation of the transversal filters. This work was published
in IEEE Microwave and Wireless Components Letters [10] and a detailed account
of that work can be found in Section 3.3. A similar but later concept that uses
0.13 irm CMOS logic gates as elementary pulse generators and a H-bridge driver
was proposed in [147] by Vauche et. al. Simulation results presented show pulses
0.4 ns in duration and 2 Vpp in amplitude that fit the FCC UWB mask.

2.6.4

Conclusion

This section presented linear pulse shaping methods. The responses of the basic
passive RLC and transmission line circuits are limited to simple pulse shapes such as
Gaussian pulses and their derivatives. Although more sophisticated pulses are pos
sible with RLC ladders, the design methodology for these is complex. SAW devices
seems to offer great flexibility in pulse shaping but they suffer from very high losses
at multi-GHz frequencies and very broad bandwidths. Furthermore, those structures
cannot change pulse response once designed. These drawbacks are addressed by act
ive linear pulse shaping networks built upon the concept of the transversal filter.
The more advanced examples of this technique allow tunability. The main drawback
of those techniques is that they are primarily limited to low power applications, since
the gain blocks must operate in a linear regime — small signal operation. The next
section will introduce the concept of a nonuniform transmission line that combines
the flexibility of the transversal filtering with a completely passive structure, hence
alleviating the limitation of the small signal operation of active transversal filters.
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2.7

Nonuniform Transmission Lines for Pulse Shap
ing

2.7.1

Introduction

Nonuniform transmission lines (NUTL), as investigated in this thesis, belong
to the class of linear pulse shaping methods. However, due to their flexibility and
importance to this thesis, the current state of the art of NUTLs is described in this
section in more detail. The passive and inherently broadband nature of NUTLs
make them a very interesting alternative for the pulse shaping of fast transient
signals, even at high power levels. Furthermore, their similarity to transversal Alters
(see Section 2.6.3.1) make them a very potent, flexible structure for the creation
of sophisticated transient broadband waveforms such as those required by ultra
wideband (UWB) systems.
First, a general theory governing propagation in NUTLs is presented; next, the
state of the art of synthesis methods for NUTLs as applicable to shaping of fast,
transient signals. The synthesis methods are divided into two groups; those that as
sume ideal propagation conditions within the line and those attempting to partially
combat adverse propagation effects. A particular emphasis is put on the layer peeling
method since this method forms the basis for the author’s novel synthesis approach,
as presented in Section 5.2, that automatically compensates for frequency-dependent
transmission line behaviour. The novel algorithm uniquely models a section of a line
in the Z-domain, therefore a review of the state of the art of transmission line mod
elling methods in the Z-domain is presented. The novel method requires accurate,
physically coherent model of the section of the transmission line. Hence, data fed
to a novel modelling algorithm comes from two physically correct, causal models
— a lumped element RLCG model and a full wave 3D EM model; their review is
presented in the sections 2.7.4.1 and 2.7.4.2, respectively.
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Figure 2.24: A multi-layered piecewise constant impedance model of a NUTL.
Interactions among local reflections occurring at the sections’ junc
tions determines the NUTL’s characteristic response.

2.7.2

General Theory

In this thesis, a NUTL is defined as a line whose impedance profile changes over
its length. An example of such a line can be seen in Fig. 2.24. The NUTL can be
imagined as a cascade of short, uniform transmission lines of differing impedances the model central to this work and the layer peeling algorithm. Interactions among
the local reflections occurring at the section junctions determine the NUTL’s char
acteristic response. Such a piecewise-constant model finds practical applications in
many areas of science and engineering that deal with multi-layered structures or
problems; these range from geophysics to digital filter design techniques.

2.7.3

Synthesis Methods

This thesis is concerned with the applications of NUTLs in the area of microwave
engineering. Traditionally, nonuniform transmission lines were used in impedance
matching transformers in the form of stepped impedance quarter-wave sections,
exponential, linear or Klopfenstein tapers. Some authors investigated the use of
NUTLs as co-directional couplers [148]. Nonuniform transmission lines were also
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successfully applied to the design of filters with complicated frequency characterist
ics [149] or pulse shapers creating sophisticated w^aveforms [11,150].
This work investigates application and design of the NUTLs as ultra-wideband
filters and pulse shapers. The methodology presented in this thesis focuses on the
design of the reflective Alters, where the transfer function of the Alter is represented
with an input reflection coefficient Sn. The majority of published work, with only
a few notable exceptions in e.g. [151] and [152], deals with reflection Alters, since a
transmission inverse scattering problem is much harder to solve and requires know
ledge of reflection and transmission responses [153]; otherwise a synthesis results, in
general, in a non unique and often non-physical impedance profile [152]. The syn
thesis of a line’s impedance profile from the prescribed response, given as an impulse
response or a frequency transfer function, can be formulated as a one-dimensional
inverse scattering problem. A very informative summary of the inverse scattering
framework has been published by Yagle [153].
In general, NUTL synthesis methods can be divided into those dealing with non
ideal propagation phenomena and those neglecting them. In the following sections
the review of methods in the literature is presented according to that distinction.
2.7.3.1

Methods Neglecting Nonideal Propagation

The problem of Alter or pulse shaper synthesis has been treated in the past with
a diversity of techniques. The majority of these methods are suitable only to lossless
and/or dispersionless cases. In this section, the most popular methods for NUTL
synthesis neglecting adverse phenomena are presented.
An approach which has gathered significant attention is solution of the inverse
problem derived from the Telegraphers’ equations that can be solved with an ar
chetypical set of equations. Roberts and Town, in [154], reduced the inverse scatter
ing problem to the solution of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation and next
solved it numerically with the Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko algorithm. Such a formu
lation is only possible when loss and dispersion are neglected. Jaulent [155] showed
that the inverse scattering of the lossy and dispersive NUTL is undetermined. To
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make it treatable, it is necessary to specify the reflection coefficients from both
sides, the transmission coefficient and a restricted relation between the R,L,C,G
components of the line but even those conditions do not guarantee a unique and
physically meaningful solution. The authors of [156] exploited a numerical solution
to the inverse classical Sturm-Liouville equation with predefined S-parameters as
boundary conditions. It is worth noting that the method allowed for an arbitrary
termination of the NUTL. Again, the method is only capable of synthesis of lossless
and dispersionless profiles due to the limitations as above. In [157], the authors
designed nonuniformly-coupled transmission line filters with the Zakharov-Shabattype inverse problem. The examples presented in the paper show passband filters
with 1.5 GHz bandwidth centered at 5.5 GHz. The method is limited to ideal trans
mission lines. The Fourier transform relationship between a frequency response and
an impedance profile was used in [158] to design nonuniformly-coupled microstrip
filters. The presented example is limited to 15 cm long coupled microstrip lines with
1 ns up- and down-chirp response. The effects of loss and dispersion are already vis
ible on the presented graphs. The authors advised the use of an iterative, trial and
error design procedure to compensate for these deficiencies. Matching of complex
impedances with the NUTL was achieved with a truncated Fourier series in [159]
or more recently with an analytical technique under the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin
approximation [160]. Arnedo et. al. [161] used a reformulated coupled mode theory
to design UWB NUTL pulse shapers generating a derivative of a Gaussian pulse and
a sinewave burst. The method was also used for designing a UWB matched-filter.
The response of their presented structures was limited to about 1 ns and 3 GHz
bandwidth specified at -10 dB points. The transmission line matrix method was ap
plied in [162] to synthesis of low-pass filters with a -3 dB cut-off frequency of 5 GHz.
Again, the effects of the loss and dispersion are visible in the presented measurements
and the method does not allow for the correction of propagation induced deficien
cies. The authors in [163-165] used optmisation based techniques by representing
the transfer and reflection functions of a NUTL as the ratio of polynomials in the Zdomain. Le Roy et. al. [166] optimised the NUTL’s by approximating a continuous
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impedance profile with spline polynomials. The optimization technique, however,
works well only when a good estimation of an initial profile is known beforehand
and, due to numerical load, are suited to a rather simple filter’s characteristics.
Skeldon et al. in [167] proposed a multilayer, broadside, aperture coupled strip
line structure to generate approximately 1.5 ns FWHM Gaussian like pulses. How
ever, no synthesis algorithm was given and according to the paper’s authors: “[...]
simple experiments have been performed to measure this [aperture] dependence. The
data from these measurements are used in our model for designing ACSL [aperture
coupled stripline] devices”; the system was quite complex and prone to mechanical
error.
Loss and dispersion are inherently present in all real transmission lines hence lim
iting the applicability of the above presented methods to temporally short impulse
responses or relatively narrowband filter characteristics, where those phenomena do
not manifest themselves strongly. In the next section a review of methods dealing
with nonideal propagation is presented.
2.7.3.2

Methods Dealing with Nonideal Propagation

Only a handful of authors have taken into consideration the influence of frequency
dependent loss and dispersion within their synthesis algorithms. Park in series of
articles presented a method that allows design of tapered transmission lines including
loss and dispersion. The method, first presented in [168], relies on control of lobe
height in an input reflection coefficient as a solution of the Ricatti equation. The
Ricatti equation, represented as a Fourier transform pair, was solved through an
iterative, generalised Taylor’s series algorithm. The method was used to design
matching impedance transformers (tapers) with a lossy and dispersive microstrip
line. In [169], the same method was used to design also a periodical in reflection
bandpass filter wit the reflection peaks centered at 4, 8 and 12 GHz with a bandwidth
of 1.5 GHz each. In [170,171], the method was applied to coupled transmission lines
for the reduction of crosstalk and electromagnetic spikes. The main drawback of
the procedure is that it is mainly suited to taper-like profiles, where the reflection
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lobes can be clearly specified and an initial lossless profile can be easily specified
in terms of an archetype such as Chebyshev, exponential or linear tapers. In the
case of UWB pulse shapers with a sophisticated responses the procedure would not
guarantee sufficient fidelity.
Huang [1] and, in acoustics, Amir et. al. in [172] were able to compensate for the
effect of loss in the layer peeling algorithm; however, they did not consider the effects
of dispersion - frequency dependent propagation delay. Essentially, both methods
are derived from a lossless layer peeling method and they are presented together
with the introduction of the lossless peeling method in Section 2.7.3.3.
The method of characteristics was applied in [173], allowing inclusion of metal
(resistive) loss into the synthesis algorithm. That work was primarily concerned with
a characterisation of lossy inter-chip connects; the duration of near end (reflected)
responses was on the order of 1-2 ns.
In this thesis, the layer peeling method is extended to lossy and dispersive
NUTLs. This novel approach was first proposed in [12]. The method models the loss
and dispersion with the use of well-established digital filter design techniques. This
work focuses on the analysis of planar transmission lines but the results are also
applicable to any other form of a linear transmission medium. Emphasis was put
on the difficult case of a microstrip’s inhomogeneous structure, where both phenom
ena are particularly visible and difficult to deal with. The author’s publication [11]
highlighted this problem when the design of long temporal, ultra-wideband pulse
shapers was investigated and the need for corrective actions identified.
2.7.3.3

Layer Peeling

The synthesis technique on which the research described in this thesis is based
is the layer peeling method. The layer peeling method is a computationally effi
cient inverse scattering algorithm that allows calculation of a NUTL’s impedance
profile from given scattering data i.e. a frequency transfer function or an impulse re
sponse. The layer peeling method was most notably summarised by Bruckstein and
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Kailath, where the inverse problem was modelled as a piecewise constant, nonuni
form impedance transmission line [174]. Formulating the inverse problem in the
form of propagating waves within a transmission line is useful in miscellaneous one
dimensional scattering problems in seemingly incompatible areas such as acous
tics [172], geology, and digital signal processing [175]. The applicability of the layer
peeling method to the design of NUTL filters and pulse shapers was investigated
for pulse shaping in laser fusion systems in [150] in the context of chirped filter
design [149] and to an ultra-wideband pulse shaping [11,161]. Below, a derivation
of a standard layer peeling method is presented and is followed by a review of the
current state of the art of approaches to incorporation of frequency dependent loss
into the layer peeling method.
2.7.3.3.1

Lossless Layer Peeling Method

The standard layer peeling al

gorithm divides a wave propagating into a NUTL into forward and backward propagat
ing components. Such an approach seems to be a natural choice for a microwave
design and, additionally, has sound theoretical backgrounds. Here, only a brief
summary of the method development will be given as that presented in [174].
The propagation of the signals on a lossless transmission line can be described
by the Telegrapher’s equations:
d
d ..

d
d .

,

.

where:
v(x, t)

the voltage at point x on the line at time f,

i{x,t)

the current at point x on the line at time t,

Zx

is the local impedance at the point x.
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The normalised voltage and current can be expressed as:
V(x,t) = v{x,t)/y/^,
(2.12)

I(x,t) = 2(x,t)V^,
where the voltage V{x,t) and the current I(x,t) at each point on the line is is
described by the equation:
d V{x,t)
dx I(x,t)
where

-d/dt

kx

—d/dt

kx

V{x,t)
_I(x,t)

(2.13)

is the local ’’reflectivity” parameter given by:

kx

—

rj

I

2 ax

(2.14)

In Zx-

Now, the left- and right-propagating wave variables are defined as:
Wu{x,t) =
WUx,t) =

V{x, t) + /(x, t)
(2.15)

V{x,t) - I(x,t)

Combining (2.13) and (2.15) leads to:
d 'WR(x,t)
dx WL(x,t)

—d/dt —kx
—kx d/dt

■lVfl(x,i)’

(2.16)

This set of equations describes the propagation of waves to the left and right with
the intensity of their local interaction parametrised by the reflectivity kx- When
the impedance Zx is constant over [xa,xi,] section of the line (see Fig. 2.24), then,
according to (2.14), the local reflectivity is zero and (2.13) becomes
d

d.

0, Xa <

^

^ I Wr{x, f) =

d
^

d
^ ) VFl(x, t) = 0, Xa<X
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Those equations provide general solutions of the form:
WR(x,t) = WR{x-t),

(2.18)
WL(x,t) = WL{x + t)
describing noninteracting left- and right-propagating waves. Hence, in the lossless
and dispersionless case the constant impedance section of a transmission line acts as
a pure time-delay (for iy/?)and a time-advance (for Wl) operator. When the local
reflectivity

is non-zero, the propagating waves interact according to (2.13).

Having proven that the signals within the transmission line can be defined in
terms of the left- and right-propagating waves for the continuous NUTL, the line
is discretised into N equal-in-length uniform transmission lines referred to as the
stepped impedance model (see Fig. 2.26(a)). According to 2.18 the constant imped
ance section can be associated with a pure time delay Td/2. For the convenience of
further derivations, the left- and right-propagating waves are represented by a and
6, respectively. The signal propagating through the device interacts with the local
reflection coefficients created by the changes in the lines’ impedance. Such a model
can be associated with the mechanism governing propagation in transversal filters
— compare Fig. 2.25 and 2.26(a), where a delay Td/2 introduced by the line section
can be associated with the sampling interval in the discrete system and the index
i with a sample number. The sampling interval Td must be such that the Nyquist

frequency

satisfies the following equation:

fn =

1

2T,

(2.19)

A disadvantage of the model specified in this way is the necessity to define the
propagating waves amii) ■ ■ ■ dm{i) every Tdl2^ when the output of the line Cm{i)
changes only every Td seconds — the waves need to travel through the section and
back to emerge from the line. To address this, Huang upsampled vectors ao(i) and
Co{i) by inserting extra zeros into the vectors for odd i samples, effectively doubling
their length [149]. Huang in [1] eliminated the extra computing load by moving all
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Figure 2.25: Transversal filter architecture [158].

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.26: A NUTL signal flow diagram that can be related to the trans

versal filter architecture: (a) delays in the both forward and reverse
propagating paths, (b) delay elements shifted to a reverse propagat
ing path [Ij.

delays to the reverse path. By this operation, the travelling waves within the line
are defined at the time tmii) = (m + 2i)Tdl2, where m, z = 0,1,...,

— 1, rather

than at t = iTd/2}
Observing the notation as in Fig. 2.26(b), the design equations that relate the
^Thi.s representation was exploited by the author of this thesis to design first-ever UWB pulse
shapers generating the train of Hermite pulses. The work was published in IEEE Microwave and
Wireless Components Letters [11] and is described in Chapter 4.
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propagating waves Um ■ • - dm can be derived from the transmitted and reflected waves
from the

junction;
(2.20)

^mdm{i^ A Pm^vnii^i

(2.21)

Pmdmii^ •
where:
Tm

a reflection coefficient of the

pm

a transmission coefficient defined of the rird^ junction defined as
pm

= \/l -

junction,

■

’’m

Deriving dm from (2.21) and substituting it in (2.20) leads to
„

_ (Pm + ^m) „

Cm(^)

»'m ^

■

^m(^)
Pm

(2.22)

Pm

Next, using the relation
rm '

m

(2.23)

in (2.20) results in the following set of equations:
^mi^} — [^m(0
dm{i^

[

^m^m(^)] / Pm

^771^771(0

(2.24)

^m{i^\/Pm-

Since the delay elements (or more appropriately in this case ’advance elements’) are
only present in the backward propagating path, the waves 6771-1-1 and dm are related
by the equation:
bm+i{i) = dm{i P 1).

(2.25)

The waves Um+i and Cm do not experience any delay and therefore they are related
by:
^771+1 (^)

^771(2).

(2.26)

This approach allows more efficient calculations but does not change the overall
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behaviour of the propagation mechanism. Huang’s method starts with the definition
of discrete time, sampled incident ao(z) and reflected bo{i) (being a response of the
pulse shaper) waveforms in the time domain that are fed into the design algorithm.
The sampling interval is adjusted according to the Nyquist theorem. The overall
synthesis algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. Specify the forward and backward propagating waves at the 0^^ step - ao{i) and
bo{i) respectively - usually am(i) is defined as unit impulse at i — 0
th

2. Calculate the local reflection coefficient at

Trr,

reflector

bm{0)
(b)

(2.27)

= \/l - r;

(2.28)

=

3. Calculate the backward propagating wave at the left hand side of the

step

for all i
Cm(0
dmif)

4.

[^m(0

—

(^)]/Pm

[

T 677^(2)]/

Pm-

Right shift the input to the (m + 1) — th section

bm+i{,i'')

—

T f)

5. Deal with the next reflector by setting m = m + 1 and go to step 1

The output of the algorithm provides a vector of local reflection coefficients from
which the impedances of uniform sections can be easily calculated. The physical
implementation can be in nearly any arbitrary waveguide geometry, however planar
transmission lines seem to be most convenient because of the easily-generated broad
range of characteristic impedances.
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Figure 2.27: Lossy layer peeling model as presented by Huang [1].

Burkhart and Wilcox [150] used the above presented algorithm to design pulse
shapers for laser fusion experiments. The above algorithm is also the basis for the
lossy layer peeling algorithms presented in the next section. It is also pivotal for
the lossy layer peeling algorithm as developed by the author of this thesis with the
difference that the unit delay

is in the forward, not, as above, in the backward

(return), path.
2.7.3.3.2

Lossy Layer Peeling Method

The above-presented lossless layer

peeling algorithm forms a foundation for an extension of the procedure to include the
adverse propagation effects. As previously mentioned, Huang [1], in the microwave
band and, in acoustics, Amir et. al. in [172] were able to compensate for the effect
of loss in the layer peeling algorithm; however, they did not consider the effects of
dispersion - frequency dependent propagation delay. Below, a more detailed review
of those two methods is presented.
Huang’s approach starts with the model of a line with the delay elements moved
to the backward path. To model the non-ideal propagation behaviour of the line, a
digital modelling filter is also inserted in the cascade with a delay element, as can
be seen in Fig. 2.27. Since the filter is in the backward propagating path, it needs
to have a characteristic corresponding to the inverse of the line’s transfer function.
The concept of the inverse filter rjrn comes from the fact that the unknown input to
a section, backward propagating wave, bm+i, needs to be calculated or effectively
deconvolved from the known value of a backward propagating wave, dm at the output
from the section. The deconvolution is equivalent to a convolution with an inverse
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filter [26]. Here, caution needs to be exercised since the modelling procedure must
result in a stable filter. By introducing the digital filter, the wave dm not only
experiences the time shift but is also convolved with the modelling inverse filter’s
impulse response r]m* dm{i)

^m+l(^)

(2.29)

Huang proposes to do it through changing (2.25) to:

bm+i(i)

r](-l

= ^

-

q)dm(i

+

1

+

qj)

(2.30)

q=-Q

where:
7]m
Q

the modelling filter’s impulse response
a parameter controlling alia.s free bandwidth of the filter and
controlling numerical complexity of calculations

q

an integer vector such as |g'| < Q

j

an integer constant controlling an upper frequency limit to which
the filter is modelled such as |/| < 2^-

The filter’s response is only non-zero at
i = -1 - jq, \q\ < Q.

(2.31)

The filter’s coefficients are chosen such that the Fourier transform of rim(i) is an
approximation for the inverse of the line’s transfer function in the range
1

i/i< IjTi

(2.32)

Outside that band, the filter’s transfer function repeats itself, what can also be de
ducted from the filter’s impulses response — non-zero coefficients are interlaced with
zero-valued coefficients (see (2.31)); zero-insertion is one of classical methods of an
upsampling. Huang claims in his work that his approach is capable of removing loss
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Figure 2.28: Lossy layer peeling models as presented by Amir [172].

and dispersion induced deficiencies from the line’s response; however, the example
presented in the paper is only capable of properly accounting for the frequency de
pendent loss. Furthermore, the briefly outlined modelling method is not capable of
accounting for the dispersion induced by the loss present in the line, clearly violating
the principle of causality, since the loss also influences the phase of a propagating
signal within the line. Although Huang’s approach represented by (2.29) is correct
and capable of accounting for loss and dispersion, it is the definition of the modelling
filter r]m iu (2.30) that invalidates the claim that the filter is capable of modelling
the dispersive behaviour of the line. The filter’s impulse response rjm is symmet
ric around the sample f = — 1; symmetric FIR (such as Huang’s proposed filter)
filters have linear phase characteristics [176], whereas dispersion is a phenomenon
characterised by a non-linear phase characteristic or, equivalently, a non-constant
group delay. Finally, the methodology in which the modelling filter’s coefficients
are found is not explicitly specified in the paper. Huang has stated in a personal
communication to the author of this thesis [177] that he could not recall how the
filter’s coefficients were calculated but that “due to their small number, they were
most likely calculated by hand in a trial and error fashion”.
Amir et ah, in the series of articles [172,178,179], proposed another approach to
the inclusion of loss and loss induced dispersion in the layer peeling algorithm. The
method was successfully applied to the characterisation of wind instruments. The
approach uses the model with the delay elements in both the forward and backward
paths. The delay elements are incorporated into a loss-modelling filter as depicted
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in Fig. 2.28. Two filters are required (as in the solution presented in this thesis):
one for the forward path and its inverse for the reverse path. Now, (2.26) and (2.25)
need to be replaced by:
^m+l(0

^Tn(^) * CTn(0

^m+l(0

(^) * ^m(0

(2.33)
(2.34)

where:
hm

a modelling filter in the forward path,
an inverse of the forward modelling filter; the filter is placed in
the backward path.

Amir in [179] found that an all-pole filter best models the best the loss in tubular
wind instruments. The stable, causal, all-pole filter is a minimum phase filter. This
is very fortunate since only minimum-phase filters — the class of filters with all
zeros inside the unity (in the case of discrete filters) circle — are invertible; their
inverse is a minimum-phase, stable filter [25]. However, the minimum phase filter,
as already emphasised above, is not capable of modelling the dispersive behaviour
as present in a planar transmission lines.
The proper modelling of line loss and dispersion in the context of the lossy layer
peeling algorithm is the original work of the author of this thesis and it was presented
for the first time in [12]; it is described in Chapter 5.

2.7.4

Transmission Line Modelling

2.7.4.1

RLCG Model of a Microstrip Line

2.7.4.1.1

Propagation Constant

The majority of works concerning NUTL

synthesis do not account for the propagation effects present in non-ideal transmission
lines. The reasons for this are threefold: the majority of NUTLs are designed for
relatively narrowband applications with bandwidths of a fraction of GHz or with
temporally short responses; the second problem can be associated with the methods
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Figure 2.29: Equvalent model of a quasi-TEM transmission line

used for NUTL synthesis — most of them are based on mapping of the lossless
case of the Telegrapher’s equations to a system of differential equations as already
presented in 2.7.3.2; the third reason is the difficulty of modelling the line’s transfer
function.
This thesis is concerned with NUTLs whose bandwidth spans over several GHz
and which, additionally, require relatively long temporal waveforms, on the order of
nanoseconds, to be generated. Therefore, the transmission line needs to be prop
erly modelled over the broad frequency range covering the UWB bandwidth (3.110.6 GHz) and beyond. Although the topic of modelling of various transmission
lines was heavily investigated in the past, the majority of the models proposed do
not obey the causality principle. Neglecting physical, causal behaviour of a trans
mission line leads to an incorrect model; this is especially evident the time domain
simulations.
This work focuses on the modelling of a microstrip line, a convenient planar line,
suitable for the design of NUTLs; however, a similar approach is valid for any linear
transmission structure. Since microstrip is not a homogenous line, it is well known
for its peculiar, dispersive behaviour at higher microwave frequencies where static
transversal electromagnetic (TEM) models need to be modified to account for the
line’s loss and dispersion. This thesis assumes that the line can be represented as the
cascade of a frequency dependent RLGC per unit length sections (see Fig. 2.29). For
lossy and dispersive lines, quasi-TEM propagation is assumed. The generic model
for a matched quasi-TEM transmission line is presented in Fig. 2.29. The frequency
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voltage transfer function for the line is given by:
H{ju) =

=

e--‘

(2.35)

where:
7

complex propagation constant,

I

physical length of the transmission line.

The frequency dependent propagation constant is described by:
7(ja)) =

+ juL{uj))(G{ui) + juC{uj))

(2.36)

where:
R{uj)

frequency dependent series resistance per unit length,

L{uj)

frequency dependent series inductance per unit length,

C{uj)

frequency dependent shunt capacitance per unit length,

G{uj)

frequency dependent shunt conductance per unit length.

Therefore, to calculate the line transfer function, knowledge of the propagation
constant of the line is required. A variety of methods exists for the measurement of
the propagation constant. Since the majority of those methods are targeted toward
the calibration or deembeding of the measurement setup in the frequency domain,
they are not too much concerned with the causality of the propagation constant
and the resulting transfer function. Additionally, inaccuracies of the measurement
process such as noise and limited bandwidth may result in a noncausal transfer
function [180]. The author’s method relies on the modelling of the line transfer
function as a cascade of minimum phase and all-pass networks. Hence, a physically
consistent model that would stay in agreement with the principle of causality is
required; in the follow on sections such RLCG model is presented. The model is used
to generate a causal frequency dependent line transfer function used in Section 5.4.
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2.7.4.1.2
ents)

Modelling of the Series Impedance of the Line (RL Compon

The total series impedance 2: of a transmission line can be expressed as the

sum of the external and internal series impedances; z = Ze P Zi. The external series
impedance, 2^, is mainly formed by the external inductance Lg. The external in
ductance is the result of the magnetic flux occupying space surrounding the signal
conductors — external to the conductors themselves. The external inductance is
defined well above the skin-effect onset frequency but when the line still operates in
TEM mode (quasi-TEM for the microstrip). Additionally, the external impedance
contains a small real part that comes from a radiation resistance. According to the
above, Zg is described by [181]:

Ze

= Re + jojL,

(2-37)

where:
7?g
u)

radiation resistance (loss) [fl]
frequency of operation [rad/s]

Lg

external inductance [H]

The radiation loss is not significant for well-designed microstrip lines (when the
width of the line is only a small fraction of a wavelength) and usually can be neg
lected. The internal impedance consists of the internal inductance Li and the con
ductor loss Ri [181]:
Zi = Ri T jujLi.

(2.38)

The internal inductance represents the ability of the conductor to store energy in
a magnetic field penetrating the conductor. Increasing resistance with frequency,
resulting from the skin-effect, influences the distribution of the current within the
conductor and, simultaneously, the magnetic flux. Therefore, the penetration of
the conductor by the magnetic field decreases, reducing the internal inductance L^.
This observation has important implications for the causality of the transmission
line model and ensures conservation of energy - the energy can be either stored in
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w
tan 6

sub

h:
Figure 2.30: A microstrip line cross-section.

the magnetic field or dissipated as heat in the resistive losses. Hence, the loss and
internal inductance are interdependent with each other and neglecting their relation
would lead to a noncausal response. According to the above, the total inductance
of the line, given as the sum of the internal and external inductances, is:

—

Li

(2.39)

Le

The resistive conductor losses result from the the skin-effect and a proximity
effect. The majority of the line losses come from the resistance of the conductors
and an the inherent dielectric loss of the substrates. Assuming the geometry of the
microstrip as that presented in fig. 2.30 the DC resistance of the line is given by:

Rdc =

Wh

[ff/m]

(2.40)

where:
p
W
h

the resistivity of the conductor,
microstrip’s track width,
microstrip’s track height.

The phenomena of skin and proximity effects give rise to the frequency dependent
internal impedance of the line Zi. The real part of this impedance is associated with
the frequency dependent resistance Rac that can be quantified by [181]:
Haci.^0^ \ /

LJ
UJq
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where:
uj
cjo

frequency of operation [rad/s]
a particular frequency for which Rac(uJo) is calculated, chosen
well above the onset of the skin-effect but below the onset of
surface roughness and non-TEM modes

The resistance Rad^o) can be calculated by approximation formulas or evaluated
from 2D simulation in an electromagnetic simulator. In this thesis both routes were
examined. The theoretical value of Rac, well above the onset of the skin-effect and
below excitation of non-TEM modes, can be evaluated from [181]:
kpky yjUJqIJ,

Rac (^o)

(2.42)

p\/^

where:
kp

a correction factor determined by the proximity effect,

kr

a correction factor determined by the roughness effect,

p

the perimeter of a cross-section of the signal conductor [m],

p,

the magnetic permeability of the signal conductor [H/m],

a

the conductivity of the signal conductor [H/mj.

The values for Rar(cJo) were evaluated by the author of this thesis from the 2D
electromagnetic simulator LINEAR [182].
The skin-effect onset frequency for a rectangular conductor is given by [181]:

CJS =

8 /w + t\
pa
wt

where:
w
t

microstrip width [m],
microstrip thickness [m].
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The skin-depth at which the crossover frequency

ljs

occurs for a rectangular con

ductor [181] is:
. .
d(ujs) =

infJc
wtkp
2{w +1)

(2.44)

The surface roughness can severely impact loss of a microstrip line above the onset
frequency as defined by [181];
UJ.rough

HahlRMS

(2.45)

where:
/i

the magnetic permeability [H/m],

a

the conductivity of the substrate [S/m],

Lrms

the root mean square bump height [m],

(trough

tb® frequency at which the roughness effect has assumed 60% of
its ultimate effect [rad/s].

The value of the correction factor

(see (2.42)) determined by the roughness effect

is provided by:
kr = I — arctan ( 1.4------- )
TT

y

(2.46)

trough /

The choice of this particular model was dictated by its simplicity. However, the
most recent investigations, such as those presented in [183], suggest that (2.46)
underestimates the values of the loss for very rough tracks. The choice of a particular
quantitative model is not critical here as long as the overall resulting transmission
line model is causal. The transition from the region of DC resistance Rdc well
below ujs to the region where the dominant mechanism governing the loss is the
skin-effect can be modelled as the geometric average of the resistance Rdc and a
complex impedance Zac [181]:

Ri — \l R%(j + 2:^^
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The impedance Zac includes the skin, roughness, proximity effects and, associated
with them, changes in the internal inductance. The complex series impedance of
the conductor Zac is [181]:
(It j)-^ac(^o) •\ /

UJ

(2.48)

UJq

Equation (2.48) gives a good insight into the causality of the presented series im
pedance model. Simply, the (1+j) factor indicates that, for all frequencies, the real
and imaginary parts of the complex skin-effect impedance are equal. This indicates
a phase of Zac of 7r/4, which is correct for a causal, minimum-phase network function
with a slope of +10 dB/decade [181]. Now, the total inductance L can be given as:
Im{Zac(uj))

L{ij) — L{ujq) +

(2.49)
UJ

where:
L(ujq)

value of total inductance at the frequency

ujq

— see (2.41)

[H],
2.7.4.1.3

Modelling of the Shunt Admittance (GC Components)

As the

series impedance 2: results mainly from the effects associated with the current flow
within the conductors forming the line, the shunt conductance y represents mech
anisms associated with the dielectric separating the line’s wires (or equivalently, for
microstrip, PCB track and solid groundplane). The shunt admittance of the line is
given by:
y = GP jljC

(2.50)

where:
G

the shunt conductance resulting from the dielectric loss [S],

G

the capacitance between the electrodes of the line [F].

The capacitance of the line depends on the frequency through the relative permittiv
ity; this can be approximated by a linear function in a wide range of permittivities
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by using a two-term Taylor series [184]:
dC
C (s’) ^ C {e’J + —
d£

(e'-e’J

(2.51)

where:
C (e'oo)

the capacitance evaluated at e'^ — permittivity occurring at
very high frequency

e'
e'^

the real part of the substrate’s relative permittivity,
the real part of the substrate’s relative permittivity at high
frequencies.

Upon introduction of the complex permittivity into (2.51) the frequency dependent
conductance G of the line can be evaluated from [181]:
G = Re {juC{e'T je”))

(2.52)

Equation (2.51) provides a causal minimum phase model that relates conductance,
G, and capacitance, C, per-unit-length of the line.
Since the shunt conductance G and the shunt capacitance C are derived from
the permittivity of the, line it is pertinent to correctly model the behaviour of
the permittivity of the microstrip line structure. The microstrip line is especially
interesting and challenging to model since it is inhomogeneous with at least two
dielectrics — usually some form of a supporting substrate and the surrounding air.
Due to the microstrip inhomogeneity, longitudinal electromagnetic components are
always present, leading to frequency dependent propagation. This can be explained
by a simplified model assuming division of the EM fields between the substrate and
the air. The fields propagating in the air are travelling faster than their counterparts
propagating in the substrate. The amount of the energy propagating in the air is
decreasing with rising frequency and that, in turn, leads to the frequency-dependent
propagation and, in effect, to quasi-TEM induced dispersion.
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The effect of the frequency-dependent propagation resulting from the quasi-TEM
nature of the propagating fields within a microstrip line can be modelled as the
frequency-dependent effective permittivity. The concept of the effective permittiv
ity assumes that the line is treated as equivalent to a line surrounded by a uniform
material whose dielectric constant has been adjusted to that of the effective permit
tivity. As will be shown in the following paragraphs, the permittivity of a real, lossy
substrate is a complex value. Hence, the effective permittivity of a microstrip line, as
being equivalent to the mixture of the two surrounding line dielectrics, also must be
complex valued. Furthermore, the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity must
obey the causality principle and cannot be independent of each other. Similarly, as
in the case of the interplay of the internal resistance and the internal inductance,
an interesting physical interpretation can be given for the casuality requirements
between the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity. The permittivity is the
property of a material that quantifies its ability to store charge in an electric field.
Therefore, a lossy material must have this ability lowered since part of the energy
must be converted into heat in the dielectric to satisfy the energy equilibrium. The
real part of the permittivity describes the storage capability and the imaginary part
of the permittivity corresponds to the loss.
Unfortunately, the majority of microstrip models, although accurately predicting
various parameters of the microstrip line, do not obey the causality principle (do
not satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relations [181]) of the effective permittivity. One
noteworthy exception is Getsinger’s formula [185] for the calculation of the frequency
dependent effective permittivity Seff(f) [181]:

SeffU) =£s-

£s

- eeff(0)

(2.53)

1 + G Ulfv)-

where:
Eg
5e//(0)

the complex relative permittivity of the substrate,
the complex effective relative permittivity of the microstrip at
low frequencies - below 0.1/p - where the dispersion is negligible.
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a quasi-static effective permittivity
fp

is a constant approximately equal to Zo/(2/io/i)

Zq

the trace impedance in the skin-effect region [Lt],

/io

the magnetic permeability of free space An x 10“^ H/m,

h

the height of the trace above the reference plane [m],

/

the frequency of operation [Hz],

G

an empirical constant approximately equal to either £eff{0)/£s
or 0.6-1-0.009Zo being conveniently close to 1 for 50 Q lines

Another difficulty arising from (2.53) is the requirement for the complex value of
^e//(0).

Unfortunately, the majority of formulas for the calculation of the quasi

static permittivity use complicated equations often obtained from the curve fitting;
therefore, it is not clear if they are capable of handling complex values of the sub
strate permittivity Eg. The calculation can be facilitated by the use of electromag
netic simulators or by the method proposed by Johnson in [181]. First, the real
part of the quasi-static effective permittivity, £^^^(0), is calculated from equations
suited to the particular range of substrate parameters. One such example, taking
into account a finite strip thickness, was provided by Bald and Garg in [186]:
+ 1

<//(0) =

gg ~ 1

-D,
if W/h ^ 1
(2.54a)

^e//(0) —

+1,
—---------------

-1

1

1 +

W/hJ

D, if W/h ^ 1
(2.54b)

in which
D=

t/h
4.6 ./Wjh
—1

where:
£5

the real part of the permittivity of the substrate.
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W

the width of the strip,

h

the height of the substrate,

t

the thickness of the strip.

The complex permittivity can be represented in the terms of a loss tangent tan(^ as:
£ = e' -\- je" = £'{l — j tan (5),

(2.55)

tan^ =-----r

(2.56)

in which

e'

the real part of the permittivity

e”

the imaginary part of the permittivity

The next step in the modelling procedure of the effective permittivity is the calcula
tion of the effective loss tangent tan^eyy. This can be derived from a basic equation
relating the real part of the effective permittivity of the line to the permittivity of
the substrate through a filling factor q that describes the volumetric mixture of the
dielectrics [181].
<//(0) = 9< + (l-9)

(2.57)

Solving (2.57) for q leads to:

<//(0) - 1
Q =

4-1

(2.58)

Tan6eff can be obtained from:
tan

f—

4//(o)

9 tan Ss^

where:
e'

the real part of the substrate’s permittivity.
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the quasi-static effective permittivity of the microstrip structure,
tan ^5

the loss tangent of the substrate.

Substituting q from (2.58) in (2.59) leads to:
tan 6eff — —^----- tan (5s.
e',-1

(2.60)

Therefore, substituting in (2.55) e' with £e//(0) from (2.54) and tan (5 with tan 6eff
from (2.60) the complex quasi-static effective permittivity equals
jtanS^ff).

£e//(0)

(2.61)

Now, (2.61) can be plugged into (2.53). The next task is to properly model a
frequency dependent behaviour of a microstrip line which is described in detail in
2.7.4.I.4.
2.7.4.1.4

Modelling of the Frequency Dependent Substrate Permittivity

Having briefly outlined the modelling of the effective permittivity of a microstrip
configuration, the behaviour of the dielectric constant of typical substrates in a
broad range of frequencies needs to be addressed. The substrates commonly used
fall largely into one of the four groups; FR-4 dielectrics (composite of a resin epoxy
reinforced with a woven fiberglass mat); polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) — com
monly called Teflon; ceramic loaded thermoset plastics with a woven reinforcement
(e.g. Cer-10 from Taconic); and, finally, ceramics (e.g. alumina). This thesis fo
cuses on the commonly used, low-cost substrates in the digital/microwave industry
— FR-4 and the thermoset plastic-based high performance substrates (e.g. Rogers
and Taconic range of substrates).
Due to a variety of polarization mechanisms of dielectrics when they are sub
ject to an external electric field, the complex permittivity of the above mentioned
substrates shows dependence on frequency [184,187]. Hence, they are inherently dis
persive. Each polarization mechanism has associated dielectric losses and variations
of the real part of the relative permittivity — energy in an electric field is either
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stored (the real part of permittivity) or lost (the imaginary part of permittivity).
In polymers used as dielectric in the substrate materials, the dielectric loss is
dominated by the loss coming from the relaxation polarization, which can be math
ematically described with a Debye model as:

Sriuj)

—

+

(2.62)

1 + j-’
Wo

where:
real part of the relative permittivity at high frequencies,
Ae'

variation of the real part of the relative permittivity defined as
AP =

- a static, low frequency real part of permit

tivity,
cjo

angular frequency around which the variations of the permittiv
ity are centered (the location of a pole).

It is important to note that the above equation yields a causal formulation of per
mittivity that satisfies the Kramers-Kronig relations.
The Debye model can be further refined to include multiple poles to properly
describe behaviour of the polymeric substrates such as the FR-4 :
N
^r(w) - ^'oo +

X]
i^l

1

Ad
i
J U}i

a

(2.63)

~ ^ UJEq

where:
£o

the permittivity of free space

8.854x10 12 F/m,

cr

the volume conductivity of the dielectric.

Djordjevic et al. [184] proposed a simplified approximation of (2.63) :
Ad In
m2 — mi In 10
where:
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iJi^2

angular frequencies corresponding to lower and upper limit over
which the er((^} is evaluated,

7711^2

the constants such as cji^2 —

In this thesis, the permittivity of a substrate

as defined in (2.64), is plugged

into (2.53); now, the equation (2.51) for the capacitance per unit length of the line
can be calculated according to the formula [184]:
C

^C

+

dC
de'eff \£> .-£' ..
' e//
e//oc

i^eff

^effoo)

(2.65)

where:
^l//oo

the real part of the effective permittivity at a very high frequency,
the real part of the effective permittivity at a frequency /.

The capacitance dehned in the above way meets the requirements of causality.
2.7.4.2

3D EM Model of a Microstrip Line

Another set of data was acquired by the author of this thesis from 3D electromagnetic
(EM) simulations. A line’s transfer function was calculated from a S21 parameter
of perfectly matched line in 3D EM simulator CST Microwave Studio 2010 [188].
The data was calculated with the CST’s transient solver. The causality of the data
is guaranteed since the dielectric’s dispersive behaviour is described according to a
first order Debye dispersion model.
2.7.4.3

Line Modelling in Z-domain

Short, uniform sections of a nonuniform transmission line (NUTL), as presented
in this work, are represented by causal, stable digital filters drawing on a wealth
of knowledge from the domain of digital filter design; the line’s behaviour is de
scribed by carefully designed rational polynomials in the Z-domain. Describing the
line’s transfer function in the Z-domain is advantageous since the Z-domain transfer
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function, when evaluated on the unity circle, converges to the discrete-time Four
ier transform [25]. The transfer function represented in such a way allows for easy
calculation of frequency and time domain responses that preserve causality. Most
importantly, the transformation of a response defined in the Z-domain avoids the
consequences of truncation in evaluating inverse Fourier transforms [189]. However,
the idea of the representation of a transmission line as a digital system has been
rarely addressed in the literature. The authors in [190] modelled microstrip lines
as infinite impulse response (HR) filters. The procedure presented there models the
frequency dependent propagation transfer function of the line as an HR filter.The
frequency dependent phase constant is split into two parts: the linear /?; and the
dispersion induced nonlinear /3„. However, the method does not distinguish between
loss induced and quasi-TEM propagation induced dispersion; in fact, in the example
presented in the paper, the loss is completely neglected. Additionally, the authors
of [190] used for the modelling data coming from closed form expressions proposed
by Pramanick and Bharthia [191]; they do not obey the principle of causality since
the dielectric loss tan6 is assumed to be constant but an effective dielectric permit
tivity is allowed to change — such a formulation clearly violates the principle of
causality in the light of what was said in 2.7.4.1.3 and summarised in (2.60).
Humpage et al. [189] applied the Z-transform for electromagnetic transient ana
lysis in power lines. Their approach was to, first, calculate the corresponding s-plane
transform (Laplace transform) and next, create discrete filters with the help of the
bilinear transform. As the authors of that method were primarily concerned with
long power lines, they did not address explicitly the dispersion of a line as this would
not be particularly evident at the relatively low transient frequencies in tens of kilo
hertz region. Furthermore the correct — minimum phase — relationship between
loss and the loss induced dispersion is not explicitly addressed and it is not clear if
it is preserved.
The modelling of a transmission line as proposed in this thesis applies rigorous,
widely accepted concepts and methods from system and digital filter design theor
ies. In a contrary to the state of the art methods, the proposed solution models
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a line’s transfer function from physically consistent data, ensuring causality; addi
tionally, the modelling process itself correctly represents the line’s transfer function
in the Z-domain through minimum-phase and all-pass decomposition. The detailed
derivation of the procedure can be found in Section 5.3.

2.7.5

Conclusion

The general theory and strengths of NUTLs as pulse shapers has been presented.
The inherently broadband response and similarity of the NUTLs to transversal filter
structures makes them a powerful, flexible structure for the implementation of tran
sient, UWB pulse shapers. Although NUTL based structures have been used quite
extensively in the area of a microwave engineering, only a handful of authors have
considered them for pulse shaping, of which even less took into account the adverse
propagation behaviour of real lossy and dispersive lines. A brief review of the syn
thesis methods as applicable to the design of the NUTLs has been presented; this
was divided into two groups: methods incorporating loss and dispersion and those
neglecting both phenomena. None of the procedures presented in the literature is
capable of simultaneously taking into account loss and dispersion. The mainstream
of the proposed solutions relies on solution of the inverse problem derived from the
Telegraphers’ equations that can be solved with an archetypical set of equations.
Those approaches are inherently incapable of inclusion of the transmission line’s
propagation deficiencies.
The work presented in this thesis proposes a novel method of the design of
NUTLs as UWB pulse shapers and Alters. The layer peeling method employed here,
a powerful and computationally efficient inverse scattering method, was presented.
The main drawback of a traditional layer peeling method is that it is not capable of
accounting for the losses and dispersion present in every real transmission line. The
state of the art layer peeling methods do not allow for the simultaneous inclusion of
loss and dispersion. This is due to improper modelling of a line’s transfer function;
the resulting model is not causal or only capable of incorporating the loss and the
loss induced dispersion. The novel method builds on well-established methods in
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system’s theory and digital filter design to accommodate both harmful phenomena
and to properly represent the transmission line’s transfer function. An additional
problem is encountered when the causal data representing the transfer function of a
transmission line is required, since the majority of standard, well established models
violate the principle of causality.

2.8

Conclusion

This chapter presented the rising prominence of ultra wideband (UWB) systems
and their reliance on the sophisticated, short, transient electrical pulses. Although
the design of the pulse shapes is a challenging and constantly explored area, currently
a dominant problem is hardware implementation of generation and pulse shaping
circuits. The most straightforward and flexible method, that has proved itself in
the other areas of a signal generation, digital-to-analog conversion, is currently not
capable of generating such fast signals in a power efficient and cost-effective way.
Therefore, another, often ingenious methods were advised in the past. Those meth
ods can be divided into four groups: digital Altering, photonic, nonlinear electronic,
and linear electronic. In the following sections the basic principles, advantages, chal
lenges and a current state of the art of the pulse shaping methods was presented.
The photonic methods, although very promising in the future, are still too ex
pensive and bulky for direct implementation in the majority of UWB systems. Non
linear methods suffer mainly from a limited bandwidth and/or are constrained to
rather simple generated waveforms — resembling the derivatives of a Gaussian pulse.
The author’s contribution to these methods was the development of the unique con
figuration of step recovery diode (SRD) in a balanced pulse generator; the details
of this work can be found in the Section 3.2 and were published in [8]. Another
investigated class of designs was the linear pulse shaping networks. Those can be
divided largely into two classes: passive pulse shaping networks, and active, lin
ear networks, where the nonlinearity of devices is suppressed. The first group is
mainly represented by a variety of Alters (often RLC type ladders) that are limited
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in their capabilities of generating sophisticated pulses. Their main advantage is the
ability to operate on very powerful pulses. Another group is far more flexible in
terms of the generated waveforms and even solutions capable of subtle tuning of
the pulse shape have been presented. Especially interesting is the category of the
circuits based on the concept of a transversal filter. The author’s contribution here
was development of a transversal filter and the first ever known, direct implement
ation of aforementioned concept to a tunable UWB pulse shaping as published in
IEEE Microwave and Wireless Components Letters [10]. Although the idea of the
transversal filtering is strong, its implementation with active devices suffers from
the following drawbacks: the number of devices is limited — hence pulse length and
its level of complexity are also affected; furthermore, the devices are limited to low
power signals.
The last reviewed solution is based on a nonuniform transmission line (NUTL) —
a very flexible way to implement transversal-like filters without the above mentioned
drawbacks of the active implementations. NUTLs and their use as fast, UWB pulse
shapers is the core of this thesis. The presented material summarised currently
used NUTLs synthesis methods; the state of the art methods are not capable of
dealing with the inherent line loss and dispersion. Therefore, their use is limited
to either relatively narrowband structures and/or short temporal responses where
the frequency dependent propagation parameters do not reveal themselves in full
force. The layer peeling method was emphasised as this is the method used by the
author in the further part of this work. The novel method relies on well estab
lished methods in a system’s theory and a digital filter design to accommodate both
harmful phenomena and properly represent the transmission line’s transfer function.
The causal data representing the transfer function of a transmission line is required
since the majority of standard, well established models violates the principle of a
causality. To overcome this drawback two independent models were introduced: a
causal RLGC model and a 3D full-wave EM model; the results generated by them
will provide an input to the causal modelling procedure presented in Section 5.3.
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Active Approaches to Pulse Shaping

3.1

Introduction

This chapter presents the preliminary research carried out by the author into
UWB pulse generation, shaping and detection which lead to the focus on pulse
shaping using non-uniform transmission lines which is described in the remainder
of this thesis. This research was carried out in the context of broader research con
ducted in the Centre for Adaptive Wireless Systems in Cork Institute of Technology
that focused on a development of a UWB transceiver using off-the-shelf discrete
components. The author’s contribution to the UWB link [7] consisted of three cir
cuits: a step recovery diode pulse generator/shaper, a low power consumption pulse
detector and an adaptive pulse shaper. Each of these represented an advance on
the state-of-the-art at the time and resulted in publications in the Proceedings of
the IEEE Radio and Wireless Conference [8], and of the IEEE International Con
ference on Ultra-Wideband [9], and in IEEE Microwave and Wireless Components
Letters [10]. The circuit concept, design, simulation, assembly and testing of each of
the three circuits are described in detail here. The chapter concludes with an outline
of the motivation for concentrating subsequent work on UWB pulse shaping.
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3.2

Truly Balanced SRD Pulse Generator and Sha
per

The device presented in the following sections was constructed as a first attempt
to design a pulse shaper and a generator with readily available off-the-shelf compon
ents. The active, step generating component used in this circuit was a step recovery
diode (SRD) for its unique ability to create sharp transients. Although SRDs have
been used as pulse generators extensively over the past decades [61] and recently
in [192], the circuit presented here is novel in that it combines a pulse generator, a
diode biasing network and a pulse shaping network into one balanced pulse generator
capable of directly feeding the balanced input of a subsequent stage. The generator’s
construction does not use additional baluns whose design tends to be challenging
in a broad bandwidth. If only a single ended output is needed, the circuit can be
easily used as a pulse phase shifting modulator and can be used to implement a
BPSK modulation scheme. This is the first known balanced UWB pulse generator
operating from a single supply without baluns and was presented at the IEEE Radio
and Wireless conference [8].

3.2.1

Circuit Concept and Theory

At the system level the circuit can be divided into three main parts: an input
generator-driver, a step recovery diode generator, and a pulse shaping network. The
circuit diagram of the balanced pulse generator with boundaries of the subcircuits
is presented in Fig. 3.1(a). The circuit’s operation can be summarised as follows:
the incoming unbalanced signal at the input port is fed into the balanced input
generator-driver for preconditioning; next, the balanced and preshaped signal from
the output of the driver is sent to the main part of the pulse generator - SRD
generator for a final sharpening; the last stage of the process is performed by the
pulse shaping network to create balanced Gaussian-like pulses at the output.
The process of the pulse shaping is triggered by an input signal coming from an
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Figure 3.1: The balanced subnanosecond SRD pulse generator: (a) circuit dia

gram and (b) the layout of the generator with the distributed network.

external source, e.g. a system clock. The external signal is often too noisy, its rise
time is too slow or the external source cannot provide enough power to accommodate
the needs of the SRD. To resolve these difficulties, the input signal is fed to the
input of the driver — U1 in Fig. 3.1(a). The role of the driver is quadruple: to
create a balanced output from a single ended input signal, bias and trigger diode,
and to isolate the input of the generator from the transients in the pulse shaper and
the SRD. The driver consists of a CMOS inverting buffer with a Schmitt type input.
The integrated circuit SN74ACT14 [193] was selected for this purpose. The choice
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of the particular buffer was dictated by the output current rating that is equal to
±50 mA per gate and the ability of the Schmitt type input to reliably interpret
noisy input signals.
The two buffers were connected in parallel to reduce their output impedance
and to increase the amount of an output current. The operation of the buffer is
as follows: when the output state of the group of the gates Ul-A, B goes high,
the output state of the second group U1-E, D drops down thanks to the additional
inverter Ul-F. When the group Ul-A, B is at the high logic state and Ul-E, D at
low, the diode is forward polarised and charging. Alternating the logic states at the
output of the buffer changes the polarisation of the diode from forward to reverse
and initiates a step generation process. Thanks to this arrangement, the functions
of the diode’s biasing and triggering are combined and allow creation of the balanced
(or double polarity pulses) output from a single 5 V DC source. This is a feature
highly sought after in portable applications, where negative voltage is not accessible
or needs to created with an additional DC-DC converter.
The SRD performs the final sharpening of the signal at the output of the driver.
The physical principles behind SRD operation were presented in Section 2.5.2.1.
The diode starts its charging cycle when forward polarised by a high state of the
driver output Ul-A, B and low state of Ul-E, D. The 25 Q resistors R3 and R4
provide protection against the buffer overloading, since the output resistance of the
buffer is of the order of a few ohm — a standard feature of CMOS logic gates.
Such an arrangement ensures that the forward charging current does not exceed
100 mA — the maximum safe value of the driver’s current loading. The ground
planes of the driver and the remainder of the circuit are separated to enable truly
balanced operation and to prevent digital noise from affecting the output of the
generator. The terminating resistors R1 and R2 (50 D) do not greatly affect current
flow from the driver since they are connected to the separated ground plane and are
in parallel with the much lower impedance of the diode. The purpose of the resistors
is to absorb reflected waves created during the pulse shaping process within the pulse
shaping network Tl, T2, T3 (or equivalently, for the negative polarity pulse, T4,
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T5, T6).
The diode chosen to act as the step generating element was a MA/COM MA44769.
The choice was dictated by several factors: small, surface mount package (SOT323),
relatively long minority carrier lifetime of 30 ns — allowing slow rise times to be
applied to the diode (the rise time of the step to be sharpened should be less than
the minority carrier lifetime), and availability. Once the diode becomes reversely
polarised, its charge accumulated in the forward polarised state is being withdrawn
by the driver. Once the diode’s charge is completely depleted, the diode abruptly
changes its state to nonconducting. This sudden change in the diode conductivity
causes abrupt connection of the driver’s output to the input of the pulse shaping
network.
The circuit contains two separate pulse shaping networks; one for each negative
and positive polarity pulse. Two different types of pulse shaping networks were
considered: lumped and distributed. The lumped pulse shaping network consists of
the arrangement of a microwave capacitor of value 3.9 pF that, together with a 50 iTi
load, acts as a simple differentiator with a time constant of 195 ps. The distributed
network consists of an arrangement of microstrip transmission lines. The pulse
forming concept is based on the interaction of propagating waves within the main
transmission line Tl, T2 (T4, T5 — for a negative pulse) and the short circuited
stub T6 (T3 — for a negative pulse). The impedance of the main line is 50 fl, the
impedance of the stub is half of that of the main line 25 fl. The detailed description
of the operation of the pulse shaping network can be found in [14,93] and can be
see in Fig. 2.20. The length of the stub T6 (T3) is related to the pulse width at the
output of the generator according to the formula (3.1).

tpw

2/y^

where:
I

physical length of a stub.
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Sr

relative permittivity of a transmission line (e.g. effective permit
tivity of a microstrip line),

c

the speed of light in vacuum.

The input of the pulse shaping network is separated from the driver output by the
series capacitor Cl (C2) of value 100 pF that prevents the low frequency signal from
flowing into the output of the generator U4 and U5 thereby preventing the driver
from accidental current overloading.

3.2.2

Circuit Modelling and Simulation

The simulation was performed in Ansoft Designer [90] — microwave circuit sim
ulation package. Microstrip technology was chosen as the most convenient for the
generator due to its simplicity of manufacturing. The choice of a FR-4 substrate with
a thickness of 1.6 mm was dictated by its widespread use in low cost applications.
The line widths were determined in the line design tool of Ansoft Designer. The ap
proximate length of the stub with Sr = 4.4, tp^=3h0 ps as determined from (3.1) was
25 mm. The software’s microstrip line internal model included frequency dependent
losses and quasi-TEM dispersion effects.
The buffer was approximated as two synchronous square wave generators running
at 20 MHz with 50% duty factor and amplitude of 5 V. The generator signal rise
time was equal to the rise time of the signal at the output of the buffers — 2 ns.
The impedance of the buffer was set at 5 D according to the output impedance of
the real buffer. The passive components were modelled as two port networks with
the S-parameters from the manufacturers’ data [194].
The most challenging part to model was the SRD. Ansoft Designer did not
contain a model for the SRD and, therefore, a user-defined model was used. The
model, as presented in Section 2.5.2.1, requires a knowledge of the values of forward
diffusion capacitance Cj and reverse capacitance Cr and contact potential 4>. The
contact potential and the reverse capacitance were provided by the manufacturer’s
data sheet [195].

The value of the forward diffusion capacitance Cj had to be
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Table 3.1: MA44769 model parameters

V
0.85

R,
n
3.3

Cr

T

pF
1

ns
10

C/
nF
10

calculated from the formula given by Kotzebue [196] that relates the minority carriers
lifetime (included in the vendor’s data) r to the product of a forward resistance Rf
of the diode and the C/i
T = RfCf

(3.2)

Hence, an indirect calculation of the forward capacitance can be facilitated by the
measurements of the forward I-V characteristic of the diode since the resistance of
the diode above the contact potential level $ is effectively constant and equal to the
Rf.
The measurements of the diodes capacitances were conducted on five randomly
chosen devices. While varying the voltage of a DC power supply, current was read
from a digital multimeter. Figure 3.2 presents I-V curve of the diode. Especially
interesting is the Rf behaviour with a varying voltage. For a small values of forward
voltage, resistance changes quickly; however, above contact potential, that for this
diode is 0.85 V, the value of the resistance stabilises at 3.3 D. This, combined with
the value for r, results in a forward capacitance Cf equal to 10 nF. Parameters for
the diode model are listed in Table 3.1. The internal SRD model was embedded in
the parasitic components modelling the diode’s package — SOT323.
The whole pulse generator was simulated in Ansoft Designer’s HB simulator.
The generator is rather an unorthodox circuit to be simulated with the HB simulator
because of the highly nonlinear behaviour of the diode. The first harmonic frequency
was set to 20 MHz. The anticipated significant frequency content was up to 3 GHz,
hence the number of harmonic frequencies included in the simulation was set to 150.
The combination of the strong nonlinearity and the high number of harmonics
involved caused solution convergence problems. To alleviate this problem, the or
der of nonlinearity was reduced ten times by decreasing the forward capacitance C/,
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Figure 3.2: l-V characteristic of the diode and corresponding forward resistance

from 10 iiF to 1 nF to enable the harmonic balance simulator to converge to the solu
tion. Such a capacitance reduction mainly decreases harmonic generation efficiency,
because of less nonlinear behaviour. The overall simulation time on a Pentium IV
2 GHz system with 512 MB RAM on board was within a minute. Figure 3.4 presents
a simulated waveform.

3.2.3

Circuit Fabrication

Two circuits were fabricated — one with the lumped pulse shaping network and
one with the distributed network. The PCBs were designed on an inexpensive FR4
epoxy based substrate of 1.6 mm thickness and dielectric constant Sr of 4.4 with a
typical wet etching process. The components were soldered by hand using a hot air
soldering tool and a silver-copper based solder paste. At the input and output ports,
standard SMA golden plated connectors were soldered with a signal pin touching
microstrip lines and flange pins soldered to the ground planes. The separation of the
ground planes, necessary for a balanced configuration, was created through etching
a 5 mm wide gap at the ground plane side of the circuit between the ground planes
of the buffer and the pulse generator.
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Vscale 280mV/div Hscale 500ps/div

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.3: Balanced pulses created with (a) lumped and (b) distributed pulse
forming networks (FR4 substrate).

3.2.4

Circuit Testing

The external square wave signal with a rise time of 10 ns was connected to the
input of the gates U1-A,B,F- The output rise/fall time of the buffer signal output
was 2 ns and provided a source or sink current of ±50 mA (two gates in parallel in
two groups). After ensuring that the buffer worked correctly, the resistors R3 and R4
were soldered in place connecting the two parts of the circuit — the buffer and the
generator. A sampling oscilloscope Agilent 86100A with a 54754A sampling head
was connected to the generator’s outputs. The measured waveforms are presented
in Fig. 3.3.
Comparing the pulses depicted in Fig. 3.3(a) and (b) it is evident that the
distributed pulse forming network creates more symmetrical pulses around its peak
value than those produced with the lumped network; this is obvious from the analysis
of a behaviour of the simple RC circuit. The visible ringing in Fig. 3.3(b) starting
at about 47.9 ns was caused by a parasitic inductance present in the vias shorting
the stub to the groundplane. To remove their influence, some other technique of
stub shorting could be devised. However, they were not considered to be harmful
in this particular case. The resultant pulse shapes were satisfactory and met design
requirements to create double balanced Gaussian pulses. Comparison of the pulse
parameters created by the two networks is presented in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Pulses’ parameters

Parameter
Rise/fall time(10-90%)
Pulse width (50-50%)
Pulse amplitude

3.2.5

Distributed pulse
forming network
168 ps
335 ps
±896 mV (11.9 dBm
peak power)

Lumped pulse
forming network
rise 272 ps, fall 566 ps
511 ps
± 1.6 V (17 dBm
peak power)

Comparison of Results with Simulation

In Fig. 3.4 two pulses are compared — the measured and the simulated one. The
overall pulse shape of the two waveforms matches closely. As could be expected, the
simulated impulse wa,s lower in the amplitude because of the effect of the nonlinearity
reduction. However, the difference was only 4.7% of the measured waveform’s peak
value. The good agreement between measurement and the simulation justifies the
choice of the approach taken to the modelling of the SRD.

3.2.6

Summary of Achievements

The balanced generator was the first step recovery diode (SRD) impulse gener
ator producing balanced Gaussian like pulses without any additional baluns. The
output signal created by the generator can be directly fed to balanced devices e.g.
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amplifiers, antennas etc. The outputs of the generator can also be used independ
ently. Switching between the generator’s outputs could be used to implement a
BPSK pulse modulation scheme. The circuit requires only a single positive power
supply. Moreover, the generator integrates all necessary parts onto one PCB. The
novel direct biasing of the diode from the buffer outputs removes the necessity for
the additional biasing networks commonly employed in traditional SRD generators.
The compactness and the simple requirements for the biasing make it ideal for mo
bile or space conscious applications. The work was published in the Proceedings of
the IEEE Radio and Wireless Conference [8].
Two versions of the pulse shaping networks were tested — one with lumped
components and the other with a distributed network of transmission lines. The
distributed network performed better since it formed pulses that more closely re
sembled the Gaussian pulse. The tested pulse repetition frequency was 20 MHz —
far more than required for typical low data rate systems, where transmission is of
the order of kb/s. The circuit was simulated, assembled and tested.
Circuits based on a SRDs are highly nonlinear systems that HB methods find
difficult to solve. The solution used by the author relieves the convergence problem
by implementing the Zhang-Raisanen SRD model. To improve the convergence, the
level of nonlinearity within the SRD was reduced by decreasing the value of Cf.
The comparison of the simulation results with the measurements proved that such
a reduction does not significantly affect the pulse shape — the difference in the
amplitude was only 4.7% of the peak value.

3.3

Quasi-Transversal Adaptive Pulse Shaper

The investigations presented in Section 3.2 proved that UWB waveforms can be
successfully shaped with passive means such as transmission line networks. How
ever, their main drawback is lack of the waveform tunability; only Gaussian pulses
were possible such as those presented in Fig. 3.3(b). A single pulse shape can be
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sufficient for a simple system; however, the ability to tune a pulse network can tre
mendously improve the performance and usefulness of a pulse shaping system. The
precise shaping of short, transient waveforms is required, for example, in laser fusion
experiments [150]. Another area where pulse tunability is a highly desired feature
is UWB radio and radar.
Currently, different UWB spectral masks are used around the world, therefore
tunable pulse shaping becomes imperative for future mobile devices. Pulse shaping
may also improve the quality of a UWB link through an adaptive pulse shaping
that could mitigate harmful propagation effects such as multipath and multiuser
interference. Furthermore, the tunable pulse shaper could be a part of a data mod
ulation circuit, implementing the theoretical ’’pulse shape modulation” proposed by
Ghavami et.al. in [197]. The advantage of such a modulation scheme is increased
data rate within the same available bandwidth through an orthogonal multi-shape
pulse modulation. UWB radar would also greatly benefit from adaptive shaping leading to cognitive or knowledge based radar, similar to the natural echolocation
of bats and dolphins.
Design of an adaptive system is a complex problem that requires a systematic
approach to system and hardware design. The methods currently proposed in the
literature, and reviewed in Chapter 2, use complicated setups or offer very limited
pulse shaping capability. In the following sections, a novel, tunable pulse shaper
based on a modified transversal filtering principle is presented. The author’s atten
tion was focused on the capability of the system to create sophisticated, tunable
transient waveforms with only electronic methods. The shaper’s general concept is
based on a new approach to the well-established structure of a transversal filter.
The proposed modification simplifies application issues commonly encountered with
the traditional structures. The simplicity of the circuit makes it a good candid
ate for integration into radio and radar UWB systems. The novelty of the circuit
was recognised through publication in IEEE Microwave and Wireless Components
Letters [10].
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3.3.1

Modified Transversal Filter

The basic background of transversal filters has been reviewed in 2.6.3.1. In
the new arrangement proposed in this section, power is equally divided between
weighting components. Therefore, the power handling of the weighting elements is
not under-used and a uniform weighting component can be used throughout the
entire structure, making the design easier and manufacturing cheaper.
The new topology, which is, suitable for, but not limited to, discrete active
devices, is presented in Fig. 3.5. The main difference between the arrangements
as presented in Fig. 2.21 and Fig. 3.5 is that the signal is split and propagates in
separate paths rather than in a tapped common delay line. The filter structure can
be subdivided into four separate blocks: input signal splitter, weighting block, delay
block and output signal combiner. Such an arrangement of the building blocks does
not change the behaviour of the filter other than the addition of a delay to the
first section and, consequently, to the following ones. Therefore, (2.9) needs to be
rewritten to reflect the delay in the first section
N
^outify

^^

ffc)

(3.3)

jt=i

The frequency transfer function becomes now
N

H{U)) =

Gt exp (-jujtk).

(3.4)

A:=l

Examining (3.3), it can be seen that the output response is linearly related to the
input excitation waveform. The desired output pulse shape is formed through the
summation of the delayed by tk and scaled by Gk copies of the input waveform.
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Weighting

3.3.2

Pulse Shaper Design

3.3.2.1

Power Splitter and Combiner

To demonstrate the concept, a four path filter was designed and built. The first
block of the pulse shaper, see Fig. 3.5, is a resistive input power splitter that divides
the incident energy into four paths. The choice of the divider was dictated by its
broadband response and simplicity for concept demonstration purposes. To reduce
insertion loss introduced by the resistive divider, other broadband structures such
as the compact broadband power divider proposed in [198] could be used. The input
pulse had -3 dB bandwidth just below 2 GHz but the circuit should provide proper
isolation for frequencies higher than -3 dB bandwidth. The insertion loss of the
designed and characterised splitter is 12.6 dB which was slightly higher than the
ideal 12.06dB because of losses in the splitter’s microstrip lines and parasitics of the
0603 surface mount resistors.
3.3.2.2

Weighting Block

The weighting block was realised using off-the-shelf components — ERA21SM-h
MMIC gain block housed in a miniature plastic package [199]. These amplifiers are
internally pre-matched to 50 Q from DC-8 GHz. They were used as voltage variable
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gain amplifiers. By varying the bias voltage in the range between 1.5 V to 12 V, the
voltage gain varied from -15 to -1-15 dB.
As the amplifiers contain only a partial built-in biasing network, it was necessary
to include external DC blocks and a current limiting resistor. At the input and the
output of each amplifier, a 10 nF capacitor separating the DC voltage from the high
frequency signal was placed. Additionally, a DC bypass network consisting of the
10 nF shunt capacitor and a current limiting 280

resistor was connected to the

output of each amplifier.
The input and output reflection coefficient of the amplifiers were not worse than
-10 dB over the whole range of the biasing voltages. The lossy nature of the power
splitter has the advantage of attenuating any reflection from the inputs of the ampli
fiers to the other paths. The final arrangement contains four amplifiers, one in each
path, to control the path’s gain. The gain blocks could be replaced with electronic
ally controlled, variable attenuators, e.g. cold MESFETs, that would consume less
DC power but the penalty would be increased losses in the system as no gain would
be available.
3.3.2.3

Delay Block

The delay block contains four delay lines of different lengths. The shaper was
intended to work with the input pulses fed from the SRD generator with the distrib
uted network (see Table 3.2). Therefore, the delay difference between the paths was
set at a fixed 470 ps (10%-10% pulse width) in order to obtain minimum overlap
between pulses from each path and thus to maximise the overall output waveform
amplitude. The delay of each line can be related to the sampling frequency in a
digital FIR filter: a shorter delay between taps means a higher sampling rate (hence
higher cutoff frequency). To make the overall design more compact, the delay lines
were meandered. Additionally, the overall circuit was designed on a Cer-10 Taconic
substrate with thickness 0.64 mm and double-sided 35 /rm copper cladding. The high
dielectric constant substrate (£^=9.5) was chosen to decrease the required physical
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Delay Ihee

Weighting block

Figure 3.6: The manufactured quasi-transversal shaper; the building blocks of
the shaper marked in black frames. The PCB size is 125x110 mm.

length of the delay lines and to make the overall circuit smaller; the propagation con
stant was 8 ps/mni. However, the circuit is suitable for any type of high frequency
substrate. To minimise signal cross-coupling, the distance between the lines of the
different paths and the U-turns of the same path was kept at least five times greater
than the substrate thickness. The lines were designed using CST Microwave Studio
- 3D electromagnetic simulator and Microwave Office planar circuit simulator where
their length was finely tuned to obtain the prescribed delay difference between the
paths.

3.3.3

Pulse Shaper Simulation

The circuit layout was created and performance was verified in the Microwave
Office® [200] simulation package. Microwave Office is a frequency domain circuit
simulator that can recreate time domain responses through inverse fast Fourier trans
form (IFFT); therefore, it requires knowledge of the frequency domain parameters
of the circuit. The S-parameters of the ERA21SM-I- amplifier were measured in the
frequency range 0-20 GHz. The measurements were repeated for a range of biasing
voltages varying between 0 to 14 V with the step every 0.5 V. To perform meas
urements, a test bed was designed: the amplifier was inserted into a deembedded
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(through a SOLT calibration process) test fixture. The measurements were taken
with a HP 8720C VNA. The amplifiers’ S parameters were imported into Microwave
Office as Touchstone formatted two-port (S2P) files.
The S-parameters for the delay lines were retrieved from a 3D electromagnetic
simulation. Due to the meandering profile of the delay lines, they were simulated
in CST Microwave Studio within the frequency range 0-20 GHz. The length of the
lines was tuned to maintain the prescribed delay difference between the paths. After
the final tuning, the S-parameters of the lines were imported into Microwave Office
in the same manner as the amplifier data.
The surface mount resistors (0603 package size) of the power divider/combiner
were modelled with S-parameters supplied by the manufacturer — American Tech
nical Ceramics. The microstrip lines connecting input/output of the dividers and the
remainder of the circuit were modelled with an Microwave Office’s internal model of
a microstrip line. The simulation was performed in the 0-10 GHz frequency band.
The input pulse was modelled as an ideal Gaussian pulse with 10%-90% rise time
of 170 ps and the pulse half-width of 335 ps. The gain settings required to generate
a particular waveform were obtained through the use of the S-paranieter file for a
particular biasing condition. The simulated time waveforms as presented in Fig. 3.7
and Fig. 3.8 were obtained through a Hanning windowed IFFT from the frequency
domain simulations of the system transfer function.

3.3.4

Pulse Shaper Assembly

The PCB was manufactured in a standard wet etching process. The input and
output of the shaper were connected to a standard SMA socket with a steel flange. To
improve electrical contact between the socket and the circuit groundplane, the flange
was screwed to an aluminium block attached with screws to the ground plane of the
circuit. The central SMA pin was machined to create a smooth SMA-microstrip line
transition and next soldered to the line. The remaining components were soldered
by hand with a hot air soldering tool using a copper-silver based soldering paste.
The overall dimensions of the test board (Fig. 3.6) were 125x110 mm. The DG
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voltage for biasing the amplifiers was connected with four copper wires.

3.3.5

Experimental Validation

The pulse shaper test system consisted of a 20 MHz square wave generator, a
step recovery pulse generator as described in Section 3.2, the pulse shaper and a
wideband oscilloscope (Agilent 86100). Due to the limitations of the square wave
generator, the pulse repetition was limited to 20 MHz but the design docs allow
higher pulse repetition rates — limited by the total length of the generated pulse i. e.
l/(4^i)

532 MHz. The DC voltage to the amplifiers was provided from a regulated

laboratory power supply. A test excitation waveform was an approximation of a
Gaussian impulse with parameters: rise/fall time (10-90%), 180 ps; pulse width
(50%-50%), 335 ps; pulse amplitude 896 mV (11.9 dBm — peak power). The
maximum current consumption at full gain setting was 40 inA from a 14 V DC
source.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 present a comparison of simulated (solid line) versus measured
(dotted line) examples of the generated waveforms together with their power spectral
densities calculated in Matlab. The overall output waveforms are of length of 2 ns
and their amplitudes can be continuously controlled from 1.5 mV up to 160 mV.
As can be seen, the burst shapes are clearly distinguishable from the small amount
of ringing (not exceeding 10% of the main burst amplitude) following the required
waveform. This ringing is mainly caused by the internal mismatches of the MMIC
amplifiers and could be avoided with better matched components.
The normalised root mean square errors of time measurement and prediction for
exponential, Gaussian, parabolic and two peak waveforms are 10%, 7%, 10% and
12% respectively and show overall good shape agreement. Similarly good agreement
between simulations and measurements in the frequency domain is visible up to
around 3 GHz; due to the limited bandwidth of the test pulse above that frequency,
the signal to noise ratio was low.
Figure 3.7(a) presents an exponentially rising burst (voltage gain settings in dB
G1-G4 13, 15, -8, -9) with a relatively flat spectrum. Figure 3.7(b) shows a Gaussian
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Time [ns]

Frequency [GHz]
(a)

Frequency [GHz]

Time [ns]

(b)
Figure 3.7: Simulation (-) and measurements (—•) of example UWB pulses cre
ated by the shaper: a) exponential envelope, b) Gaussian envelope.

envelope burst (gains 12, 15, 15, 12); this type of pulse can be used for applications
where the energy is to be focused around a centre frequency, in this particular case,
around 2 GHz. Figure 3.8(a) shows a burst with an inverted parabolic envelope
(gains 15, 13, 13, 15). The frequency spectrum reveals an interesting feature - deep
attenuation zeros in the response that create frequency notches that could be used,
for example, to remove interfering frequencies at the transmitter side or jamming
effects at the receiver side, thus increasing S/N ratio in UWB communication. Fig
ure 3.8(b) presents a waveform with only two pulses (gains 15, -10, 15, -10); again
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Figure 3.8: Simulation (-) and measurements (—•) of example UWB pulses cre
ated by the shaper: a) parabolic envelope, b) two peaks.

attenuation zeroes are present in frequency domain. A wide variety of other wave
forms can be easily generated.

3.3.6

Summary of Achievements

In this section, a novel tunable pulse shaper was presented. The solution is based
on a modified structure of the transversal filter. Typically, pulse shapers based on
the transversal filter principles use a travelling wave amplifier architecture. This
makes them difficult to design with discrete components and, therefore, limits their
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maximum power handling capability. The proposed modification enables imple
mentation of tunable pulse shapers with readily available, only electronic, microwave
components. The circuit was designed, simulated and experimentally verified. The
response of the shaper was easily tuned through changes in electronically controlled
path weights. The proposed structure is not limited to the exact implementation
presented above but allows use of different components that could further improve
performance e.g. cold MESFETs as weights and lower loss power dividers. The
example pulse shaper was tested with an input Gaussian-like pulse whose spectrum
spread from 0-3 GHz. However, the general concept is not limited in any way to
this bandwidth and allows generation of more broadband waveforms. This work
was acknowledged by publication in IEEE Microwave and Wireless Components
Letters [10].

3.4

Operation of the Pulse Shapers in UWB Link

This section presents a UWB link that was conceived as a part of a larger project
in sensor networks carried out at Cork Institute of Technology at that time. One of
the goals was to build a UWB link demonstrator. The link, as described in this work,
is shown in the context of the application of the circuits described in the preceding
sections of this chapter. The detailed investigation of the link’s performance is not
presented here since the focus was on the investigation of the performance of the
above mentioned circuits. The link was presented during the 15^h International
Travelling Summer School on Microwaves and Lightwaves in 2005 and additional
information can be found in its proceedings [7].

3.4.1

UWB Transmitter

A block diagram of the UWB link is presented in Fig. 3.9. The blocks marked in
red represent the author’s contribution to the project and the following description
will on focus on their role and performance evaluation. The system was a one-way
radio link that consisted of an impulse transmitter and a threshold receiver. The
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A)

Receiver
B)

n
Figure 3.9: The experimental UWB link. The red marked blocks presents the
author's contribution.

intended data rate was in the low Mbps.
The overall system had a modular structure that consisted of separate functional
blocks. The blocks were connected with coaxial cables or where possible, short
SMA-SMA transitions. A 20 MHz square wave generator was used to trigger the
balanced SRD pulse generator as described Section 3.2. Next, the pulse from the
generator was upconverted to the 3.9 GHz carrier frequency supplied by a signal
generator HPE4433B. Use of the carrier frequency was dictated by the antennas
employed in the system whose bandwidth of operation spread from 3.1-10.6 GHz,
thus covering the FCC approved bandwidth. The upconversion was carried out by
a commercial LTCC mixer — MCAl-85 from Mini Circuits — that was placed on
an in-house designed PCB. The signal from the mixer was fed to a planar UWB
Vivaldi antenna [201] designed as a part of the project.
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3.5

Threshold Flip-Flop Based UWB Pulse De
tector

In order to create a simple UWB transceiver, it was necessary to design some
form of pulse detector. This task presents the challenges of transients of significant
bandwidth and sufficient sensitivity. For the short-pulse receiver design, several
techniques have been used ranging from simple threshold and energy detectors [2,
3] to more complex correlation techniques exploiting the matched filter principle
[4]. An interesting and a power efficient solution is a super-regenerative receiver,
where the pulse is detected from the start-up time of a quenched oscillator [5].
More sophisticated sampling circuits are used when information about received pulse
shape is required [202].
An alternative and power efficient approach to detection of UWB pulses is pro
posed in this thesis. The proposed pulse detector provides a direct conversion from
a microwave to a digital signal, avoiding the baseband amplification used in tunnel
diode detectors and envelope detectors [2-4]. Additionally, the new detector can op
erate with a greater pulse repetition frequency (PRF) than the super-regenerative
receivers in [5,6]. This work resulted in a publication in the Proceedings of IEEE
International Conference on Ultra-Wideband [9].

3.5.1

General Concept

The concept of the detector is based on a fast monostable flip-flop circuit that
provides a strong positive feedback.

The choice of the particular structure was

dictated by the potentially high sensitivity, a fast time response to the input pulse.
Additionally, the monostable flip-flop architecture could provide a long response
to the short input pulse; hence, the detector could be directly connected to the
low frequency digital logic circuitry. A schematic diagram of the detector model
is depicted in Fig. 3.10. The first stage of the detector, containing transistor Ql,
shapes an arbitrary input pulse to one negative trigger peak at the Ql collector.
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Figure 3.10: SPICE diagram of the pulse detector.

The following, monostable flip-flop circuit consisting of transistors Q2 and Q3 is
triggered by this negative peak. The voltage at Q3 collector raises and stays at this
level for time predefined by the value of RC components. To minimise the influence
of the load impedance of the succeeding stages on the monostable flip-flop circuit,
buffer transistor Q4 is placed at the end.

3.5.2

Detector Design and Modelling

The detector was designed to be sensitive only to the level of the input signal,
regardless of the pulse shape. This seeming limitation is in fact, an advantage
since UWB pulses can be severely distorted due to multipath propagation and the
influence of a receiving antenna; if pulse shape plays important role in the system,
the detector can be coupled with a matched filter.
The incoming pulse to be detected is connected through the DC blocking capa
citor Cl to the base of Ql. Resistor R2, with nominal value 51 fl, provides broad
band impedance matching of the detector’s input, see Fig. 3.10. The DC voltage at
the collector of transistor Ql (VQ1:C) has to be adjusted to be just below the supply
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voltage level, see Fig. 3.11. Resistors R3 and R4 determine the quiescent point of
transistor Ql. In this case, transistor Q1 is slightly opened and even a small positive
signal at the base results in substantial change of the collector current. This is due
to fact that Ql is driven by a voltage source with a small internal resistance.
The most important part of the detector is the monostablc flip-flop circuit con
sisting transistors Q2 and Q3. There are many methods for arranging a monostable
flip-flop circuit but only a few are suitable for fast detection purposes. In prin
ciple, the interaction between the trigger pulse and the feedback signal should be
minimised. This is a crucial requirement when the duration of the trigger pulse
is approximately equal to the delay of the feedback loop. Therefore, a structure
having no common node between coupling capacitor C2 and delay capacitor C3 was
chosen. Thus the feedback is provided by resistor R6 and the narrow negative pulse
is able to drive the transistor Q2 fast regardless to value of capacitor C3. A large
ratio between the duration of the trigger pulse and duration of the output prolonged
pulse can be achieved in this case. The flip-flop is triggered by a signal from the
collector of Ql via coupling capacitor C2. Transistor Q4 is connected to the collector
of Q2 and serves as a buffer amplifier. This ensures the full swing of the output
signal. Bipolar transistor BFG 410 W was found to be suitable for Q1-Q4 due to its
high transition frequency (22 GHz). SMT resistors of size 0402 were used to reduce
the effect of package parasitics.
Detector performance was optimised in a SPIGE circuit simulator using a non
linear Gummel-Poon model of the bipolar transistor BFG 410 W provided by the
manufacturer, including parasitic elements of its package SOT343R. Two pulses
were used as an excitation signal in the circuit simulation. The first was an auto
correlation function of the fifth derivative of the Gaussian pulse, satisfying the FGG
mask [203] while the second was a positive polarity pulse as depicted in 3.3(b) and
was acquired through the pulse measurements described in Section 3.2.4. All resistor
values in the circuit were chosen as high as possible in order to minimise power con
sumption at the PRF of 20 MHz. Thus, the currents flowing through the resistive
dividers are comparable to the currents flowing to the bases of the transistors and
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the dynamic analysis becomes rather complex mainly due to the strong nonlinear
regime of the transistors. In this case, it is impossible to find simplified analyt
ical formulas for evaluation of parameters such as the minimum detectable signal
peak (MDSP) or the mark-space ratio (MSR) of the output signal related to the
component values. However, the following set of formulas describing the DC current
drawn from the supply voltage source V2 as a function the PRF was identified by
the author:
Idc = IlTlPRF + ///(!- tlPRF)

(3.5)

where:

/

+A
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is the current when the output voltage V(Q4:C) is at high level for the time
1/PRF —

tl.

The He is the voltage between base and the emitter of the satur

ated transistor, which is approximately 0.8 V. The SPICE simulation and (3.5) give
the same value of Ir)c=3.7 inA drawn from a 3.6 V source given PRF=20 MHz and
tl=17.9

ns (50-50% pulse width of V(Q4:C)) obtained from the simulation depicted

in Fig. 3.11.

3.5.3

Detector Fabrication

The detector was designed on a CER-10 substrate (£=^9.5, h—0.635 mm) using
Microwave Office software, see Fig. 3.12(a), the PCB dimensions were 35x25 mm.
Special care was taken to ensure proper shunting of the AC component at each sup
ply node using SMT 0402 capacitors with values ranging from 1 nF to 100 nF. The
fabricated circuit is presented in Fig. 3.12(b). At the input of the circuit, a soldered
standard ffange SMA type connector with a trimmed inner conductor shape match
ing the 50 D microstrip line was used, thereby minimising the reffection coefficient.
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Figure 3.11: Simulated waveforms of the pulse detector

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: A layout of the pulse detector designed on Cer-10 substrate (a)
layout in Microwave Office, (b) fabricated detector - input port at
the left hand side.

A lower grade, square SMA connector was assembled at the low frequency output
of the detector.

3.5.4

Experimental Verification

To verify the detector’s operation, the positive polarity pulse from the output of
the distributed step recovery diode pulse shaper (see Section 3.2) was applied to the
input of the detector. The waveform of the input pulse is depicted in Fig. 3.3(b)
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and the basic pulse parameters are presented in Table 3.1. The time response of
the detector was measured using a Tektronix TDS 360 oscilloscope at the detector
output.
The performance of the detector was investigated under various operational con
ditions: change in supply voltage, attenuation of the input signal and with a different
PRF. The measurement results are shown in Fig. 3.13. The detector worked w^ell
for PRF=2 MHz and input signal greater than 233 mV, see Fig. 3.13(a), (b). How
ever, when the PRF was increased to 20 MHz, the detector was able to detect input
pulses only signal levels greater than 329 mV and the output waveform became dis
torted. The amplitude of the output waveform reached only 2.8 V (Fig. 3.13(c)),
whereas the undistorted waveform amplitude was V2=3.6 V (Fig. 3.13(d)). If the
input signal level was further decreased to 233 mV, the detector worked in an altern
ating regime in which the first pulse was detected and the second was missed, see
Fig. 3.13(d). This real behaviour of the circuit could be explained by the capacit
ances of the microstrip-line interconnections that were not included in the detector
m.odel. Nevertheless, the measured waveform depicted in Fig. 3.13(a) implies that
the pulse detector was capable of a proper detection of a signal with the PRF up
to 10 MHz. This, however, does not pose any problem since the detector was de
signed for low data rate systems where the signalling rate is at the level of kHz
rather than MHz. Due to the non-negligible capacitance of the cable between the
pulse detector and the oscilloscope and the capacitance of the oscilloscope input,
the value of the resistor R13 was decreased to 330 D to reduce the output pulse rise
time deterioration.
The detector was intended to be used in a low power consuming application such
as a sensor network radio node. The overall current consumption of the detector was
only 1.8 mA, with power supplied from 3.6 V, in the quiescent state. The designed
pulse detector is sensitive only to the input signal level regardless of the pulse shape,
which becomes particularly advantageous in severe multipath conditions.
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Figure 3.13: Measured detected waveforms at the detector’s output. Input
pulse peak 233 mV (a) PRF==2 MHz , (b) PRF=20 MHz, (c) in
put pulse peak 329 mV, PRF=20 MHz, (d) input pulse 233 mV
PRF=20 MHz.

3.5.5

Summary

This section presented the design of a threshold UWB pulse detector. The de
tector uses a unique flip-flop based architecture that advances the state-of-the-art
in low power pulse detection and this was recognised through publication in the
Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Ultra-Wideband [9]. The detector
is capable of operating with a greater PRF than corresponding super-regenerative
receivers and does not require amplification stages as used in tunnel diode and en
velope detectors. The detector directly converts weak, short subnanosecond pulses
into logic level pulses that last tens of nanoseconds and therefore could be directly
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fed to low frequency digital logic.
The detector circuit was implemented with only off-the-shelf components and
therefore it is low cost. The detector properly detected UWB pulses with a PRF of
10 MHz. That is much higher than those found in the sensor networks for which the
detector was conceived. An important feature of the detector is that it only reacts
to the level of the input pulse and not the shape, hence it is resilient to the pulse
distortion commonly encountered in UWB communication systems.

3.5.6

UWB Receiver

The UWB receiver was based on a concept of a threshold detector and can
be seen in Fig. 3.9(b). The UWB signal received by the antenna (of the same
Vivaldi type as in the transmitter) was fed to the input of a custom-build low
noise amplifier (LNA)(the balanced LNA was the subject of Waliwander’s master’s
thesis [204]). Next, the signal was sent to the second amplification stage based on
the commercial gain block ERA21SM [199] from Mini Circuits and from here to the
pulse detector as described in Section 3.5. The detected pulse was displayed on a
low frequency, general purpose oscilloscope.

3.5.7

The UWB Link Evaluation

First, the performance of the mixer as a fast multiplier was verified. A pulse
of the parameters presented in Table 3.1 and the waveform in Fig. 3.14(a) was
used as a baseband switching signal and supplied to the IF input of the mixer.
The carrier frequency of 3.9 GHz and power of 10 dBm was obtained from the
signal generator. The output signal was connected directly to the Vivaldi antenna.
Figure 3.14 presents the waveforms of the signals and the corresponding power
spectral density (PSD). In Fig. 3.14(b) the spectrum of the baseband signal at the
output of the SRD generator is depicted; the -10 dB bandwidth spreads from DC
to over 2 GHz with a PSD of -122 dB/Hz around 0.5 GHz. The upconverted pulse
at the output of the mixer and its spectrum can be seen in Fig. 3.14(c) and (d)
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Figure 3.14: Measurements waveforms at different point in the system, baseband
pulse at the output of pulse generator (a) in time domain, (b)
spectrum, pulse after up-conversion (c) time domain, (d) spectrum.

respectively. The RF burst lasts for around 0.7 ns and has a centre frequency of
3.9 GHz. The maximum PSD is -137 dB/Hz (FCC allows -131dB/Hz); the -10 dB
bandwidth covers frequencies from 2.8-5.2 GHz giving 61 % fractional bandwidth
(FGG requires at least 25 %).
The transmission measurements were carried out in a cluttered, shielded room —
a highly reflective environment. The peak to peak values of the received signal over
short distances are gathered in Table 3.3. Mainly due to the limitations of the low
gain of the amplifiers used and the length of the connecting cables, the maximum
distance of successful transmission was limited to 33 cm. Usually, a UWB pulse
radio uses integration and averaging methods for reception. Such a method allows
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Table 3.3: Received signal amplitude versus distance

Peak to peak
voltage at the
input of the
detector
mV
457
562
670
721

Distance
cm
33
27
22
19

substantially increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the detector input; the penalty
for this is reduced system data rate of the system since one bit is spread over several
pulses. This system did not use such a mechanism resulting in a short achievable
reception distance. Nonetheless, the link as a system allowed relatively high data
rate (20 Mbps) communication over the short distance. The system operated from
the first trial and did not require any tuning.

3.5.8

UWB Link Summary

A demonstrator UWB link was presented in this section to demonstrate the
functionality application of the circuits developed in the Chapter 3. The general
outline of the link’s operation was described along with the experimental evaluation
of the system’s performance. The system operated from the start of the experiment
and did not require any precise tuning. The achievable data rate of 20 Mbps was
achieved over the short distance of 33 cm.

3.6

Summary

The author’s initial research into UWB pulse shaping was described in this
chapter. The interest was sparked by the need for an energy efficient radio plat
form for sensor networks. The author’s contribution to the project was design and
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implementation of three novel circuits: the truly balanced SRD pulse generator
(Section 3.2), the quasi-transversal adaptive pulse shaper (Section 3.3), and the
threshold flip-flop based UWB pulse detector. Each of the circuits advanced the
state-of-the-art in their respective fields; this was recognised through presentation
at the IEEE conferences [8, 9] and publication in IEEE Microwave and Wireless
Components Letters [10]. The novel circuits were incorporated into the link demon
strator as presented in Section 3.4. These preliminary investigations focused the
author’s interest into the area of short, transient pulse shaping and created the
basis for the further work described in the following chapters.
The first developed circuit was a response to the requirement for a vital part
of every pulsed transmitter — a pulse generator. The generator developed in this
work is a unique solution capable of generating balanced pulses without the need
for any balanced-unbalanced (bahms) transitions. UWB bahms are difficult to build
and occupy significant space. The generator uses a step recovery diode (SRD) as
an active generating element. The active element is connected to a network that
uniquely combines features of diode biasing and triggering. The generator can be
used in a single ended mode as a pulse polarity modulator or, when using a balanced
mode, can feed differential inputs of follow on systems e.g. antennas and amplifiers.
The generator created balanced, Gaussian-like pulse at its outputs.
The whole generator was simulated in Microwave Office to properly model the
circuit behaviour and to tune circuit parameters. The SRD is a challenging device
to model in harmonic based simulators since it is highly nonlinear. The traditional,
discontinuous Hamilton [87] model creates convergence problems and the simulation
often fails. The alternative, improved Zhang-Raisanen model relieves convergence
problems [88,205]. This model was successfully implemented as a user-defined model
in Microwave Office. This is the first time that the Zhang-Raisanen model was
used to simulate transient, UWB waveforms. The author’s proposed simulation and
modelling methodology is directly applicable to the design of circuits where transient
UWB waveforms are the primary concern. The comparison between the simulated
and the measured waveforms showed very good agreement with a difference of only
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4.7% of the measured waveform’s peak value.
The constructed SRD pulse generator was capable of the generation of only
one fixed pulse shape. Adding tunability of pulse shapes significantly enhances the
performance of some applications. Some potential benefits could be increased data
rates, better resolution of radar systems, and mitigation of harmful propagation
effects. A tunable pulse shaper could be also useful for general, fast pulse shaping.
The second circuit, the quasi-transversal adaptive pulse shaper provided a solution to
those requirements. The shaper uses a modified topology of the standard transversal
filter; this enables use of commercial off the shelf (COTS) components, reducing cost
and complexity of the overall system. In general, use of discrete components allows
higher powers than corresponding IC structures. The presented solution provides
general topology for a fast, transient pulse shapers.
The third circuit developed was a threshold UWB detector. The detector is
based on a novel flip-flop architecture that allows operation with a greater pulse
repetition frequency than alternative super-regenerative receivers, does not require
additional amplifiers as commonly used in the envelope and tunnel diode detectors.
The detector was implemented with only COTS components. The detector could
reliably handle a PRF of 10 MHz — much higher than that needed for typical sensor
network communication. Additionally, the detector was designed to be immune to
pulse shape distortions — a useful feature when severe multipath propagation exists,
as is often encountered in sensor networks.
The chapter concludes with the description of an example application that puts
the circuits described above under test. The link was conceived to serve as the
prototype of a one-way UWB radio that could be used as a communication platform
for sensor networks. The link provided reliable communication at a data rate of
20 Mbps over a short distance.
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Chapter 4
Pulse Shaping Using Lossless and Disper
sionless Nonuniform Transmission Lines

4.1

Introduction

The investigations presented in Chapter 3 lead to the development of the several
novel pulse shaping devices. Although they performed well in the UWB link as
presented in Section 3.4, their ability to create more sophisticated waveforms was
limited. The SRD generator allowed only Gaussian like pulses; whereas the quasi
transversal filter was not practical for longer duration pulses as it would require a
prohibitive number of weighting taps and delay lines.
The basic pulses that can be easily created with the most popular methods are
restricted to relatively simple waveforms such as derivatives of the Gaussian pulse,
pulse doublets etc. Generally, these pulses do not meet the requirements of UWB
regulations. The pulses whose spectra fulfill the requirements of ratified UWB masks
are complicated in shape.
This chapter introduces the nonuniform transmission line (NUTL) as a UWB
pulse shaper. Although NUTLs have been proposed for pulse shaping, this is the
first time they have been applied to UWB pulse shaping. Past designs exploiting
NUTLs were largely limited to the frequency range up to 2 GHz. However, NUTLs,
with their inherently broadband response, seem to be ideal candidates for very
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broadband, transient pulses such as those frequently encountered in impulse radio.
Additionally, being completely passive, they can potentially withstand power up to
the limit of the power handling capability of the transmission lines. However, to the
author’s knowledge, they have not been previously investigated for this application
(for detailed review see Section 2.7.3.3).
In this chapter, the lossless layer peeling method, as presented in Section 2.7.3.3.1,
is applied to the synthesis of NUTLs; next, the theoretical structures are experiment
ally verified. It is shown that UWB pulses with a bandwidth of over 10 GHz can
be generated. Among those presented are the first known experimentally generated
modified Hermite polynomial (MHP) pulses and an FCC mask compliant UWB
pulse based on approximate spheroidal wave functions. It is further shown that
NUTLs can be used for the generation of temporally long, sophisticated waveforms
consisting of modulated pulse trains that can potentially be used in multiple ac
cess systems. The original work presented in this chapter was published in IEEE
Microwave and Wireless Components Letters [11].

4.2
4.2.1

NUTL Implementation
The Implementation of the Lossless Layer Peeling
Method

The synthesis method used in this chapter is a lossless layer peeling algorithm
with a two-way section delay moved to the backward propagating path as presented
in Section 2.7.3.3.1 and in Fig. 4.1 (repeated here from Fig. 2.26(b) for conveni
ence). The design algorithm was implemented in Matlab (file layer-peel.m on the
attached CD). First, the required pulse shape needs to be specified. In this chapter
two distinct families of pulse shapes were investigated — the modified Hermite
polynomial (MHP) and the approximate spheroidal wave function (APSWF). The
choice was dictated by their particular suitability to UWB communication systems
as presented in state-of-the-art literature [17] and [206]. A brief overview of the
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Figure 4.1: A NUTL signal flow diagram with delay elements shifted to a reverse
propagating path [1].

pulse shape synthesis is outline in Section 4.2.2. However, this choice is not limiting
and any other pulse shape that obeys passivity, linearity and causality can be syn
thesised with the presented algorithm. These three requirements are obvious since
NUTLs are passive, linear devices to which the principle of causality governing the
macroscopic physical world also applies. However, some comments need to be made
in relation to proper scaling of pulse shapes. The scaling of the required waveform
bo{i) is a crucial step since we cannot demand from a passive, linear structure spec
tral growth or amplification of spectral content of the input waveform ao(f) — see
Fig. 4.1 for symbols. Not obeying passivity and linearity conditions would result
in an unphysical and unstable solution. For this scaling, the author used either a
causal (minimum-phase) filter combined with amplitude normalization of frequency
components or, alternatively, chose ao{i) to be a unit impulse which will give a uni
form spectrum up to the Nyquist frequency and scaled response bo{i) until a stable,
physical design results. This latter process is efficient even for complex structures
where the number of NUTL sections is in the thousands.

4.2.2

Pulse Shape Design

4.2.2.1

Modified Her mite Polynomials

One of the possible pulses proposed for UWB communication is a family of
modified Hermite polynomials (MHPs) [197]. Although proposed in theory, they
have not been previously implemented in hardware. The MHP can be described as
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in (4.1):
hn{t)exp

dn{t) =

(“t)
(4.1)

y/2'^n\y/7T

hn(t) = (-l)”exp

^

n=0, 1,

(4.2)

where:
n

order of the Hermite polynomial,

t

time.

The family of the MHPs (generated with Matlab files hemnitefun.m and HermitePoly.m) up to the order of 10**^ can be seen in Fig. 4.2. In this chapter pulses of 1®\
3*’^^, 5^^, 7^^, and 9^*^ order were generated with NUTL shapers.

Figure 4.2: Family of modified Hermite polynomials (MHPs).
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4.2.2.2

Approximate Prolate Spheroidal Wave Function

A pulse compliant with the FCC mask was based on approximate spheroidal wave
functions (APSWFs). The choice was dictated by the ability of APSWF pulses to
easily craft frequency masks to mitigate interference and comply with worldwide
UWB regulations.
As presented in [206] an APSWF pulse can be calculated from (4.3):

(p(t) = —-—sine ( —
smh c
\ TT

-

1

c — ttTW

(4.3)
(4.4)

wnere:
T

pulse duration,

W

pulse bandwidth,

c

time-bandwidth product,

t

time.

To meet the requirements of the FCC mask, the APSWF pulse needs to be shifted
from the baseband to the UWB band by modulating the APSWF with an ideal
bandpass filter [206]. Such an up-converted pulse is expressed by (4.5):

(4.5)
h(t) = 2/„ sin c(2fj.) - 2/, sin c(2fit)
where:
T

pulse duration,

c

time-bandwidth product,

t

time,

fi

bandpass filter lower frequency.
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Figure 4.3: A family of APSWF pulses with a fixed duration of 1 ns and bandwidths of 2.5 GHz, 5 GHz, 7.5 GHz, 10 GHz.

Table 4.1: Parameters of APSWF pulses creating the UWB pulse.

T
W
fi
fu

ns
GHz
GHz
GHz

Pulse 1
1
0.2
0
0.96

Pulse 2
1.5
0.05
1.85
3.2

Pulse 3
0.8
0.2
3.1
10.6

Pulse 4
1.5
0.01
10.5
20

fu bandpass filter upper frequency
Such a designed pulse occupies a bandwidth between fi and f2\ these are related to
/„ and /, by (4.7) :

/( = /i + M".
/u = /2 -

(4.7)

W.

Examples of APSWF-derived pulses (generated with a Matlab file apswf.m) of vary
ing bandwidth can be seen in Fig. 4.3. By superposing pulses of different duration
and bandwidth and, next, up-converting them into different bands, it is possible to
design pulses that can fit highly complicated frequency masks. In this work, a UWB
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<10'“

(a)

1.5

2
Time (ns)

2.5

(c)

Figure 4.4: An evolution of the APSWF pulses into the UWB pulse: (a) con
stituent pulses, (b) up-converted pulses, (c) the final UWB pulse —
the superposition of the APSWF pulses from (b).

pulse compliant with the FCC UWB mask was designed; the pulse parameters are
presented in Table 4.1 and the pulse and its constituent APSWF pulses can be seen
in Fig. 4.4. The measurements of a pulse shaper creating the final UWB APSWF
pulse (Fig. 4.4(c)) are presented in Section 4.3.3.

4.2.3

Design Methodology

The desired pulse shapes were generated as described in 4.2.2, appropriately
scaled to match the spectral content and power to the unit impulse excitation.
Unit delay time

was chosen to be 5 ps, equivalent to a 200 GHz sampling
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frequency; this translates to 0.4 mm sections on FR4, giving a 2.5 ps one-way delay.
This gives a Nyquist frequency of 100 GHz which is well above the frequency of
operation of the filter which was projected to be up to 12 GHz. The microstrip
linewidths were generated by an optimisation method through a Matlab routine
using the well-known Hammerstad and Jensen microstrip model [207].

4.3

Verification

4.3.1

Simulation

The solid line in Figure 4.5 shows a NUTL’s simulated impulse response depicting
a train of

order MHP pulses. The response of the NUTL was simulated using a

cascade of ABGD matrices (file ABCD^sim.m on the GD), each representing lossless,
ideal TEM transmission line sections of differing impedances; the resulting frequency
response was converted into the time domain with the aid of the inverse Fourier
transform. The assumption of an ideal transmission line leads to a sequence of
identical pulses. The agreement between the design template (marked in black) and
the simulation (marked in red) is excellent, the difference between two waveforms is
almost undistinguishable, and the correlation coefficient is 0.994 (1 being a maximum
value); the differences come from numerical round-off errors.

4.3.2

Manufacturing

FR4, for its convenience of laboratory processing, was used to implement test
structures for design methodology verification. Six test structures were designed:
five ’’straight” NUTLs to generate 3’'^, 5*^,

9^^ order MHPs and the APSWF

UWB pulse, and one ’’spiralled” NUTL to generate a train of five, phase modulated,
order MHP pulses such as might be suitable for BPSK. The structure chosen for
this was an Archimedes spiral as it yields good utilization of available area (Matlab
layout generating files gerberJine.m and gerber.spiral.m on the attached GD). The
distance between windings was chosen to be at least five times the thickness of the
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Figure 4.5: Simulated

versus measured
relation is clearly visible.

0

pulse trains: high level of cor

20 mm

I- - - - - - 1

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.6: Manufactured pulse shapers: (a) 3^^^ (top) and 5^^ (bottom) order

MHP, (b) train of 5 phase modulated

order MHP pulses (BPSK).

substrate to minimize cross-coupling. The fabricated structures are shown in Fig. 4.6
and Fig. 4.7. Standard SMA connectors mounted in end launch configuration were
used for pulse launching and a 50

thin film SMT 0603 resistor was used for NUTL

termination; the shapers for 7^^, 9^^ order MHPs were left open at the end. The
FR4 was 1.6 mm thick with 35 pm copper. The shapers were manufactured in a
typical laboratory wet etching process.
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(a)

Trar-'

20 mm

(b)
Figure 4.7: Manufactured pulse shapers: (a) 7*^ (top) and 9*^ order MHP pulses,
and (b) UWB pulse meeting requirements of the FCC mask.

Figure 4.8: Measured raw step responses excited by an input step ’-o’: ’-A’
a pulse train,
order MHP, ’-0’ — 5^^ order MHP.

4.3.3

Measurements and Discussion

A time domain refiectometry (TDR) system (Agilent 86100A with a 54754A TDR
plugin) was used for launching a step waveform with 45 ps risetime and 0.2 V amp
litude on the NUTLs - the measured raw step responses are depicted in Fig. 4.8. The
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Figure 4.9: Generated waveforms —
measured waveform,
3^^^ order MHP, (b) 5^^ order MHP.

template: (a)

impulse response of the NUTLs was calculated through a deconvolution algorithm in
Matlab using a Bennia-Nahman causal filter as described in [208]. Figures 4.9-4.12
compare the ideal impulse responses of the shapers with the corresponding impulse
response waveforms as calculated from the measurements. The generated wave
forms show generally good agreement with the function templates. The correlation
coefficients are given in Table 4.2. This is an excellent level of correlation.
By visually comparing Fig. 4.9 and 4.10, the distortion of the
order MHPs is greater than those of the
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Figure 4.10: Generated waveforms —

measured waveform,
7^*^ order and (b) 9^^ order MHPs.

template: (a)

coming from the fact that higher order pulses are occupy greater bandwidth, there
fore the effects of nonideal propagation within NUTL are more clearly visible — the
biggest distortion is present in fast changing parts of the pulse where the spectral
contents is widest. However, it is interesting that the multiple re-reflections from the
end of line (terminated in open end for 7^^ and 9^^ MHPs) do not have a significant
impact. Those lines are also shorter, leaving less length for energy within the line
to decay — a NUTL is essentially an infinite impulse response filter and hence, the
oretically, its response never decays to zero and a shorter line should exhibit greater
truncation error than a long one. The above observations are further reinforced by
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(b)

Figure 4.11: The UWB pulse
measured waveform,
template: (a) in time,
(b) spectrum of the pulses overlaid onto the FCC UWB mask.

inspecting the APSWF pulse (Fig. 4.11(a)); the loss of pulse fidelity is the most vis
ible in the part where fast, fine features exist. The inspection of Fig. 4.11(b) reveals
that the high frequency content of the pulse is particularly affected. Again, this is
caused by the frequency dependent propagation parameters of the NUTL sections.
Not only pulse bandwidth is crucial but also the time duration of the whole
generated waveform; very evident in the pulse train measurements (Fig. 4.12). The
beginnings of the waveform nearly completely match the templates and, as time
increases, the pulses are more attenuated and more distorted — root mean squared
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0.15
W
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0.05

Figure 4.12: The train of five phase-modulated
order MHP pulses (BPSK),
function template,
measurements,
Table 4.2: Correlation coefficients of the pulses.

MHP
Correlation
coefficient
Waveform
duration
(ns)

gth

APSWF
pulse

pulse train
simulation measurement

grd

^th

0.88

0.81

0.85

0.71

0.65

0.994

0.82

0.28

0.32

0.23

0.25

0.95

2.5

3

error increases from 0.13 for the first pulse to about 0.18 for the last one. Therefore,
the problem is especially visible for structures that produce long responses with
broad bandwidth. Some ringing, especially visible in Fig. 4.9, can be seen preceding
and following the main waveforms; this was caused by mismatches at the SMAmicrostrip transition and at the terminating resistor which were hand-assembled.
An extension to the layer peeling technique will be presented in Chapter 5; the
approach accounts for and compensate for these distortions in the NUTL design
procedure.
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4.4

Conclusion

The application of nonuniform transmission lines to ultra wideband pulse shaping
has been demonstrated. For the first time, to the authors’ knowledge, theoretically
proposed modified Hermite polynomials and approximate spheroidal wave functionbased UWB pulses and pulse trains of MHPs were generated in practice with good
results. This work proves that NUTLs can provide a completely passive, simple
solution to the problem of complex UWB pulse shaping. The presented pulse shapers
could be used, for instance, for pulse shape modulation or for spectral shaping in
UWB communications and radar applications. The originality of this work was
acknowledged through publication in IEEE Microwave and Wireless Components
Letters [11].
The limits and deficiencies of the standard layer peeling method were recog
nised; the method fails to produce satisfactory results when temporally long, ultra
wideband pulses and trains of thereof are required. A primary cause for this are
transmission line’s frequency dependent propagation parameters — loss and disper
sion. The novel method that simultaneously incorporates and rectifies their influence
on NUTLs response is the subject of Chapter 5.
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5.1

Introduction

The main focus of this chapter is the introduction of the new method proposed
by the author to combat adverse propagation effects present in NUTLs. The im
pact of the non-ideal propagation effects i.e. frequency dependent loss and modal
dispersion in microstrip lines on pulse shaping is discussed. It is shown that cur
rently employed design procedures neglect the propagation effects present in the
real, physical structures, leading to poor correlation between the design template
and experimental results. This is the first such broad treatise of the influence of
distortions on the pulse shaping capability of the NUTL.
The identification of the problems associated with the line’s non-ideal behaviour
served as a starting point for a novel corrective technique based on the layer peeling
procedure as described in Section 2.7.3.3. The author uses a multidisciplinary ap
proach to the modelling of the commensurate sections that create NUTLs. The new
approach takes advantage of well established modelling techniques in digital signal
processing. The line section’s frequency domain transfer function is modelled as a
Z-domain rational polynomial. The unique modelling process takes special care of
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invertibility of the transfer function - a step previously not addressed by any pub
lished NUTL design method. It is shown that directly inverting the line’s transfer
function results in an unstable, non-causal solution. To avoid this, a decomposition
of the transfer function into all-pass and minimum phase parts is presented. This
novel modelling process extends the applicability of the layer peeling method to
the design of broadband, lossy, and dispersive UWB NUTLs. Following theoretical
derivations, the chapter concludes with the measurement and modelling of samples
of microstrip lines constructed on a selection of substrates, proving its functionality.
The work presented in this chapter establishes design procedures that allow cre
ation of pulse shaping filters for use in variety of applications. The focus is on the
most difficult case among planar lines — the microstrip line; however, the modelling
method is generally applicable to any kind of real transmission line.

5.2

Synthesis Method Including Loss and Disper
sion

5.2.1

Effects of Loss and Dispersion

The synthesis algorithm outlined in Section 2.7.3.3 and used in Chapter 4 does
not take into account the adverse effects of the loss and dispersion in real planar
transmission lines; instead, it assumes an ideal delay that can only be provided
by a lossless TEM line. Neglecting both phenomena leads to severe distortion of
the filter/shaper response, especially when a wideband, long-in-time response is re
quired [11]. The destructive impact of non-ideal line parameters is clearly evident
in simulations, and real measurements. The plot marked in red in Fig. 5.1 depicts
simulations. The response of the NUTL was simulated using a cascade of ABCD
matrices; a similar approach as that presented in Section 4.3.1 but with each section
including loss and dispersion; the resulting frequency response was converted into
the time domain with the aid of the inverse Fourier transform. The same behaviour
can be observed from the experimental data presented in Fig. 4.12. The pulses in
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Time (ns)
Figure 5.1: The simulated impulse response of the NUTL: the lossless, disper
sionless case
versus the response of the same NUTL including
microstrip loss and dispersion

the response of the NUTL become progressively distorted with time. The pulses
are reduced in amplitude due to line loss and spread in time due to the combined
effects of loss and dispersion. The parameters of microstrip line were calculated
using a commercial 3D EM simulator [188] and the RLCG model as presented in
Section 2.7.4.1 (Matlab implementation files djordevic.m, RLGC.m and modeLsection.m). The dispersive nature of the microstrip’s substrate material was modelled
with a 1®^ order Debye model for 3D EM simulator and according to the Djordjevic
model - both models are presented in Section 2.7.4.1.4.

5.2.2

Inclusion of Loss and Dispersion into the Layer Peel
ing Method

To combat the adverse effects of loss and dispersion in a NUTL, the layer peeling
method has to be modified to not only include delay in a segment m but also
to represent both harmful phenomena. The evolution of NUTL model from the
lossless form to the lossy and dispersive one can be seen in Fig. 5.2. The approach
used here is to replace the pure delay (introduced by each section) in the lossless
case (Fig. 5.2(a), (b)) by a digital filter H (Fig. 5.2(c)) representing the frequencydependent transfer function of the line section. Effectively, the propagating waves
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Um and dm will pass through the filter H and its inverse
concept of the inverse filter

respectively. The

conies from the fact that unknown input to a

section, backward propagating wave,

needs to be calculated from the known

value of a backward propagating wave, Cm at the output from the section; at a
layer 0 c^n is a NUTL’s required response. The deconvolution is equivalent to a
convolution with an inverse filter [26]. Now, the waves bm and dm can be defined by:

* ^m{,l
dm{i) = h{i)

(5.1)

1)

c„(i) =

* c^{i)

(5.2)

and

h(i) * h ^(i) — S{i)

(5.3)

where:
*

is a convolution,
is a deconvolution,

/i-i

is the impulse response of an inverse filter.

d(2)

is the unit impulse.

The convolution operation can be more efficiently implemented in the frequency
domain where, according to the convolution theorem of Fourier transforms:
Sm(it^) = H{jui)A^{juj)exp{-jujTd)

(5.4)
(5.5)

The remainder of the procedure is the same as for the lossless case presented in Sec
tion 2.7.3.3.I. However, modelling of the line section needs to guarantee stability and
causality of the resultant modelling filters; the stability issue is especially import
ant when the inverse filter

is considered. A modelling procedure successfully

addressing these issues is presented in the following sections.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: The evolution of an ideal line into lossy and dispersive line: (a) with
half-delays in the forward and backward paths, (b) with a full delay
in the forward path, (b) incorporation of the loss and dispersion into
the model.

5.3

Modelling of a Lossy and Dispersive Trans
mission Line

This section presents the modelling of a general lossy and dispersive transmission
line. First, the general requirements, and the drawbacks of the previously published
models, for lossy and dispersive transmission lines are discussed. Next, the novel
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modelling method based on the representation of the line with a cascade of minimumphase and all-pass networks is presented. The cascade’s blocks are modelled in the
Z-domain to provide a causal filter for inclusion in the lossy, dispersive layer peeling
algorithm presented in Section 5.2.2. Although the method itself is very general
and does not place any restrictions on the type of waveguiding structure modelled,
attention is focused on the most challenging of planar lines — the microstrip line.

5.3.1

Model Requirements

Huang has previously proposed extension of the standard layer peeling algorithm
to include frequency dependent loss with a non-causal symmetrical FIR filter [1].
However, as explained below, the filter is not suitable for the modelling of real
transmission lines and, in his paper, he did not give details of the line modelling
procedure itself. Huang’s method requires an inverse filter that was placed in the
reverse propagating path. In an analogous application, Amir ct. al [172] recon
structed the bore profile of a wind instrument using the layer peeling algorithm.
The modelling filters were placed in the forward and backward propagating paths;
as in the approach presented in this chapter. Each section’s loss was modelled as
a stable all-pole and, hence, minimum-phase filter; the inverse of such a filter is
always a stable FIR filter [25]. For a detailed review of the both methods above see
Section 2.7.3.3.2.
Lossy and dispersive transmission lines have a nonlinear phase characteristic and,
therefore, they cannot be correctly modelled by linear phase filters, such as symmet
rical FIR filters, since the linear phase imposes a pure delay or a fiat group delay
which is only strictly true for lossless TEM lines. Although minimum-phase filters
have nonlinear phase, they cannot fully represent the propagation mechanisms of
dispersive lines. Additional requirements for the model are passivity and causality.
In the next section, a modelling method that resolves these problems is presen
ted. The method is based on sound principles of digital filter design and system
identification where the filter’s transfer function is modelled in the Z-domain.
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5.3.2

Causal Model of a Dispersive and Lossy Transmission
Line

Since a lossy and dispersive transmission line is a stable, causal system, it can
be modelled as a cascade of a minimum-phase network and an all-pass network [25].
The transfer function of the matched line can be represented by
(5.6)

Uin

7(ja)) = a{ui) + jP(uj)

(5.7)

where Vr(juj) is the reflected voltage wave from the line output when excited with an
input voltage wave

y(juj) is the complex propagation function of the angular

frequency uj\ a(uj) represents a frequency dependent loss; and jd(ca) corresponds to
the phase function.
In general, every lossy transmission line is dispersive since the loss not only
influences the magnitude of the transfer function but also, through the principle of
causality, its phase [209]. Further, /?(a;) can be divided into
-y(juj) = a(uj) +i/?„(u)) +j/3aii(‘^)
where: /3a(cj) is the loss induced dispersion and

(5.8)

is the remaining phase shift.

Correspondingly H(juj) becomes
Hr.

Hall

H(juj) = exp{-[a(w) +i/9„(aj)]/}exp[-j^aii(u));]

(5.9)

Since the magnitude of the Haii is constant for all frequencies (and equals 1), it
represents an all-pass network. The building blocks for the minimum-phase and all
pass decomposition are readily identifiable in (5.9). It is clearly visible from (5.9)
that the minimum-phase part can be associated with the influence of loss, whereas
the all-pass network corresponds to a transfer delay resulting from the propagation
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of a signal in the line.
The dispersion present in quasi-TEM and non-TEM lines cannot be only ascribed
to the effects of loss. Therefore, it is important to specify more explicitly the disper
sion present in the line. The majority of previous publications addressing this topic
deal only with TEM lines and only introduce loss-induced dispersion /3a(u) [209].
Continuing the reasoning presented above, (^aii(^) can be split further into two com
ponents:
= /5n(w) + ^t{^)

(5.10)

where: I3n{uj) is the phase shift caused by the non-TEM dispersion and Pt{^) is
the linear phase component associated with the average propagation delay. Such a
representation of /3aii(^)

important implications for the modelling process since

it allows focusing of effort on modelling of the minimum-phase and all-pass nonlinear
part of the H(juj) function. The linear phase shift can be explicitly assigned to the
unit sample delay in (5.1). Now, the constituent parts of the line’s transfer function
can be defined as:
^rntn

H(juj)

=exp{-[a(ij)

T jl3a{uj)]l}

exp[-j/3n{uj)l] exp[-jPT(^)l].

(5.11)

Ht
Hall

The next step in the modelling process is to isolate //mm, //n, and Hr from the
overall transfer function H{juj). The transfer function can be acquired through 3D
EM modelling, simulation of the frequency dependent RLCG model [184] or through
measurements of a line. The all phase part can be found from (5.9)
Hjjuj)

Hallijuj) =

Hmin

(/^)

(5.12)

Hence, to calculate Haiu knowledge of //mm is required. One of important properties
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of minimum-phase systems is that In (|^min|) is related to the phase of the minimumphase function arg (Hmin) through the Hilbert transform [210]
\n{\H{jLo')\)

ZHrmn{j(^) = —P

duj'.

UJ — U)'

7T

(5.13)

Usually, the frequency transfer function H(juj) is only known over the specified
frequency range uji and uj2] hence, (5.13) needs to be bounded by those limits [211]
. zip
7T

r

(5.14)

CJl„

UJ — UJ'

Equation (5.14) can be efficiently implemented by interpreting it as a convolution
and calculated with the use of Fourier transforms [211]. Alternatively, arg [Hminij^)]
can be computed through the use of the complex cepstrum [176] (Matlab implement
ation see min phase folder on the attached CD). More detailed theory on the complex
and real cepstrums can be found in Appendix A.l.
Now, Hall needs to be separated into Hn and Hr - this is the modelling step neg
lected or not recognised in previous literature. The delay part Ht can be associated
with the half-sample delay Td/2 (see Fig. 5.2(a)) and Td/2 can be defined in several
ways: the authors in [209] used a high frequency time delay definition
Pi/2

lim

(5.15)

w—>oo

Another possibility would be to use a static, low frequency definition
Td/2 = lim

y{juj)l

w—>0

JUJ

(5.16)

A different approach to retrieve Td/2 is to calculate the arithmetic mean of the group
delay of Hau:
T,/2=^-±r,
i=l
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with

n{uj)

dZHaii(uJi)
=

-

duji

(5.18)

where: n is the number of frequency points over which Haii was specified and ri{uj) is
the zth group delay. In the calculations in this paper, the definition of Td/2 in (5.17)
was used. Now Hr can be defined as;
HtUuj) = exp(-jujTd/2)

(5.19)

and
Hall(ju)

HniM =

HtU^)

(5.20)

The line should be modelled up to the Nyquist frequency of the designed filter which
is equal to the half of the inverse of the double transit time through the section of
the physical line — fj\j = 1/ (2Td). Having now defined all constituent parts
Hn, and Hr) of the line’s transfer function H[ju}), the next section presents the
methodology that creates the line model in the Z-domain.

5.3.3

Line Transfer Function in Z-domain

The subject of modelling a transmission line in the Z-domain has only been
rarely dealt with [189,190] and those authors did not particularly address the rela
tion between the phase and magnitude of the transfer function as described above;
neglecting this relation leads to non-physical models. The modelling technique in
this chapter ensures stability of the model, causality and also properly models the
influence of loss on the phase of the transfer function. The modelling technique itself
does not restrict the designer to the use of a particular digital filter design technique,
allowing drawing from a wealth of well-established approaches. Although the ex
ample used here is the microstrip line, the model does not make any assumption
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as to the line structure besides that the line can be modelled as a causal, stable
system — as is the case for all real transmission lines. The rational models in the
Z-domain allow easy calculation of transient responses as well as frequency domain
responses. This last feature is particularly attractive since the method presented
in the subsection 5.2.2 (see (5.4) and (5.5)) can be partially implemented in the
frequency domain.
First, the template functions for each part of the transfer function H[ju) are
defined. The minimum-phase part can be represented as a rational function in the
Z-domain, with the condition that all its poles and zeros are inside the unit circle
\z\ = 1;
PoPPlZ ^ +

PPmz

-M

1 + Tiz-^ -h----- h r^z-^

(5.21)

where M and N are filter’s nominator and denominator order, respectively. The
nonlinear all-pass transfer function Hn(juj) can be represented in the Z-domain as
follows:
Hji (2)

z

U{z)

(5.22)

where:

U{z) = I

UiZ ^ -I- • • • + UnZ -N

(5.23)

and N is the all-pass filter’s order. Another very important feature of the filters
in (5.21) and (5.22) is that stability of such filters guarantees their causality. One
disadvantage of using the all-pass filter, as in (5.22), is that it introduces orderdependent linear delay — z~^ ^ whereas the procedure presented here requires unit
delay in every section, as in Fig. 5.2(b). This problem can be overcome in two ways:
the first approach is to cascade the filter Hn{z) with an anti-causal all-pass filter
y (l/z) =

that shifts the output of the filter backward - effectively eliminating

the excess delay; another option is to treat the all-pass filter as the cascade of an
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anti-causal FIR filter U{l/z) and a causal HR filter 1/U(z):
Hnnciz) = U(l/Z)

U{z)

(5.24)

Since off-line data in the computer memory is involved, the anti-causal filter can
be implemented through backward filtering by flipping the vector Um left-to-right
before the filtering in (5.1) and flipping the filtered result again; the resulting vector
bmFmii) needs to be further filtered in a normal way with the causal filter l/U{z):
brnFinii) = flip {filter [U{z),flip{am{i))]}
bm(i) = filter ll/[/(z), b„,FiR(i)],

(5.25)
(5.26)

where;

//«p[a(0),a(l),...o(n)] = [a(n),... a(l), o(0)].

(5.27)

Using non-causal filtering does not invalidate the modelling procedure and the need
for the causal model. The sole role of the non-causal filtering is to not impose the
excess delay 2“^ on the filtered data coming out of the all-pass filter.
The synthesis algorithm can be partially implemented in the frequency domain,
as presented in (5.4) and (5.5), since the convolution in the time domain can be
replaced by a multiplication of the Fourier transforms in the frequency domain.
Strictly speaking, performing the multiplication in the frequency domain is equival
ent to filtering with a FIR filter. Therefore, the all-pass filter Hn(z) is approximated
by a FIR filter and this approximation gives good results as presented below.
First, all vectors involved in the filtering operations have to be transformed
into the frequency domain with the aid of the Fourier transform and the frequency
responses of the filters Hmin(z) and Hn[z) calculated — the Z-domain transfer func
tion, when evaluated on the unity circle, converges to the discrete-time Fourier
transform [25]. The troublesome excess delay can be dealt with by simply cascading
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Hn{juJn) with filter Y{juJn) = exp[j(N — l)a;„], where

fg is the sig

nal sampling frequency — a commonly used approach in digital signal processing.
This is because the A^th order causal all-pass filter introduces —Nu phase shift,
equivalent to an A^-sample delay but the procedure requires only one sample delay.
The modelling method, as described above, is very general and does not impose
any restrictions on the filter design algorithm that finds the Hjnin{z) and Hn{z)^
allowing the designer to choose from the extensive range of filter design methods.
Section 5.4 presents an example of the modelling procedure for a microstrip line.

5.3.4

Inverse Filter Implementation

The procedure described in Section 5.2.2 requires (see (5.4) and (5.5)) filter H
and its inverse //“h As mentioned above, the exact inverse filter can only be found
for a minimum-phase filter, since the inverse of such a filter is also a stable minimum
phase filter; direct inversion of a causal all-pass filter gives an unstable causal filter
since a causal stable all-pass filter is a maximum phase filter and cannot be directly
inverted [25]. Again, when the requirement of the causality is lifted, the inverse of
the all-pass filter can be implemented as a stable noncausal all-pass filter
1

(5.28)

Now, the situation is inverse to that in (5.24): the HR filter l/U{l/z) becomes
anti-causal and the FIR filter U{z) causal; c^(z) can be calculated as follows:
CmiiRii) = f lip { f liter [l/U(z)Jtip (d,^{i))]}
Cm(i) = filter [U(z),Cr„iIR{i)]

(5.29)
(5.30)

To implement the inverse filter in the frequency domain (see (5.5)), the following
procedure can be used: first, the inverse of the frequency response of Hn(z) needs to
be calculated: H~^{juJn) = l/Hn{juJn)] next, Cm{j^n) can be calculated according
to (5.5). Again, the excess delay of the inverse filter needs to be corrected by
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the

—NuJn

amount by cascading with filter

X[ju)n)

= exp{—jNuJn)] in effect, the

backward propagating signal does not experience the Td delay — see the model in
Fig. 5.2(c). The final step is to transform the Cm{j^n) into the time domain with
the inverse Fourier transform.

5.4
5.4.1

Modelling of a Microstrip Line
Microstrip Line Modelling — Numerical Results

This section presents the modelling of the microstrip as the example of the
procedure described in the Section 5.3. To show the ability of the method to model
a causal transmission line, the frequency domain causal data describing the transfer
function of the line H(juj) is needed. This is not a trivial task, since the majority
of microstrip closed-form models are non-causal. Measurement is an option but
the measurement setup errors and noise might corrupt causality of the data. An
alternative approach would be to employ a 3D EM simulator that is capable of
incorporating causal models for dielectrics and metals. Another solution is to use an
approximate RLCG model including dispersive behaviour of the dielectric materials
and reflecting the effect of losses onto the phase of the line’s transfer function.
This last approach is used here and its results are presented. Below, the modelling
results are presented of a microstrip section 2.5 mm long built on an FR-4 [Sr = 4.4,
tan(i = 0.02), 1.6 mm thick substrate with 35 pm thick copper. First, the transfer
function of the uniform section was evaluated from an approximate RLCG model as
presented in [184]. The model preserves the causality of the resistive and dielectric
losses. The particular, dispersive behaviour of the microstrip line due to the quasiTEM propagation was incorporated into the model through the notion of a complex
effective dielectric constant

as per Getsinger’s formula [181].

The phase ZHmin corresponding to the minimum-phase magnitude |//mm| was
calculated with the complex cepstrum method [176]. The polynomial coefficients of
the minimum-phase model Hmin{z) (see (5.9)) were found through damped Gaussian
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Figure 5.3: The frequency response of the line models ('— A’,
versus data
(’—o’ — 3D EM, ’—o’ — RLCG); (a) magnitude of H, (b) phase of
minimum-phase part Hmin, and (c) phase of all-pass part Hair

search (function invfreqz in Matlab) from the transfer function Hmin[j^)\ however,
any other suitable phase sensitive filter design method would work equally well.
Figures 5.3(a) and (b) depict the minimum-phase transfer function calculated with
the models derived from the RLCG model and the 3D EM simulation data versus
that modelled by Hmin{z). In both cases, the minimum phase filter’s numerator and
denominator were 5^^^ order. The overall agreement between the transfer function is
very good and the root mean squared error between the data and model is presented
in Table 5.1.
After calculating the all-pass part Haii through (5.9), the linear delay Ht with
Td=15 ps was removed from the transfer function according to (5.20). Next, the
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Table 5.1: Root mean square error between data and the models

rmse

Model

rmse(|// )

Tmse{AHmin)

RLCG

9.95e-6

9.10e-6

5.75e-6

3D EM

1.95e-5

1.90e-5

2.90e-5

all-pass filter’s coefficients Hn{z) were calculated through a method exploiting the
minimum-phase property of an autoregressive modelling technique [212] (Matlab
implementation kumaresan.m, also see Appendix A.2). Again, any other all-pass
filter design algorithm could be employed here equally well. Design of filters for
modelling dispersion is a topic investigated in acoustics where, usually, high order
HR filters are used [213]. The investigations presented here lead to the conclusion,
that for microstrip lines, excellent results can be obtained with a filter order of 30
— higher minimises approximation error but increases computational complexity.
Again, the phase of the all-pass transfer functions retrieved from the RLCG and
3D EM data are compared with the all-pass filters responses in Fig. 5.3(c); the
respective curves match closely with the root mean squared errors as in Table 5.1.
In the next section, the line models developed above were employed in the design of
pulse shaper accounting for the loss and dispersion.

5.5

NUTL Design Including Loss and Dispersion
— Verification

This section investigates the design of a NUTL pulse shaper. The line was divided
into 250 uniform sections, each 2.5 mm long. First, the numerical simulation of the
NUTL is presented with the line modelled as in Section 5.4. Next, the numerical
results are compared with the measurements of the NUTL fabricated in microstrip
technology.
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5.5.1

Numerical Results

A pulse-shaping NUTL with an impulse response which is a pulse train consisting
of five 2''^^ order MHP wavelets v/as designed accounting for the loss and dispersion
present in the microstrip line. The NUTLs’ profiles were calculated with the models
derived from RLCG and 3D EM data. Two approaches were used: noncausal filter
ing and partial calculation in the frequency domain, as described in Section 5.4. The
NUTL’s response was simulated with the ABCD matrices method described in sec
tion 4.3.1 with the matrices calculated from the RLCG model or 3D EM simulation
as given in Section 5.4. The lines marked in red ’ — ’ in figures 5.4 and 5.5 present
the simulated impulse response of the NUTL designed without any corrections for
loss and dispersion as described in Chapter 4. The shape of the waveform is clearly
distorted. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 presents the simulations of the corrected NUTL pro
file. The frequency and time domain algorithms presented in Section 5.2.2 were used
and all calculations were performed in a custom-written simulator in Matlab. The
bar graphs in Fig. 5.4(b) and 5.5(b) show root mean squared error (RMSE) for every
pulse; the non-corrcctcd case clearly shows increasing error with time whereas the
RMSE of the corrected waveform is almost constant and, on average, 50% lower. The
significantly reduced error and the clearly better overall appearance of the correc
ted waveform indicate the effectiveness of the correcting measures. Both methods,
non-causal filtering and frequency domain filtering, performed equally well.

5.5.2

Experimental Verification

Having confirmed the capability of the correcting procedure through simulation,
real devices were designed in microstrip on FR-4, with the same parameters as those
given in Section 5.4, using the corrected NUTL method implemented in the time
domain. The pulse shapers were manufactured using a standard wet etching pro
cess. The overall physical length of the microstrip line was 625 mm. Due to the
limitations of the RGB etching equipment and PCB material it became necessary to
coil the line as presented in Fig. 5.6. To minimise cross-coupling between the lines.
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Figure 5.4: The NUTL's impedance profiles and their simulated impulse re
sponses for RLCG data: (a) the corrected impedance profile, (b) the
impulse response of the corrected line; ' —' — ideal line, template,
' —' — non corrected line,
— non-causal filter correction, '• • • ’
— frequency domain correction.

the distance between the consecutive turns was kept to five times the thickness of
the substrate. The line was fed from an SMA connector mounted in an end-launch
configuration. Two pulse shapers were manufactured: the first without any cor
rective actions and the second accounting for the line’s non-idealities. The uniform
section of the microstrip was modelled from 3D EM data.
Measurements were taken using an Agilent TDR system — 86100A mainframe
with a TDR sampling head/pulse source 54754A capable of providing 45 ps rise
time step. The overall useful 10 dB bandwidth of the system is approximately
15 GHz. The impulse response of the NUTLs was calculated through a deconvolution
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Figure 5.5: The NUTL's impedance profiles and their simulated impulse re
sponses for 3D EM data: (a) the corrected impedance profile, (b) the
impulse response of the corrected line; ’ —’ — ideal line, template,
’ — ’ — non corrected line,
— non-causal filter correction, '• • •'
— frequency domain correction.

algorithm in Matlab [214] using a Bennia-Nahman causal filter [208].
The measurement results are presented in Fig. 5.7 and in composite version
in Fig. 5.9. The non corrected profile’s response (Fig. 5.7(b)) shows a significant
waveform distortion when compared with the template (Fig. 5.7(a)); the distortion
increases with time. The amplitude decrease is primarily caused by the effects of
line’s loss, the train’s pulses spreading is mainly caused by the line’s dispersion. The
corrected line’s response shows clearly a significant improvement — the pulses are
more uniform over the train’s duration. This is confirmed by the examination of a
root mean squared error (RMSE) presented in Fig. 5.8. The non corrected line’s
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(b)

(a)

Figure 5.6: The manufactured NUTL pulse shapers: (a) the non-corrected line,
(b) the corrected line.

response error increases from 0.1 to 0.316 — more than a threefold increase, whereas
the error for the corrected profile is almost constant for the whole waveform and
varies from 0.0936 to 0.113. An improvement is especially evident for the last pulse
where the error is only 35% of the error for the non corrected line. The composite
of the results from Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show overlaid all three responses — the
template, non corrected, and corrected. The corrected response for the most of
the waveform almost completely coincide with the template making it difficult to
visually separate them. The corrected profiles show, on average, 55% lower error
compared to the template than the uncorrected profile, which overall is a very good
result. Residual deviation of the measurements of the corrected profile from the ideal
template comes from the fact that the model of the microstrip line was built using
data coming from simulation rather than real measurements, i.e. it does not take
into account imperfections in the FR4 substrate and effects of track over-etching,
and also from the fact that the each section is assumed to have the same transfer
function which is not strictly true as the transfer function of the microstrip line
changes with its impedance. This is an aspect that will be addressed in future work.
Additionally, the coiled geometry has some negative impact on the pulse shape.
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5.6

Summary

The presented method addresses the problem of the design of NUTLs with real,
lossy and dispersive transmission lines. The novel method represents significant
improvement over state of the art methods that usually neglect both phenomena
or only account for the loss. It was shown that the real, quasi-TEM lines can only
be properly modelled through the inclusion of loss and dispersion. The algorithm
properly modelled the lines by decomposing their transfer function into minimumphase and all-pass systems and next modelling them in the Z-domain. The strength
of the Z-domain method lies in the fact that a myriad of well-established digital filter
design methods can be employed. The modelled line was included in the modified
layer peeling algorithm, that automatically corrected for the line’s imperfections.
Furthermore, the filter’s transfer function implemented in the Z-domain allowed easy
partial implementation of the layer peeling algorithm in the frequency domain. The
effectiveness of both methods was confirmed in simulations with the modelling filters
derived from both RLCG and 3D EM data, as well as through the measurements of
the real devices.
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Figure 5.7: The measured impulse responses of the two fabricated devices: (a)
the template, (b) the non corrected line, (c) the corrected line.
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Figure 5.8: A root mean squared error between the template and the non cor
rected line
and the corrected line

Time (ns)
Figure 5.9: The measured impulse responses of the two fabricated devices (com
posite of Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8); ' —’ — ideal line, template, ' —’ —
non corrected line, ’ —’ — non-causal filter correction,
’ — RMSE
between the template and the non corrected line, ’ —— RMSE
between the template and the corrected line. The ideal line and the
non-causal filter line coincide almost completely so it is difficult to
visually separate them.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

6.1

Overall Conclusions

An increasing interest in systems dealing with fast transient signals has led to an
increased demand for control of the shape of high speed, wideband signals spread
ing across bandwidths of several GHz. Although high speed signals are present in
variety of electronics systems and devices, they are of particular use in ultra wide
band (UWB) radar and communication systems. Their unprecedented features,
often surpassing the capabilities of more traditional, narrowband solutions makes
them particularly attractive. However, as was established in the extensive literature
review, currently employed pulse shaping methods are severely limited in their cap
abilities for generating the sophisticated pulse shapes required. This established the
need for pulse shaping devices and methods that can either generate arbitrary, tun
able pulse shapes or that can be easily re-designed to generate different pulse shapes.
Low power operation and small size would be added advantages. However, these
requirements, in turn, led to considerable theoretical and engineering challenges:
• the need to develop new models and approaches since, often, traditional, well
established radio frequency (RF) design methodologies and concepts break
down when applied to the design of transient, ultra wideband pulse shapers;
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•

the need for the development of novel circuits beyond those used in conven
tional narrowband systems;

• the likely need to integrate both theoretical and synthesis approaches from
different domains such as microwave, analog and digital.
This thesis has presented novel pulse shaping methods and circuits that satisfy these
demands and fill the current void in the state of the art of pulse shaping methods as
applicable to UWB systems. The proposed solutions used a spectrum of pulse shap
ing methods ranging from nonlinear step recovery diode (SRD) switching devices,
through active, linear quasi-transversal filter circuits and completely passive, linear
filtering methods based on nonuniform transmission lines (NUTLs). The novelty
of each of the presented solutions was confirmed by publications in peer reviewed
IEEE journals or conference proceedings. Furthermore, the practical application of
the SRD generator and the quasi-transversal filter together with the author’s novel
UWB pulse detector was confirmed by their use in a working UWB link prototype.
The culmination of the methods advanced in this work was the development of
a framework allowing efficient and precise design of NUTL pulse shapers and filters
with real lossy and dispersive transmission lines. The scope of this work has far
greater applications than UWB as it is very general in its nature and its method
ologies and techniques can be applied to the characterisation of non-uniform, one
dimensional propagation inverse problems in known media e. g. transmission lines
with known frequency-dependent propagation parameters; the method’s validity is
not restricted to RF/microwave engineering problems but can also find use in, for
example, geology and acoustics.
It is believed to be the first time that such a broad treatment of NUTLs design
with lossy and dispersive transmission lines has been presented. The framework uses
a multi-disciplinary approach that draws on the wealth of well-established concepts
in system theory and digital filter design. The effectiveness of the proposed design
methodology was verified by experimental design and characterisation of microstripbased NUTLs - the most difficult case among planar transmission lines.
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6.2

Scientific and Engineering Contributions and
Progress with Respect to State of the Art

The research described in this thesis has resulted in a significant advancement
of the state of the art in UWB pulse generation and shaping. The proposed meth
ods and circuits range from a nonlinear SRD generator through linear-active quasi
transversal filters to nonuniform transmission lines.
The SRD pulse generator is the first known circuit that combines a pulse gener
ator, a diode biasing network and a pulse shaping network into one balanced pulse
generator capable of directly feeding the balanced input of a subsequent stage. The
generator’s construction does not use additional baluns whose design tends to be
challenging in a broad bandwidth environment.
The quasi-transversal filter is a novel, tunable pulse shaper based on a modi
fied transversal filter structure. Typically, pulse shapers based on transversal filter
principles use a travelling wave amplifier architecture. This makes them difficult to
design with discrete components and, therefore, limits their maximum power hand
ling capability. The modification advanced in this work enables implementation of
tunable pulse shapers with readily available, electronic-only, microwave components.
The circuit was designed, simulated and experimentally verified. The response of the
shaper was easily tuned through changes in electronically controlled path weights.
The proposed structure is not limited to the exact implementation presented in this
thesis but also allows use of different components. The example pulse shaper was
tested with an input Gaussian-like pulse whose spectrum spread from 0-3 GHz.
However, the general concept is not limited to this bandwidth and allows generation
of more broadband waveforms.
To demonstrate the functionality of the above pulse shapers, they were used
in a practical UWB link to which the author also contributed a novel UWB pulse
detector. This threshold UWB pulse detector used a unique flip-flop based architec
ture that advances the state-of-the-art in low power pulse detection. The detector
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is capable of operating with a greater pulse repetition frequency than correspond
ing super-regenerative receivers and does not require amplification stages as used
in tunnel diode and envelope detectors. The detector directly converts weak, short,
sub-nanosecond pulses into logic level pulses that last tens of nanoseconds which can
be directly fed to low frequency digital logic. The detector circuit was implemented
with only off-the-shelf components. The detector properly detected UWB pulses
with a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 10 MHz. That is more than sufficient for
the sensor network applications for which the detector was conceived. An import
ant feature of the detector is that it only reacts to the level of the input pulse and
not the shape, hence it is resilient to the pulse distortion commonly encountered in
UWB communication systems.
In this thesis, linear pulse shaping methods are represented by nonuniform trans
mission lines (NUTLs). Although NUTLs have been previously proposed for pulse
shaping, this is the first time they have applied to UWB pulse shaping. Past designs
exploiting NUTLs were limited to the frequency range up to 2 GHz; the work presen
ted in this thesis extends that to over 10 GHz. It is also the first time that, until now
only theoretical, the modified Hermite polynomial (MHP) and approximate spher
oidal wave function (APSWF) pulses have been generated in reality. It is further
shown that NUTLs can be used for the generation of temporally long, sophistic
ated waveforms consisting of modulated pulse trains that can potentially be used in
multiple access systems - a task never realised before.
The culmination of the NUTL pulse shaping research presented in this thesis
is the development of a lossy layer peeling algorithm that allows compensation
for the adverse propagation effects present in practical NUTL. The effect of the
non-ideal propagation effects, i.e. frequency-dependent loss and modal dispersion,
in microstrip lines on pulse shaping has been reviewed. It has been shown that
currently-employed design procedures which neglect the propagation effects present
in real, physical structures result in poor correlation between the design template
and experimental results. This is the first such broad treatment of the influence of
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distortions on the pulse shaping capability of the NUTL. The novel method rep
resents a significant improvement over state of the art methods that usually neglect
both phenomena or only account for loss. It has been shown that real, quasi-TEM
lines can only be properly modelled through the inclusion of loss and dispersion. The
author has used a multidisciplinary approach to the modelling of the commensurate
sections that create NUTLs. The new approach takes advantage of well-established
modelling techniques in digital signal processing. The line section’s frequency do
main transfer function is modelled as a Z-domain rational polynomial. This unique
modelling process takes special care of the invertibility of the transfer function —
a step not previously addressed by any published NUTL design method. It has
been shown that inverting directly the line’s transfer function results in an unstable,
non-causal solution. To avoid this, a decomposition of the transfer function into an
all-pass and a minimum-phase parts has been advanced. The novel modelling pro
cess presented here extends applicability of the layer peeling method to the design
of broadband, lossy, and dispersive UWB NUTLs. The work presented in this thesis
has established design procedures that allow creation of pulse shaping filters for use
in a variety of applications. The focus was on the most difficult case among planar
lines — the microstrip line; however, the modelling method is generally applicable to
any kind of real transmission line. The theoretical investigations have been verified
with measurements of an NUTL with an impulse response resembling a train of five
order MHP pulses.

6.3

Areas Meriting Further Investigation

Although the presented synthesis of lossy and dispersive NUTLs achieves very
good results, the full extent of the method’s applicability is still open for further
investigations. It was noticed that the synthesis algorithm cannot correct a NUTL’s
profile above a given level of distortion. This is understandable since the damaging
effects of loss and distortion can be expected to eventually become too great for the
procedure to synthesise an undistorted signal. Therefore, it would be interesting to
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investigate that limit and to fully understand its source; additionally, the method
could be enhanced by allowing for some specified level of distortion set by a NUTL
designer.
Further enhancement could, potentially, be achieved by building a model for
every section of a NUTL since it is well known that the loss and dispersion of
each microstrip line of different impedance value is different, introducing into the
synthesis procedure the notion of a frequency-dependent local reflection coefficient.
An extension of the synthesis algorithm towards two- and three-dimensional
structures is another research direction promising fresh insights into NUTLs. It is
believed by the author of this thesis that this would allow for a significant reduction
in NUTL size. This could also form a new platform for investigations into two-and
three-dimensional inverse scattering problems - a topic not fully understood and
without a unique, well-defined solution.
Additionally, investigations of NUTLs on organic and semiconductor substrates
promises an interesting area of research as this would open new applications areas.
Methods of NUTL miniaturisation also open new topics of research; those could in
clude multilayered designs, planar coiling and three-dimensional rolling with flexible
substrates.
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Appendix A
Filter Modelling Techniques

A.l

Complex Cepstrum Method for MinimumPhase Filter Modelling

Properties of a complex cepstrum are used in this work to recover the phase
characteristic of a minimum-phase filter from its magnitude. A detailed account of
the method can be found in [176], here only an outline is presented. The method
relies on the fact that each minimum-phase zero in the spectrum gives rise to a
causal exponential in the cepstrum, while each maximum-phase zero corresponds to
an anti-causal exponential in the cepstrum. Therefore, by computing the cepstrum
and converting anti-causal exponentials to causal exponentials, the corresponding
spectrum is converted nonparametrically to a minimum-phase form.
Formally, the complex cepstrum is defined as the inverse Fourier transform of its
log spectrum:
h{n) ^ F-' [In [F(/i(n))]] =

A-1

1

In [//(e^")] e^'^dLO

(A.l)
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Since, only the magnitude data of the minimum-phase transfer function H is avail
able, (A.l) becomes a real cepstrum — a real cepstrum is equal to a complex cepstrum under the assumption of minimum phase:
h(n) ^ F-‘ [In |F(/i(n))|] = ^

J’

\n

(A.2)

Therefore, four steps are required to calculate the minimum-phase transfer function:
1. Calculate In-magnitude of the minimum-phase filter transfer function

1^^ I Njjiin (J ^ ) I ?
2. Calculate the inverse Fourier transform of the In-magnitude
F~^[ln \Hmin{j^)\],
3. Fold anti-causal components,
4. Calculate the Fourier transform.
The algorithm is implemented as three Matlab files included on the attached CD —
mps.m, clipdb.m, and fold.m. The code was taken from [176].

A.2

All-Pass Filter Design Using AR Modelling

In this work, after [212], the minimum-phase property of an autoregressive (AR)
modelling technique is exploited to design an all-pass filter model of NUTL sections
in Section 5.3.3. The biggest advantage of this method is that it guarantees a stable
solution.
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The transfer function, A^-th order stable and causal, is represented in the Zdomain as follows:
A{z) =
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Since the filter is stable, D(z) has all its roots inside the unit circle i.e. I7I < 1. This
implies that D(z) is a minimum-phase polynomial. Therefore, the phase
and the log-magnitude of D{e^^) are related by the Hilbert transform.
It can be shown (for details see [212]) that the all-pass filter, ^(2), whose de
nominator is obtained by minimizing (A.6):

L

27r

(A.6)

\i){u)D(e^^)\ duj,

where;
0(0;)

'^(u;) = exp

\

E[uj)
D[e3^y

(A.7)

N

(A.8)
A:=l

has a phase function that approximates the phase function (f)(uj) — Nuj-, (f)(uj) — the
desired phase function.
In the case of a discrete, equispaced vector (f)(1), / = 0,1, 2 ... L — 1, (A.7) is now:

'0(/) = exp

0(0
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where:
N

(A.IO)
k=l

Therefore, the objective is to find the values of
(A.6). Now, the values of

that minimise the error function

can be found from minimisation in the frequency

domain by solving a set of linear equations that arise from (A. 11):
L-l

(A.ll)
1=0

E(l) = i/)(/) (1 + E ‘^kexp(j2TTkl/L)\ ,,

(A.12)

fc=l

where 1=0,1... L-l; k=l,2... N, a^; are real valued coefficients.
The next step is to take the derivatives of (A.ll) with respect to
derivatives to zero. This results in a set of N linear equations in

and set the
the equations

can be solved with help of matrix algebra. Using the identity exp(x) = cos x-fj sin x,
(A.ll) can be rewritten as [215]:
L-l

Ei^wi' = E
1=0

N

L-l

N

V^(0(i + E cos (27Tkl/L)ak) + j'0(O
k=l

1=0

N

sin (27Tkl/L)ak
k=l

N

Z = c-\-2^f{k)akP ^ q{k',k)akak'.
/c=l

k,k'=i

(A.13)
where:
(A.14)
/—
—Un
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(A.15)

cos {2'nl{k — k')lL).

(A.16)
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q(k, k') =

k=l
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Differentiating (A. 13) with respect to

gives;

N

dZ
— = 2f{k) + ^[^(/c, k') + q(k, k')]ak> = 0,
k'=i

(A.17)

by symmetry of q,
dZ
duk
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k'=\

Rewriting (A. 18) in a matrix form:
(A.19)

QA + F = 0

where:

Q=

^1,1

9i,2

91,yv

92,1

92,2

92,V

9a^,i

...........

Qn,n

(A.20)
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<l2
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(A.21)
T

(A.22)
(A.23)

Solving (A.19) for A leads to:
A = Q-\-F)

(A.24)

The algorithm was implemented in Matlab, where Gaussian elimination is used.
Matlab code of the algorithm can be found on the attached CD under filename
kumaresan.m.
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CD Content
CST
ustrip0_5mm.cst

3D EM simulation of 0.5 mm long microstrip line on a 1.6 mm
thick FR4 substrate.
ustrip2_5 FR4 l_6mm.cst

3D EM simulation of 2.5 mm long microstrip line on a 1.6 mm
thick FR4 substrate.

GC-Prevue layouts — require GC-Prevue software
2 spirals and 50 ohm line.gwk
full FCC mask.gwk
hermite pulses.gwk
set of hermite pulses and up converted, gwk
set of hermite pulses.gwk
signal-l-Spiral short.gwk
signal-l -Spiral.gwk
upconverted hermite pulses.gwk

layer peeling
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layer_peel.m

Matlab function [r]=layer_peel(pLin)
Standard, lossles layer peeling delay in a forward path
pldn - the required filter response to unity impulse represen
ted by pr-in=[l zeros(l,length(pl_in)-l)]
r - a vector of local reflection coefficients
layer _peeLFFT.m

function [r,H]=layer_peeLFFT(pLin,h,h-inv)
Lossy, dipersive layer peeling, delay in a forward path. Cor
rection in forward and reverse path with FFT filtering
pLin - the required filter response to unity impulse represen
ted by pr_in=:[l zeros(l,length(pLin)-l)]
h - a composite filter for forward path containing minimum
phase and all-pass of the line’s transfer function filter repres
ented as Matlab’s hit object
h_inv - a composite filter for a reverse path containing min
imum phase and all-pass of the line’s transfer function filter
represented as Matlab’s hit object
r - a vector of local reflection coefficients
H - the frequency response of the line’s section.
layer_peeLncnc.m

Matlab function [r]=layer_peeLncnc(pl_in,h_min,h_all) Lossy,
dispersive layer peeling, delay in a forward path
Correction in forward and reverse path noncausal filtering
plJn - the required filter response to unity impulse represen
ted by pr_in=[l zeros(l,length(pLin)-l)]
h_min - minimum-phase filter for forward path modelling the
line’s transfer function filter represented as Matlab’s filt ob
ject
h_all - all-pass filter for a forward path modelling of the line’s
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transfer function filter represented as Matlab’s filt object
r - a vector of local reflection coefficients

layout
divide_spiral.m

Matlab function
[x_cart,y_cart,phi,r,error]=divide_spiral(a, b , incr, num_sec,
start_angle, tol)
Divides Archimedean spiral with equation r=a+b0 into equal
length sections,
a - parameter that rotates spiral,
b - distance between turns,
incr - distance between sections,
num_sec - total number of sections,
start_angle - start angle of the spiral,
tol - tolerance of the division,
x_cart,y_cart - x and y points in Cartesian coordinates,
phi,r - points in polar coordinates,
error - error of the spiral approximate division
gerber_line.m

Matlab function [W]=gerber_line(impedance, lineden, h, delta,
tand, er,t,fc)
lineden - length of the section [m],
h - substrate thickness [m],
delta - metal conductivity,
tand - dielectric loss,
er - substrate permittivity,
t - metal thickness [m],
fc - center frequency of operation [Hz].
gerber_spiral.m
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Matlab function
[R_p,R_p_niax,R_p_min,Phi]=gerber_spiral(a, b, incr, num_sec_str, start_angle, tol, W)
Generates gerber file for Archimedean spiral NUTL
a - parameter that rotates spiral,
b - distance between turns,
incr - distance between sections,
num_sec_str - number of straight sections connecting to an
input,
start-angle - start angle of the spiral,
tol - tolerance of an approximate division,
W - vector of widths of NUTL sections (microstrip line),
Phi,R_p - points in polar coordinates,
R_p_max - the maximum radius of the points,
R-P_min - the minimum radius of the points.

line model
djordevic.m

function [Hdj, Hsv, Hdj_her, Hsv_her, f, Lher, g_dj, g_sv, e_w,
e_eff_f]=djordevic(f_max, pts, len)
Calculates transfer function of a short section of a microstrip
line according to Svensson and Djordjevic models
Lmax - maximum frequency to which model is evaluated,
pts - number of calculation points,
len - length of a transmission line,
Hdj,Hsv - a transfer function of a transmission line as evalu
ated from Djordjevic model and Svensson models
Hdj_her,Hsv_her - a Hermite symmetric version of a transfer
function of a transmission line as evaluated from Djordjevic
model and Svensson models
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f,Lher - frequency vectors
g_dj,g_sv - propagations constants
e_w - a substrate permittivity as calculated from Djordjevic
model
e_cff-f - a frequency dependent microstrip effective permittiv
ity
pts must be odd pts==NFFT./2+l, NFFT is even

kumaresan.m

Matlab function [phi,h_all]=kumaresan(phi,W,N)
Calculates all-pass filter with AR modelling method
W - must be between 0..2pi, normalised frequency
N - filter’s order
phi - phase characteristic of an all-pass filter, must be un
wrapped phase between 0..pi h_all - modelled all-pass filter
(filt object)

model-section.m

function [phi, hd_min, H_min, hd_all, H_all, hd-casc]=modeLsection(H, W, Nm_num, Nm.den, Nall)
Creates filter corresponding to NUTL’s section transfer func
tion
H - transfer function of a line’s section
W - normalised frequency range 0..pi
Nm_num - order of a minimum-phase filter’s numerator
Nm-den - order of a minimum-phase filter’s denominator
Nall - order of an all-pass filter
phi - phase response of the modelling filter
hd_min - a minimum-phase filter
H_min - a minimum-phase filter’s transfer characteristic
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hd_all - an all-pass filter
H_all - an all-pass filter’s transfer characteristic
hd_casc - filter consisting of cascade of minimum-phase and
all-pass filters
RLGC.m
function Matlab function [Z0,Z, Y, g, H, e_eff_w, f]=RLGC(f_seed, tand-seed-sub, er_seed-sub, C-seed, L-seed, G-seed, rho,
w, h, t, ml, m2, len)
Lseed - frequency at which seed parameters were calculated
tand_seed_sub - dielectric loss
er_seed_sub - permittivity of substrate
C_seed,L_seed,G_seed - seed parameters for the line’s transfer
function
rho,w,h,t - resistivity, line width, height, conductor thickness
ml,m2 - Djordjevic parameters (see djordjevic paper)
len - line length
ZO - impedance of the line (quasi-static)
Z - frequency dependnept impedance
Y - admittance
g - a propagation constant of a transmission line
H - transfer characteristic
e_eff-w - frequency dependent effective permittivity
f - frequency vector

microstrip dimensions
loss_mic.m
function [loss_cond, loss_diel]=loss-mic(W, H, sigma, tand,
er,ereff_0,t,f,Z0)
W - microstrip width [m]
H - microstrip substrate height [m]
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sigma - resistivity of the strip
er - substrate permittivity
ereff_0 - effective permittivity at f=0
t - conductor thickness [m]
f - frequency of calculation
loss_cond,loss_diel - resistive and dielectric losses
microstrip-width.m

function [W]=microstrip_width(Zmgoal, h, sigma, tand, er, t,
f)
Calculates microstrip geometry matching a prescribed imped
ance
W - width of the microstrip line
Zmgoal - microstrip’s required impedance
h - substrate height
sigma - conductivity of metal strip
tand - dielectric loss
er - sibstrate’s nominal permittivity
t - metallisation thickness
f - frequency of calculation

MWOnet.m

function [impedance]=MWOnet(r, file_type)
Calculates impedance out of prescribed local reflection coeffi
cients and creates Microwave Office netlist file corresponding
to a NUTL
r - vector of local reflection coefficients,
impedance - impedance of NUTL sections
file_type - a switch controlling type of the created file when
true the MWO file contains ideal lines when false the file con
tains microstrip lines
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optimaLmicrostrip.m

function [Zdiff]=optiniaLmicrostrip(W, h, sigma, tand,er , t,
f, Zmgoal)
optimisation feeding file see micro strip .width, m file
ph -cnst.m

function [B]=pli_cnst(f,uO,eef_f)
Calculates phase constant of line
B - phase constant of line,
f - frequency of calculation,
eef-f - frequency dependent microstrip permittivity

min phase — set of files creating minimum-phase spectrum out
of a given amplitude characteristic
clipdb.m
fold.m
mps.m
test_min.m
tmps.m

picosecond — for a description see a particular m and pdf files
HdeconV2.m
PulseMeasV2.m
SpecAnalysisV2.m
TDVNAv2.m
VinDeconVl-l.m
VinDeconV2.m
WaveModify VI .m
WaveMo difyV2. m
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wwwPSPLMatLab.m
AN16a_TDSA_TDVNA.pdf
AN18_Deconvolution.pdf
bennia nahman filter.pdf

• pulses
apswf.m
m-file creating APSWF waveform compliant with the FCC
UWB regulations
hermitefun.m
function [y,out,coef]=hermitefun(n,d,m,t)
11

- max n-th order of the polynomial included in the expansion

d - scaling factor - stretching or squeezing of the Hermite
functions
m - number of different waveforms to be computed
t - time vector
HermitePoly.m
function hk = HermitePoly(n)
HermitePoly.m by David Terr, Raytheon, 5-10-04
Given nonnegative integer n, compute the Hermite polyno
mial H_n. Return the result as a vector whose m-th element
is the coefficient of
polyval(HermitePoly(n),x) evaluates H_n(x).
ABCD_sim.m
function [S,hr_t,ht_t]=ABCD_sim(S-par, Z, ZO)
Calculates response of a NUTL prescribed by an impedance profile
S - S-parameters of a NUTL’ line section
hr_t - reflection impulse response
ht_t - transmission impulse response
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S_par - NUTL’s S-parameters
Z - impedance profile (vector)
ZO - normalizing, characteristic impedance (usually 50 ohm)
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